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SUMMARY OF THESIS

l^lhi I st i t 'is true that any social or pol iti cal theory worthy of the

name and of its subject matter must be complex, at the same time there is

often at the heart of such theories a sound and simple idea, though formidably

complex in its full ramjfications. In the case of the po'litical philosophy

of Thomas Hobbes, this idea is h'is dual conception of the laws of nature.

At the end of .his exposition on the laws of nature, Hobbes points out that

they are not 'in propriety of speech'laws at all. They are merely rational

maxims; whereas law, strict'ly, is the word of him who has a right to command

others, formerly ob'liged to obey. However, as they (tfre laws of nature) are

delivered'in the Scriptures, which contaíns the word of God, they are properly

termed laws. There are then two posslble ways of concefving of the laws of

nature; naturalistically, in which case they are nerely rational maxims; and

as God's 1aw, jn which case they are authoritative and obligatory because with-

in this particular conceptual framework, they are seen as the commands of a

SuperÌor Being.

Primarily to accord with the distinction made by Hobbes with regard to the

ways of regarding Natural Law, the thesis is diyided into two main parts. In
the first part my primary concern is to demonstrate that Hobbes'main argument

from the 'known, natural inclinatìons of mankind' to where rboth the duty and

liberty of subiects'are made manifest, is sound and logically proper. In this

section we are concerned only r,lith the laws of nature as maxims of prudence as

d'istinct from the authoritative commands of God, In order to properly eyaluate

Hobbesrargument, it is important not only to Jook closely at what Hobbes

actual'ly says but we must also be familian with contemporary trends Ín modern

moral philosophJ, for Hobbes is constantly being criticized from different

perspectives within that 1ive1y discjp'line. Simp'le eguÍty regu'ires that we

examine such trends thoroughly. Hobbes must be fuìly acguainted with the

reasoning of his judges before he can be either condemned by them or acguitted



of the major charges. Hence I have outlined my position on the controversal

is-ought debate in Chapter Three, paying particular attention to 'hypothetical

oughts'or, as Hobbes would call them, maxims of prudence. Having done so,

I then proceed to look at the specific argument advanced by Hobbes and conclude

that it is perfectly sound as it stands.

A simi'lar procedure is followed in the next two chapters" Chapter Fjve

presents a novel way of understanding rights and in Chapter Six we turn to

see what kind of l'ight the ana'lysis sheds on Hobbesr account of rights. t¡le

find, in my view, that Hobbes! account meets the test of intelljgibi'lity out-

lined in Chapter Five. However, the further quest'ion of how the right to self-

preservation tjes in wíth Hobbes!main argument from therknown, natural,

inclinations of mankindr to where 'both the duty and liberty of subjects' are

made manifest cannot, in my view, be answered in Hobbes'favour,

The second pant of the thesis'is concerned with straightforward Hobbesian

exegesis. There we consider the second of the two great tributaries that unite'

to form the mainstream of Hobbes' thought. i.e. the laws of nature conceived of

as the author'itative commands of God. However, not only wi'll we be concerned

with what men ought to do, but also with what they are actually capable of doing,

and this leads us to consider Hobbesrdifferential theory of human nature, j.e.

his divisjon of mankind'into a iust minority and an unjust majority. It is

not until Chapter Nine that we are finally in a pos'ition to grasp the full
ramifìcations of Hobbesrdual concept'ion of the laws of nature for his political

theory as a who'le. In general , I hope to show that the alleged incompatibi'lity

between different interpretations of Hobbesowork has been exaggerated and that

Hobbes'work is indeed remarkable for the degree of complementarity ìt exhibits.
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PART ONE

I NTRODUCT ION



CHAPTER ONE

THE LAWS OF NATURE

(l ) Hobbes' dual conce tion of the Laws of Nature.

lrlhilst any social or political theory worthy of the name and of

its subject matter must be complex, at the same time there is often

at the heart of such theories a sound and simpìe idea, though

formidab'ly complex in its full ramifications. In the case of Hobbes,

I would say that it is his dual conception of the laws of nature. It
is appropriate therefore to beg'in with a brief description of what Hobbes

has to say about the latter.

Hobbes' understand'ing of the laws of nature is broadly consjstent

throughout his varjous works. His account of natural law is always

preceded by a description of the conditions prevailing in the state of

nature, where, in the absence of any common power, every man is the enemy

of every other man, and there is a constant state of war. The term war

here denotes not so much actual physical struggle, as a willingness

or preparedness for such struggle just as, to use Hobbes'ovvn analogy,

'the nature of Foule weather lyeth not in a shoure or two of rain;

but an inclination thereto of many days together'.1 One might be

tempted to deduce from this that men are intrinsically evil, naturally

d'isposed to injure and oppress one another. Yet Hobbes vigorously

denies that this is the case. He points out that the war of all

against alì is not to be understood in terms of the innate wickedness

of man's nature but is rather the unfortunate consequence of the absence

of any reliable means of different'iation between the wicked and the

ri gh teous .

I . Levi athan In W. Mol esurorth , Ed . f he ¡ngl i sh l^Jorks of
ll3. All subsequent references to(London 1839-1845) Vol. III P.

Hobbes ' work are to thi s Ed'i ti on .
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For though the w'i cked were fewer than the
righteous, yêt because we cannot distinguish them
there 'is a necessity of suspect'ing, heeding,
anticipatìng, self-defending, ever-'incident to
the most hoñest and fairest conditioned. 2

He denies that those who are wicked are so by nature, insisting

that a distinction should be made between the passions and actions

proceeding from them. The former in themselves are not wicked or

sinful, but the latter may be Íf'they are offensive or aga'inst duty'.3

Man's conditìon in the state of nature'is wretched and full of

incommodities, verging at times on the 'intolerable. The chief concern

of those who find themselves in such an unenviable position is to
discover a means of escape from ít. Hobbes looks to rational fear

to provide a solution. This combination of forces 'is sufficient for

the task in hand, for fear provides the motive, and reason the method

or instrument of escape.

Hobbes attaches great importance to fear. He held that every

man 'shuns what is ev'il but chief'ly the chiefest of natural evi I s,

which is death; and th'is he doth, by a certain impuìsion of nature,

no less than that whereby a stone moves downwards'.4 This proposition

about human nature has often been challenged by commentators on the

grounds that men do on occasion choose to die rather than live d'ishonour-

ably; but such 'instances generally presuppose established social structures.

The man who suffers death rather than divuìge vital state secrets to an

enemy powen may sti'l'l regard death as the 'chiefest of natural evils'

but not from h'is point of view the worst of all possible misfortunes.

2. De Cive, E.l^1. Vol . ll. p. XVI .
3. Loc. cit.
4. rbid. P.8.
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Our conscientious and patriotic hero might regard the prospect of

bearing an insufferable burden of guilt for the rest of his lifetime

as an even greater evil than death. This point'is made w'ith some

v'igour by Bernard Gert,5 who insists that Hobbes recognised a

distinction between natural and artifìc'ial evils and that civilized

man, in Hobbes'system, ffiây have aversions which are greater than

the fear of death.

If the fear and insecurity engendered by the constant struggle

for survival provides the major motive for wishing to depart from

the state of nature, reason provides the method. Man's reason suggests

to him certain conven'ient articles of peacei, and it is these rational

theorems which Hobbes terms the laws of nature. In De Cive he defines

Natural Law as 'the dictate of right reason conversant about those

things which are either to be done or omitted for the constant

preservation of life and members as much as jn us lies'.6 The first
and fundamental law of nature is 'that peace is to be sought after

where it may be found; and where not, there to provide ourselves for

helps for war'.7 The rest of the precepts of nature are derived either

immediately or ultimately from this fundamental law. The second law

of nature for example states that the right of all men to al1 th'ings

shoulci be relinquished; otherwise our primary objectìve, peace, 'is

no nearer. The remaining laws of nature therefore, for example those

telling men to act with gratitude, hum'ility and mercy towards their

fellows, are ljttle more than detailed expositions of what, in Hobbes'

view, is'logically imp'lied'in the first and fundamental law of nature.

"Hobbes and Psychologicaì Egoism" in B.H. Baumrin (Ed.)
Hobbes' Levi athan Cal i forni a , I 969. pp. 120-121 .

De Cive
c

5

6
7 oc

.t^1. Vol . II p. .16.
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At the end of his exposition on the laws of nature, Hobbes points

out that they are not'in propriety of speech' laws at all. They are

merely rational maxims; whereas law, strictly, js the word of him who

has a rìght to command others, formerly oblìged to obey. However, as

they are delivered in the scriptures, which contain the word of God,

they are properly termed laws. There are then two possible ways of

conceiving of the laws of nature; naturalistically, in which case they

are merely rational maxims; and as God's law, in which case they are

authoritative and obligatory, because within this part'icular conceptual

framework, they are seen as the commands of a Superior Being. This

passage is so important that is is worth quoting in full.
These di ctates of reason, men used to cal I by the name

of laws, but improperly; for they are but conclusions, or
theorems concerning what conduceth to the conservation and
defence of themselves; whereas'law, properly, is the word
of him, that by right hath command over others. But yet if
we consider the same theorems, as delivered in the word of
God, that by right commandeth all things; then are they properly
called laws. l8

(2) Scope and Method of Analysis.

Both for purposes of exposition and also to accord with the distinction

made by Hobbes w'ith regard to the ways'of regarding Natural Law, the

thesis is divjded into two main divisions. In the first, my primary

concern is to demonstrate that Hobbes'main argument from the'knou/n,

natural 'inclinations of mankindr to where 'both the duty and the

ìiberty of subjects are made manifestj is sound and logically proper.

8. Lev'iathan, E.t,rl. Vol . III. p. 147.
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It is important to stress that in the section of the thes'is where

this demonstration is made (PART TlnlO) we are concerned on'ly with

the laws of nature qua max'ims of prudence as distinct from the

authoritative cormands of God. Our task requires us to investigate

some of the latest developments in modern moral phi'losophy, for it
is from various perspect'ives within that rapid'ly evolving and live'ly

djscipline that Hobbes' argument from the 'known, natural inclinations

of mankind' (tfre 'naturalistic' argument) is constantly being

criticized. R.S. Peters, for example, accuses Hobbes of committing

the 'naturalistic fallacy' in trying to derive moral conclusions from

9purely factual premises. C.B. Macpherson, in The Folitical Theory

l0of Possessive Individualism has attempted to defend Hobbes' position,

though 'in my view, unsatisfactority. (See Chapter III: Section (2)).

More recently, Preston King ìn The Ideoloq v of Order. has insisted that

it is logically'imposs'ible to derive an 'ought' from an ''is' and that

if that is what Hobbes attempted to do, he was seriously mistaken.ll

However, he bel'ieves that the real starting point of Hobbes'political

theory was the assertion that men ought to seek theÍr preservat'ion, so

that Hobbes in fact presents us with an ought-ought derivation. Finaìly

J. Kemp in Eth'ical Naturalism insists that Hobbesr argument is perfectly

proper as it stands and that there is no need to resort to such

stratagems as postulatìng a hidden norm at the root of Hobbes' poljtical

theory in order to make it acceptable to our logical consci.n..r.l2

Hobbes London, 1956, P. 170 footnote.
õmld, 1962 p. 17 .
0xford, .l974 pp. 161-177. But see also Appendix Five pp. 3ll-339.
London, 1970. passim.

9.
10.
ll.
12.
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Indeed Hobbes' reputation as a political theoristseemsto hinge upon

the ebb and flow of the competing forces that make up the is - ought

controversy.

Since it is clear that the position one adopts in relation to

the is - ought debate will ìargeìy determine whether or not one believes

Hobbes'main argument to be sound or unsound, I have outlined my

position on this debate in chapter Three, paying particular attent'ion

to'hypothetical oughts'or, as Hobbes would call them, maxims of

prudence. Having done so, I then proceed in chapter Four to look at

the specific ar"gument advanced by Hobbes (tne 'naturalistic' argument)

and come to the conclusion that it is perfectìy logical and sound as

it stands. The anaìysis presented in Chapter Three may initially seem

to be an undu'ly 'lengthy aberration. from the particulars of Hobbes'

political philosophy, but my purpose is to substantiate to the fullest
possible extent the claim, presented in Chapter Four, that Hobbes does

not commit the naturalistic fallacy. Chapter Three provides the

necessary logical framework for the claims advanced on Hobbes' behalf

in Chapter Four.

A simiìar þrocedure is followed in Chapters Five and S'ix, which are

pri¡ari'1¡l concerned to el,ucidate and evaluate what Hobbes has to say

about rights. Chapter Five presents a novel way of understanding rights,

questioning the usefulness of certain ways of distinguishìng between

different kinds of rights, and suggesting that it is advisable to regard

rights as always one and the same triadic relation. The three terms of

the relation are specifically an agent or agents (one), his or their

ìiberty, (two), and other people's duties or obligations (three).
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I shall argue that all three elements will be found to be present Ín

all cases of rights. When we turn in Chapter Six to see what kind

of light this piece of conceptua'l analysis sheds on Hobbes' account

of rights, we encounter a major problem. We find Hobbes talking about

the universal right of self-preservation as a 'right to all thihgS',

thus apparently using the term right with the unusual meaning of

'freedom from obligation'. It would seem that Hobbes is asserting

that there can be a right which does not imply a duty on the part of

other people. If, as I argue'in Chapter Five, a right, to be at all

intelìigib1e, must be conceived of as a triadic nelation, then the

'r.ight to all things'must be rejected as failing to comply with the

conditions under which talk about rjghts is intellig'ible. However,

the analysis in Chapter Six of what Hobbes has to say about rights

reveals that he does not espouse the indefensible view that whilst

each man has a natural right to all things which in his estimation

serve to realize the goa'l of self-preservat'ion, at the same time

there is no duty e'ither to recognise or respect th'is r.ight in others.

Hobbes' positi.on seems rather to be that each man should recognise

that others have this right but that on account of the inauspicious

ci rcumstances prevai I 'ing i n the natural condi ti on, no-one 'is actuaì 1y

obliged to respect it.
In Chapter Six then, I argue that Hobbes' night to self-preservation

is a triadic relation and is thus correct ìn form. It meets the test

of intelligib'ility outlined in Chapter Five. However, the further

ques:tion of how this particular right ties in wi.th Hobbes' main argument

from the 'known, natural inclinations of mankind' to where 'both the

duty and liberty of subjects are made manifestl remains to be answered.
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In my view, Hobbes simply cannot provide a satisfactory response.

In the Leviathan he says that anticipatory violence in the state of

nature is no more than a man's conservation requires and is thus

generally allowed. But Hobbes provides no justification for this

remark. He is prevented from doing so by his naturalistic premises.

0n1y hypothetical oughts, via the consistency principle, can issue

directly from the heart of nature. Yet Hobbes introduces a night to

self-preservation, the third term of which is clear'ly categorical.

He tells us that 'augmentatjon of dominion over men, be'ing necessary

to a man's conservation, it ought to be allowed him'13 (emphasis added).

But why? Hobbes arrjves at this position after an apparently neutral

analysis of ends imposed by natural passion. He points out that men

attempt to subdue each other, principa'lly for 'their own conservation

and sometimes their delectation only'. But in that case, upon what

grounds is anticipatory violence in the interests of conservat'ion

permitted and aggressive violence, Sây for love of power or'delectation',

forb j dden? Hobbes coul d be ei ther appeal 'ing to or unwi ttìngìy express'ing

his agreement with the common moral opinions of his readers, who would

probably accept as obvious that the former is right, the latter wrong.

But then, we may ask, what becomes of his project of establishing 'rights'

upon the known, natural, inclinations of men? The crux of the problem,

'in my view, is that hypothetical obligations, or maxjms of prudence,

are simpìy not the stuff of which rights can be made.

13. Leviathan. E.tlJ. Vol. lll, P. ll6.
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The second main division of the thesis is concerned with strait-

forward Hobbesian exegesis. There we consider the second of the two

great tributaries that fìow together to form the mainstream of Hobbes'

thought. If ìn the earlier sections of the thesis we are primarily

concerned with the laws of nature as maxims of prudence, in Part Three

we are also concerned with the laws of nature as the authoritative

commands of God. However, as I shall demonstrate in Chapter Seven, the

meeting of the waters brings forth its own prob'lems. The main area

of tunbulence lies in the reg'ion of justice. Hobbes makes an elementary

distinction between the iustice of actions and the justice of persons

but a common difficulty runs through his presentation of both and this

has its orig'in in his dual conceptíon of natural law. V'iewed merely as

maxims of prudence, justice is itself enjoined by the third law of nature.

Yet Hobbes also describes obedience to the laws of nature as a whole

as justice and when he does so, it would certa'inìy seem that he has the

laws of nature, as God's law, uppermost in his mind. There is thtis

consìderable confusion in Hobbes' writings concerning what precisely

constitutes a just action.

In the latter porijon of the thesis we also begin to consider

not only Hobbes' ideas concerning what men ought to do but also what

they are actually capab'le of doing. The main question dealt with in

Chapter E'ight'is rt¡lhat actually motìvates men to obey the laws of civil

soci ety?' Hobbes ' answeri s compì ex because , i n my vi ew, he uphe'l d

a differential theory of human nature,i.e. he made a fundamental

distinction between a just mìnority and an unjust majority.
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It js not until Chapter Nine that we are finally in a position to

consider the full ramifications of Hobbes' dual conception of the

laws of nature for his political theory as a whole. I shall argue

in that chapter that the laws of nature, conceived of alternately

as God's laws and maxims of prudence, had a special relevance for

and application to, the just and the unjust respective'ly. Chapter

Ten presents an overall evaluation of Hobbes' work.

In the following chapter, I present a review and evaluation of

major interpretative standpoints. The secondary literature on Hobbes

is of such a very high standard that it is onìy with genu'ine trep'idation

that one can dare to advance a novel interpretation of this kind.

Still, I am reassured by my indebtedness to the major schools of

Hobbesion scholarship. Indeed preciseìy because each of them strikes

a telling note, I concluded that if taken together as a unifìed whole,

one could recapture the original harmony of Hobbesr Levi athan. 0n the

whole, Hobbes'work is remarkable fsr the degree of coherence and

consistency that it exhibits. By tying together the different schools

of thought with the properly revealed thread of his dual conception of

the laws of nature, its beauty to the intellect is enhanced and manyrof

its discordant notes removed.
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CHAPTER Tt^lO

A REVIEhl AND EVALUATION OF INTERPRETATIVE STANDPOINTS

(l ) Interpretati ve Standpoi nts .

As the whole field of Hobbes' scholarship has developed over the

years, it has become clear that no other area of his thought has caused

more controversy than the question of the nature of the relationship

between his philosophy and his political theory - so much so, in fact,

that when W.H. Greenleaf attempted a brief rev'iew of the history of

Hobbes' scholarship, he was able to categorise different interpretations

largely according to the manner in which they dealt with this specific

prob'lem. (The three main types of interpretation of Hobbes' ideas he

calls the 'traditional case', the 'natural-law case', and the 'individualist¡
't

case.)' However the whole field of Hobbes' scholarship has become so

'large and unwieldy that any attempt at divid'ing the various interpretations

into three major categories cannot claim to be wholly successful. Greenleaf

himself admits as much when he states that these are, ìn a sense, artifjcial

categorisations since each encompasses a range of internal variation.

The task of constructing a classificatory system is an exceedingìy

difficult one, firstìy because those who write about Hobbes do not always

agree with their location in the classifjer's scheme,2 and secondly,

because categorisations of this kind necessarily have on'ly a limjted
'l'ifespan, as new 'interpretations appear which fit uneasily, jf at all,

into the old lines of division. Thus, to take just one examp'le,

See 'Hobbes: The problems of Interpretation' in Cranston
and Peters (Editors)
Ibid P. 23 Footnote.

Hobbes and Rousseau New York 1972 p. 6.
at ns says a is interpretation

I

2
of Hobbes was incorrectly categorised by Greenleaf.
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wh i l'e T.. A. Spragens ' excel I ent work , The Pol i ti cs of l4oti on The

t¡lorl d of Thomas Hobbes (London 
.l973) is clearìy a strong defence of

the trad'itional case, Preston King in his book The ldeology of

Qrder (London , 1974) has a decidedly novel approach to some old

problems faced by Hobbes scholars, arguÍng that there is a hjdden

norm, that men ought to seek their own preservation, located at the

very root of Hobbes' pol'itical theory and which serves as its real

start1ng point. It is by no means apparent how Greenleaf's classifjcatory

scheme can comfortably accomodate an 'interpretation of th'is kind.

Perhaps, given the diversity and complexìty of the material wìth

whjch we are dealjhg, it would be advisable to regard Greenleaf's

categories as simply referring to important mainstreams in the interpretation

of Hobbes; in this way we could free'ly admit the existence of eddies

and undercurrents, interacting with the mainstreams of thought but having

nonetheless a life of their own, and thereby avoid the necessity of

having to place each and every interpretatjon of Hobbes into a particular

slot. The introduction of a more fluid form of categorization - if

I might be excused the pun - would have the additional advantage of

allowing undercurrents to become mainstreams in the due course of

time rather than foreclosing this possibility by adhering to a too

rigid form of class'ification.

There are then three broad interpretative standpo'ints from which

Hobbes ' wri t'i ngs have been approached . To g'i ve a detai 1ed expos i ti on

of each woul d occupy several vol umes , especi a'l 1y 'i f al I vari ati ons and

deviations were taken into account. I therefore intend only briefly to

ou¡ine and review the interpretatjons of some of the main exponents of

each interpretatìve standPoint.
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(2) The Traditionalist Case

The traditionalist case, or orthodox interpretat'ion of Hobbes,

is that he is both a materialist and a firm adherent of the 'new'

natural science, and that he attempts to apply'its theories and

procedures in elaborating his civil and moral phììosophy. 0n thjs

view, we have not far to look for the source of Hobbes' naturalistic

presuppositions, in particular his conviction that everything which

exists'is body or matter-in-motion, nor for his belief that duty is

no different from prudence, or the d'ictates of rational self-interest.

Two questions immediately arise from this view.

l. Was morality, for Hobbes, merely a matter of rational calculation

in the pursuit of one's interests?

2. How did Hobbes'materialist philosophy affect his theory ofhumannature

and the substantive po'litical conclus'ions based upon that theory?

It might seem that the first question is easily enough answered

by referring again to the quotation from Hobbes where he presents his

dual conception of the laws of nature. Thus we might say that, for

Hobbes, maxims of prudence can scarcely be dignified by calljng them

'duties' at all. They do oblige but only in a hypothetical sense and

it is only when cons'idered as God's laws that they are properly ca'lled

moral because they then have their source in authoritative command.

However, Howard Warrender has warned us that once we take Hobbes' allusion

to divine rewards and pun'ishments into account, the equation of moral

laws with God's authoritatìve commands does not of itself negate the

possibÍl'ity that for Hobbes moral duty was purely a matter of rational

calculation. Hobbes' view then on this crucial issue is not so easily

ascertained and it is precisely because of the ambjguity that so many

of Hobbes' contemporaries either condemned his naturalism and materialism

because, ìn their view, this entailed a demeaning, selfish and deterministic
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view of human nature or, as Mr. Quenti,n Skinner has pointed out,3

they were qu'ick to praise Hobbes' doctrines preciseìy because of

what they took to be their uncomprom'ising naturalistic character.

According to J.P. Plamenarz,4 ia'is the latter which the lgth century

Utilitarians found so attractive in Hobbes' work.

It is certainly true that, for Hobbes,'it is consistent with

a person's rational self interest to abide by the terms of a valid

covenant,especia'lly the politicaì covenant, and this could be

interpreted as meaning that a man ought to keep faith with his

sovereign because the consequences of so doing will be beneficial

for society as a whole, and hence ultimately for himself as well.

Thus for example, according to Plamenatz, Hobbes denies that 'virtue,

which is obedience to the moral law, has a Value for men independent

of its pov^/er to promote their happiness',5 but such an 'interpretat'ion

ìs insecurely based on Hobbes' actual texts. Hobbes concedes that a

man may at times succumb to the fallacy that it would be in his best

interests to break his word but his advice to such a person is 'Do

what you know is right. Fulfill your obligat'ions', rather than 'Do

what you think'is in accord with your rational self-interest'. It is

not because it is ultìmately in our best interests that covenant-

keeping is obligatory. It is so as a matter of fact but that is not

the reason for its obligatory character. According to Hobbes,

3 n the Eng'l i sh Revol uti on ' Hi stori cal
78 expeci aì ly pp . 170-171 ;
Political Thoughtr, Ibid,
his Disciples in France an

Comparative Studies in Society and Hjstory, VIII, (.l966),
4
5

J. Plamenatz.
Ibi'd . p. 12.

See his 'History and Ideology j
Journal, VIII (.l965), pp, l5l-l
Ideol ogi cal Context of Hobbes 's
pp. 286-317; 'Thomas Hobbes and

'The
),

I
t
67.

IX
d
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IThe Enql i sh Uti I ì tarians, Oxford , 1949, pp.

, (1966
Engl and
.153-l
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the just man abides by the terms of the covenants he enters into not

because he is reasonable - though he may we'll be eminently so - but

because he is a just man. If the biggest fool in Christendom were

also a just man, then by v'irtue of that fact, he would act in more

or less the same way as a h'ighly 'intelligent and reasonable person in

those spheres of human activity which involve trust and the keeping

of faith. Hobbes makes this perfectly clear when he says that the

unjust person's'will'is not framed by the justice but by the apparent

benefit of what he is to do'.6 Presumably then the just man is

characterised by an ind'ifference with regard to the beneficial

consequences of his actions. Motive is all 'important in Hobbes' moral

system. The just man obeys the law from the right motive whereas the

unjust person's motjve for obedience is generally found to be fear or

the adverse consequences of disobeying the law (Civil or Divine).

It is true that Hobbes eventualìy arrives at a position where he

is in fact saying that men wil'1, hopefully, behave in a manner necessary

for the preservation of the state largely through a consideration of

the consequences of not so doing.

The force of words be'ing, as I have former'ly noted,
too weak to hold men to the performance of their covenants;
there are in man's nature but two imagìnable helps to
strengthen it. And these are either a fear of the consequences
of breaking their word; or a glory or pride ìn appearing
not to need to break it. This latter is a generosity too
rareìy found to be presumed on especially in the pursuers
of wealth, command or sensual p'leasure, which are the greatest
part of mankind. The passion to be reckoned upon is fear.7

6
7

Levi athan. E.l^J. Vol. III p. 136.
Ibid. pp. 128 - 129.
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But there are two points worth noting here. First'ly it is

only after Hobbes has pointed out that those who have the right

motives are too rarely found to be presumed upon that he proceeds

to base his political system on a meaner human motive i.e. fear

of the consequence of infringing the law. But secondly, and

more importantly, there is nothing particular'ly 'moral' in the

behaviour of most men in Hobbes' sovereign state. Since their

adherence to the sovereign's commands is large'ly guaranteed by

fear of the consequences of defiance, they are'in Hobbes' view

unjust and immoral people, though their actjons may be just. Had

Hobbes expounded a utilitarian style of ethics, an ethic of results,

then presumab'ly virtue in his system would have been no more than

a capac'ity for coldly calculating the probable consequences of actions.

However, the virtuous and moral person is not in Hobbes'view an

excellent calculator but, quite simply, an excellent person.

hJe do well to remember that for Hobbes justice is a God - given

yet natural, human passion. He states that God is 'the giver of all

graces, that is, of all good habits and inclinations'8 and points

out that when 'justice or unjustice are attributed to men, they

si gni fy roneness and affection and inclination of nature that is

to say , passions of the m'ind apt to produce just and unjust actions.' 9

(Emphasis added) thus whilst it may be true, as H. l¡Jarrender suggests,

that 'Hobbes makes no statement which definìte1y implies that regard

for divine sanctions would not be a perfectly proper motive for the

¡ust man'10, it is equally true that Hobbes never at any time suggested

that h'is defjnition of the justice of persons as a disposition to act

justly required any further elaboration. It was not to be exp'lained

8. The Questions Concerning Liberty, Necessity and Chanqe, E.[,1.,
Vol. V. p. 9.
The Elements of Law9

owa
E.['l. Vol. IV p. 97.
Political Philosophyr10.

P. 290
arren of Hobbes , Oxford, 1957
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av,Jay'in terms of fear of Djvine sanctions or anyth'ing else. In

short, jt is unl'ike1y that Hobbes would have regarded fear of djv'ine

sanctions as a proper motive for the just man.

The second question raised by the traditionalist view can best be

answered by a review of the Strauss - Watkins debate on the phi'losophy -

politics nexus. Strauss' thesis rests basical'ly on a d'ifferentiat'ion

between substance and form and on the postulate that the former cannot

be log'ically inferred from the latter. He argues that Hobbes derived

his conception of the human will from introspection and h'is observatÍon

of men and not from any scientific or philosophic considerations. The

substantive questionofwhat the human will is, its aim and quality, is

aloof, so to speak, from questions of philosophy and method. J. [,'I. N.

hJatkins however mainta'ins that Hobbes' concept'ion of nature and causation

did, at least indirectly, influence his conception of the human will.

It must be stressed from the outset that both writers share a certain

amount of common ground. As jf in anticipation of Watkins' critic'ism,

Strauss concedes that Hobbes' choice of the resolutive-compositive method

does have important consequences for the content of his po'lit'ical theory.

It would thus seem that the characteristic contents
of Hobbes' political philosophy - the absolute priority
of the individual to the State, the conception of the
individual as asocial, of the relation between the state
of nature and the State as an absolute antithesis, and
fi nal ly of the State i tsel f as Lev'iathan - i s (si c) 1 

.l

determined by and, as ìt were, implied in the method. "

Similar'ly Watkins duly concedes, as 'if in deference to Strauss, that

Hobbes' conception of the human will cou'ld not have been deduced from his

conception of nature and causation. Certa'inìy then both commentators are

in substantial agreement on what would appear to be the fundamentals of the

lt. L. Strauss. The Political Philosophv of Hobbes,Oxford 1936 , p.2.
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issue. The fact that watkins subsequentìy disagrees with Strauss'

interpretation means in effect that one of them must have overstepped

the limits which they themselves prescribed - attaching either too

much or too little Ímportance to the role played by Hobbes'philosophy

and method in determining the substantive elements of his pofitical

theory. In my view, it is watkins who is at fault in his assessment

of the relationship which exists between the substance and form of

Hobbes' political theory. A few examples will serve to illustrate why

this is so.

Hobbes subscribed to a very rigid doctrine of materialism. He

believed that everything which exists is body and that the events of

the universe can be explained in terms of the motion of matter. Hence

'life itself is but motion.' But what, we may ask, are the consequences

of this doctrine for Hobbes' conception of the human will? watkins'

reply is that 'two principles follow which reappear as premises in

his account of the state of nature'. The first is that all motiVation

is essentially egocentrìc. This is indeed true and Ít is further true

that this is a principle which clearly derives from Hobbes'mechanical

conception of human appetite and not from any moral attitude. But at

the same time it must be emphasized that this first principle is purely

formal. The fact that man is deemed to be egocentric does not necessarily

mean, or even imp'ly, that he is egoistic. It is at a later stage when

Hobbes infuses some substance into this formal princip'le that we would

expect his characteristic moral attitude to become evident.
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Watkins' second principìe is that 'since aversion is aroused when

the vital motions are hjndered, the prospect of the1r stoppage, i.e. of

death, will arouse the most v'iolent aversion of all.' It is debatable

however whether this second principle necessarily follows from Hobbes'

conception of nature and causation. 0f course 'it actualìy does follow

but we are not thereby given adequate grounds for assum'ing that this

was the only choice open to Hobbes, even given his materalist assumpt'ions.

It is incumbent upon Watkins to demonstrate that the stream of influence

flowed, directly and unobtrusively from Hobbes' phi'losophy of nature into

his motivational psychology, and that at no stage could it have

encountered the sturdy rocks of Hobbes' conception of human nature which

would have served to deflect the waters of his philosophy in one direction

rather than another.

Watkìns also points out, I th'ink correctly, that according to

Hobbes '....truth is made by definitions, and uniform standards of

iustice between men can only be created by the definitions of a single

authority above man. Hobbes' nominalism and his conventionalist theory

of truth lead to a command theory of justice.'12 However, it must be

stressed that his account tells us absolutely nothing of the justice

of persons. We must be careful not to overlook the pureìy formal

character of the argument. There is no mention here of what actually

constitutes the just attitude. The sovereign can ìay down a code of

regulations which he can then call the rules of ¡j:u5¡ice but he cannot

create a disposition to act justly. Hobbes' nominaljsm then may lead

ultÍmately to a command theory of the justice of actions. In the absence

of a universal code of morality, the responsib'i'lity for establishing a

standard for theiusticeof actions is assumed by the sovereign once the

state has been inst'ituted. Yet the justice of persons, that is the

12. 'Philosophy and Politics in Hobbes' J.l,l.N. hJatkins.
Hobbes Studies, p.258.
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passion to give to each his own, the passion which Hobbes equates

with charity antl magnaniLmityl3 .unnot be meaningfully related to,

;1,êt al one deduced from hi s nomi nal i sm. cl early 'i t has i ts origi ns

'in Hobbes' own pre-philosophicaì moral attitude.

Watkins seems to miss the significance of Hobbes' moral attitude

because he fails to appreciate the role of dispositions, or the passions,

in Hobbes' political system and in particular the manner in whìch

Hobbes, in defining them, gives expression to his own pecuìiar moral

convictions. The passions are indispensable for the sound and simple

reason that something is needed to explain our differing reactions to

the same external stimuli. Between the object and the reaction, there

must be some sort of mental receptacle, an accommodating dev'ice, a means

whereby our specific reactions are determined. It is hardly enough to

say that men react to externalr stimulj; one must also investigate the

mechanism of their reaction in order to discover why men act different'ly

in the same situations and the passions are the obvious key to any such

discovery. It is ìn Hobbes' account of the passions that one would expect

to find his moral attitude and his conrception of the human will and it
is precisely this sphere which is aloof, so to speak, from philosophy and

sc j.enti fi c method.

A similar sort of objection can be made against Spragens' account

of the philosophy/politics nexus in Hobbes' thought. After recognizing

his willingness to abide by the basic groundrules in this debate, as

agreed upon by both Strauss and l¡latkins, namely that one cannot deduce

a substantÍve political theory from a cosmology which is fundamenta'lly

ahumano , Spragens argues that Hobbes was so impressed by the new

philosophy of nature that some sort of carry-over into the po'l'it'ica'l

realm was extremely probable. First, however, certain conditions must

be met.

13. De Cive. E.t^l. Vol. II, pp. 300 - 30.l.
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In order for perceptual models of natural
philosophy to become influential'in shaping
perceptions of pof it'ical order, it is necessary
for them to achieve what might be called
resonance with some patterns found in the
realm of poìitics... If there Ís a predispositìon
to see paradigms of nature as relevant to po'litics,
and if in addition these paradigms can achieve some

resonance with significant political phenomena,
then a philosophy of nature can have a real impact
on a theory of politics In human vanity,
egocentri ci ty, appet'iveness , des'i re for power
and self-preservation, Hobbes found aspects of
human behaviour wh'ich lent themselves readiìy in
h'is view to conceptualization by the same basic
models that had proved so powerful in the understand'ing
of natura'l phenomena. l+

The main carry-over from natural to civil philosophy'is to be

found in the law of inertial motion, namely that when a thing is in

motion it will perpetually stay in motion unless it is stopped by

something eìse. Hence when Hobbes ascribes to all men 'a perpetual

and restless desire of pov',er after power, that ceaseth only in death'

and states that'there can be no contentment but in proceedjng,'he

is in effect presenting a human equivalent of the law of inertial

motion. Furthermore man fits easily into the pattern discerned in

nature. All nature desires to preserve itself, and man is similarly

characterised by a perpetual urge to stay alive.

The plausibility of th'is argument is however undermined by the

fact that any number of theories concern'ing the human passions can

achieve 'resonance'with the law of inertial motion and by the fact

that different components of Hobbes'basic paradigm could be used to

es,pouse whol'ly incompat'ible theories of human motivation. Thus for

example he could have argued that because men, in accordance with the

law of inertial motion, constantìy strive for ever more pov\,er, they

therefore can have no proper conception of a state of repose, such as

death is in fact in Hobbes' thought. It ìs prec'isely because

14. T.A. Spragens Jr. The Pol i ti cs of Mot'ion , London 1973, p. I 69.
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men are so preoccupied with power strjving that it is only in their

cooler philosophic moments, if at all, that they can conceive of an

end to the constant struggle and hence fear of death const'itutes on'ly

a minor motivation. The trouble with man's nature is that'it contains

a hybrid mixture of elements, often contradictory, so that if Hobbes

wìshed to carry over his law of inertial motion Ínto the human sphere,

he could choose a number of areas of application, including a specific

element in man's nature, (such as the des'ire for power) or the self-

preserving'instinct; or he could apply the law'indiscriminately to all

elements of man's nature so that there is constant interaction between

various forms of bodily motions (the passions) with no predictable end

product. Hobbes'position seems to be a mixture of these last two options;

the passions are indeed endlessly in conflict but by and large the

passion for life itself achieves pre-eminence. However given the availability

of such a wide number of options - there are no doubt considerably

more than my own imaginative powers can generate - may tnle not safely

presume that Hobbes' own private pre-philosophical conception of the

human will comes into play at this stage?

Even if we accept as correct Spragens' suggestion that the primacy

of the se'lf-preserv'ing urge'is an analogica'l carry-over of the law of

inertia into Hobbes' motivational psycho'logy (Spragens does not deal with

the issue of whether or not'it'is the only possible analog'ical carry-over

or even the most evident one) difficulties still persist; for had Hobbes

personaily felt that fear of death was not particularìy important as a

motivating factor, he could quìte easily have refemed to his theory of

sensations to support sucha conviction. He could for example have argued

that man, a percipient being who is constantly subjected to a bamage of

sense impressions, can have no constant fear of death. It is well-nigh
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certain thabifone person witnesses the death of another, he wilì be

saddened by the event and may morosely reflect that the same end

must surely befall himself. However because of manrs nature as a

perc'ip'ient beìng, such experiences cannot have a lasting impression,

for before long the senses are again inundated with beautiful

sunsets , smi I 'ing faces , sounds of 'laughter etc. , whi ch generate qu'ite

different and less morose reflections. A theory of motivation which

states that man seeks what he considers to be the good things of

life because they are continuously present and is only seldom influenced

by his fear of death and disease because his contact with the latter
accounts for iust a small proportion of his total experiences achieves

'resonance' with Hobbes' theory of sensation.

In fact, on closer scrutiny, Hobbes'theory is found to be perculiarly

susceptible to this kind of ' deduction '. After all, 'it emphasizes

the importance of the causat'ive role of the object of sense in the whole

process of perception rather than the filtering role of the mental

receptab'le into which the sensations flow. l¡lith Hobbes the only possible

cause of motion was prior motion and,as appìied to the theory of

sensation, this means that the onìy cause of perception can be the motion

of the accidents of external bodies or, more precisely, the motjons

which cause the appearance of such things as heat, colour, light, etc.
These things are only apparent; the real cause of sensation is the

motion of the object.

whatever accidents or qualities our senses make us think
there be in the world, they be not these but are seeming
and. apparit'ion only; the things that reaìly are in the riorld
without us, are those motions by which theie seemings are
caused. l5

15. E.t^.f. Vol . I, P. I
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This is a puzzìing account l6 but what nonetheless stands out

c]early is the primacy of the object of sense in the process of

percept'ion, and indeed of conception. 'For there is no conception

in a man's mind, which hath not at first, totally, or by parts, been

begotten upon the organs of sense. ' 
I 7

Aristotle had argued that the movement of an object could not be

accounted for without assuming that some force had been transmitted by

a contiguous agent, which he called the efficient cause. But besides

determining the efficient cause Aristotle argued the necessity of

postulating a 'final' cause in order to make the explanation of an

object's movement compìete. Hobbes den'ied this. 'There can be no

cause of motion,' he insists, 'except'in a body contiguous and moved.'18

0bjects of sense cause perceptions and conceptions. If death 'is only

occasionalìy before our senses, it 'follows', if one has a mind to make

it follow , that the horrors of death will not be long in our thoughts.

It seems then that Hobbes' own private observation of men and manners

both guided his appfication of key concepts borrowed from his basic

paradigm and influenced his assessment of which elements from his natural

phi 'l osophy he coul d most useful ly empl oy ì n hi s ci vi I phi 'losophy. 
Hobbes

could have branched out from h'is philosophy of nature into the po'litical

realm in a variety of ways, each of which would have been isomorphic

w'ith conceptual patterns to be found in his natural philosophy. His

conceptual model then was such that his original view of man's nature

could survive the impact of his natural phìlosophy virtual]y intact.

16.

17.
18.

T.A. Spragens gives a lucid account of the difficulties which
Hobbes encounters Ín espousing this particular theory. 0p.cit.,
P. 73.
LEVIATHAN E"I^J. Vol. lll, P. l.
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(3) The Individualist Case.

I would like to deal with just one version of the'individualist'

case, namely that presented by Leo Strauss. He contends that'the real

bas'is of Hobbes ' pol i ti cal phi l osophy 'is not modern science' and that

if jt was Hobbes' intention to base his po1ìtical theory on the new

ideas of modern science, he was engaged in a well-high impossible task.

In Strauss' words:

As traditional moral and political philosophy u,as,
to some extent, based on tradit'ional metaphysics it
seemed necessary, when traditional metaphysics was
replaced by modern natural science, to base the new
moral and political philosophy on the new science.
Attempts of this kind could never succeed: traditional
metaphysics was, to use the language of Hobbes'
successors , 'anthropomorphi sti c' and, therefore, a
proper bas'is for things human; modern science, on
the other hand, which tried to interpret nature by
renounci ng a1 I ' anthropomorphi sms ' , al I concepti ons
of purpose and perfection, could, therefore, to say
the least, contribute nothing to the understanding
of things human, to the foundation of morals and
pol i ti cs .20

To have ful'ly embraced the cosmos revealed by lTth Century scientific

discoveries would have inevitably committed Hobbes to the view that all

appet'ites and aversions were morally indifferent. But Hobbes does not

hold to such a view; rather, he describes pride and fear of death as

unjust and just pass'ions respectively. Man is fundamenta'lly a creature

of vanity; all his other appet'ites are properly viewed as modifications

of this gross conceit. But man also fears violent death and it is in
this passion, Strauss alìeges, that Hobbes finds the origins both of

right and moral ¡ty.21

20.
21.

L. Strauss, Hobbes'Politjcal Philosophy,Oxford 1936. P. XIII.
Ibid. P. lB.
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Hav'ing pinpointed pride and fear of death as the origins of the

just and unjust attitudes, Strauss'is in a position to distinguish

clearly between justice and injustice, moral and immoral motives. The

unjust man, he asserts, obeys civil 'law only because of a shortsighted

fear of the penal sanctions at the disposaì of the sovereign. In

contrast, the just man obeys these laws 'for fear of death, and therefore

from inner conv'iction, aS it were once more accompìishing in hjmself

the founding of the state..,'22 Now it would certainly seem that Hobbes,

in thus endowing the passions With moral characteristics, is not so

much influenced by his fascination with modern science as by his experience

of everyday life and, as Strauss adds, by a specific moral attitude which

compels 'its holder to see men and the'ir mannerìsms in a part'icular way.

Thus Strauss would agree with the exponents of the natural law case that

the modern naturalistiç appearance of Hobbes' thought can be misleading and

that his theory of political obligation was not based upon his materialism.

At the same time, however, Strauss would reject the view that Hobbes was

within the natural law tradition, regarding Hobbes as having in fact

broken from that tradition in no uncertain terms. In the view u/e are

considering, Hobbes begins his argument not, as hitherto, with natural

law, but with natural right i.e. with an absolutely iustified subiective

cl aim.

22. rbid. PP.25 - 26.
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S'ince we have already dealt with the question of the relationship

that exists between Hobbes' phi'losophy and hjs political theory, the main

question that arises from Strauss' Ínterpretation is whether or not

there is truth in his assertion that the real basis of Hobbes' theory

of political obìigation is the righteousness of fearing death and the

iniustice of indulging our vain desires. The criticìsms already advanced

against Plamenatz's view of Hobbes as an ethical naturalist and Warrender's

contention that fear of divine punishments is at least a possible

motive of the just man apply,'in my view, wìth no less force to the

interpretation here presented by Strauss. However, the following critical
points should also be borne in mind.

Fear of death cannot be the origin of the just intention because

whìlst the just man fears death likeeveryoneelse, yet thìs passion l's

not the predominant mot'ive force of his actions. Justice is an aspect

of magnanimity and the magnanimous man is one who is both courageous in

war and sociable in peace. Now courage is defined by llobbes as 'contempt

of wounds and death' which breaks Strauss' alleged chain of connection

between justjce and the fear of death. 0n the contrary, the just man is

characterised, not quite by the absence of this fear, for Hobbes asserts

that all men avoid death by a necessity of their nature, but by its relegation

to a position of secondary'importance in his scale of motives.

According to Strauss, Hobbes views life as a continual tension

between pride and fear of violent death. Yet, as we have just seen, in

the case of at least one group of men, the courageous, this tension scarcely

exists at all. His assertion that vanity is the fundamental human passion,

and such related assertions as that only the irrational striving after

power is to be taken as natural human appetite, are similar'ly suspect and

in need of some qua'lification. Now quite undeniab'ly, Hobbes makes a

distinction between irrational and rational striving after power.
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Also because there be some, that taking pìeasure in
contemplating their otvn power in the acts of conquest,
which they pursue further than their security requires;
if others, that otherwÍse would be glad to be at ease
within modest bounds, should not by invasion increase
their power, they would not be able,'long time, by
standing only on their defence, to subsist. And by
consequence, such augmentation of dominjon over men
being necessary to a man's conservation, ìt ought to
be allowed him.23

Now Strauss simpìy assumes that thjs distinction between irrational

and rational striving after power is not one in respect of persons but

rather a distinction between differing characteristics of specific

individuals,24 *h.r.as in fact he has no grounds for making such an

assumption. Hobbes is dist'inguishing between those who desire 'power

after power', merely because they are obliged by c'ircumstances to do so,

and those who naturalìy and insrtinctirvely seek precedence over their

fellows. Now this to me is quite cìearly a distinction between persons

and, quite possibly, a distinction in embryo between the just and the

vain. What Hobbes is saying is that irrational striving after power is

a natural appetite of some men (no doubt most men) and not of others,

but that those others are forced to descend to the level of their power

obsessed neighbours in order to survive.

Strauss' interpretation has, I think, more validity if confined to

the account in the Elements of Law which has a decidedl y egoistic bias.

It is here that we find the well-known comparison of life to a race..

Precedence over one's fellows is apparently the goal of existence and

the passions are suitably interpreted to accord with this view. Hence

' Conti nual ly to be out-gone i s m'isery
Continually to out-go the next before
And to forsake the course, is to die'
(Emphasis in original)

1feis
25

ic ty

Leviathan, E.W. Vol. III PP. lll-112.
See L. Strauss, The Political Phjlosophy of Hobbes,Oxford P. ll.

23.
24.
25. Human Nature. E.!'l. Vol. IV. P. 53.
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It is as well to point out, however, that Hobbes does not regard

every individual as a compet'itor in the race, or perhaps more prec'iseìy,

he does not regard everyone as having the same ardent desire to be

foremost. L'ife may be a race but there are some competìtors who can

be dismissed as 'also-rans' from the word go, those for example who

have a 'dullness' of spirit. Such men are obsessed with 'ease, food,

onerations and exonerations of the body'26 und they therefore attach

relativeìy little importance to considerations of honour and gìory.

The pursuit of sensual de'light takes top priority. Thus even in the

Elements of Law the tension between fear and pri de , whi ch i s a1 l eged'ly

part of our universal human predicament, scarcely exists at all in the

case of what Hobbes probably regarded as a fairly sizeable part of

manki nd.

There is one further defect in Strauss' account which can be briefìy

summarjzed as follows; after establishing that the fear of death is

emotional and inevitable, he proceeds to speak as if jt were somehow

generated by the circumstances of the state of nature. ThÌs particular

deficiency must be dealt with at some length because it is important to

our understanding of the role of this passion in the motivation of the

just man.

Strauss argues, in my own view accurately, that what drives men to

form a Commonwealth is 'Not the rational and therefore always uncertain

knowledge that death is the greatest and supreme evil but the fear of

death, i.e. the emotional and jnevitable, and therefore necessary and

certain aversjon from death If this is so, however, then 'it is

Ibid. P. 5526.
27. L. Strauss , The Pol i ti cal Ph i I oso nhv of Hobbes Oxford, P. 17.
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surely wrong to assert, as strauss later does, that fear for hìs life
comes upon man in his struggle for triumph,2S fo" man is by his yery

nature continually aware of his mortality. The main poìnt about

Hobbes' argument is that man in the state of nature does not, as yet,

discern any contradiction between such passions as vanÍty and fear

of death. This discernment comes later and is generated by violent

conflict. For the moment however, the tension remains latent. Man

can subsist quite happìly in the'world of imaginat'ionr. He is not

driven from this cosy world by fear of death as such, but by the pressure

from external reality which generates the incompatibility between vanity

and fear of death. It is not then, as Strauss asserts, the imperious

majesty of death which is the ideal condition of self-cons.Ìourn.rr29

but the recognition that the fear of death, which was there all along,

and such passions as vanity, are irreconcjlable. Man gains thjs

knowledge when he leaves or is forced to abandon thé world of imagination.

This departure is all-important. Before it, fear of death and vanity

exist quite happiìy together. However worrying the former may be, ìt
has no effect on the latter. After the departure, however, men must engage

in an actual physìcal struggle for power and recognition of superiority,

and it is in the course of this struggle that the latent antithesis

emerges. It is,the latter, and not the fear of death, which is generated

by human relations in the state of nature.

Not all men, however, come to appreciate the real relationship between

vanity and fear, and their basìc ìncompatibility. It is only the vanquished

in fact who attain to the level of true self-conscjousness. The struggle

has given rise to a'conscience of their own weaknesses'in relation to

their fellows. The victor is, if anything, only confirmed in his former

self-estimation. His vanity has now become justified pride, for
'if has been tested against the realities of the external world and

28. Ibid. P. 21.
29. Ibid. P. I 9.
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not found wanting. In a sense, therefore, it is a mistake to assert

that before engaging in physica'l combat, all men live Ín the world of
'imaginat'ion. This'is certainly true of those who are about to appreciate,

for the first time, the antithes'is between vanity and fear but not

for those who are on the verge of illustrating, by force of arms and

character, that the world of their imagination corresponds to the real

worl d.

It is not so much that those who love military glory, who indulge

in heroics for their own sake or those magnan'imous men, who whilst

sociable in peace are formidable in war, are not afraid of death, as

that the typical antithesis simply does not exist in their case. Vanity

and fear are not seen to be in any kínd of opposition. It is then actuaìly

the unjust man, and not the just man, who achieves 'true self-

consciousness' - a condition which the just man, who is also the

magnanimous man, c'learly cannot attain. His desire to escape from the

state of nature is therefore not prompted primarily by his fear of death

but by his wìllingness to translate his disposition to be sociable into

actual deeds.

Desp'ite these crit'icisms of Strauss, his thesis does serve as

an eminently useful warning that if jt can be shown that, in the course

of h'is exposition, Hobbes' account of political obligation'is dependent

upon, not a simple fact of man's nature but one that is morally charged,

h'is naturalistic argument must be emphatically rejected. Thus, precisely

to the degree that Strauss is correct in what he says, i.e. to the

extent that Hobbes jlf icitly introduces moral assumptions which h'is

naturalistic premises presumabìy should have ruled out of court in advance,
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Hobbes' main argument must be judged to have failed. Now as I shall

argue, Hobbes'argument is sound. Even if it is true that in Hobbes'

private thought he regarded man's desÍne for self-preservation as morally

pnaìseworthy, such a conviction does not find expression in his argument

from the 'known natural inclinations of mankind'. This is not to deny

that there are occasional streaks of moral evaluation in his account

of the passìons; even one so thoroughly rigorous as Hobbes would find

it extremely difficult to avoid their inclusion al.together. Yet Hobbes

nowhere attempts to base his theory of political obl'igation on the alleged

righteousness of the pursuit of any pprticular passion. He says simply

that fear of death is an important human motive and as ìong as he abides

by this cond'ition, he treads on safe ground. However the same cannot

be said - and here I would agree with strauss - for Hobbes' attempt to

establish the propriety of the 'right' to self-preservation. In Chapter

Six. Section (3) I will argue that the latter task is imposs'ible for Hobbes,

given his naturalistic assumptions, and that this constitutes a flaw in

his argument which he failed to notice.
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(4) The Natural Law Case.

In 1938 A.E. Taylor advanced h'is now famous thesis, the main

purpose of whi ch was to demonstrate that Hobbes i n effect posed two

separate questions, namely why I ought to behave as a good cit'izen

and what inducement can be given to me to do so'if my knowledge of

the obligation to do so is not in itself sufficiently effective.

He conti nues,

According to his repeated declarations, 'it is a certain
fact of psychology that I shall violate the law and break
the peace if I believe that I stand to gain by doing so.
Hence the importance for him of arguing that I never really
stand to gain by such conduct, since the recurrence of the
state of'war of every man against every man' is a
disadvantage to me which cannot be offset by any compensating
advantage. But the Hobbian ansv,rer to the other questìon,
why.I ought or am obììged to be a good citizen is quite
different; it is, quite explicitly that I have, expressìy
or tacitly, pledged my word to be one, and to violate my
word, to refuse to perform my covenant as made, is 'iniquity,
malum in se. Hobbe's ethical doctrjne proper, disengaged
from an egoistic psychology with which it has no logically
necessary connection, is a very strict deontology...30

Taylor goes on to argue that even in the state of nature there exists

a moral obìigation to obey natural law and that,'indeed, this must be the

case; otherwise Hobbes could be accused of extracting the moral obligation

to abide by one's covenant from a total moral vacuum. God is the author

of the laws of nature and it is his authorship which makes them morally

obligatory. Hence, according to Taylor, 'a certain kind of theism is

absoluteìy necessary to make the theory work.'31 In short, while Hobbes'

wider philosophy, h'is nominalism and materialism may have some connection

with h'is psychology, they are strictly irrelevant in any account of his

theory of oblìgation.

'The Ethical Doctrine of Hobbes' in K. Brown (Ed).30.

3l .

Hobbes Studies Oxford. 1965. pp. 36-37
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There can be no doubt that the natural law case is well-founded

in Hobbes' texts. It is perfectly proper and elucidat'ing; it helps

us to appreciate that for Hobbes the ultimate roots of authority lie

in the hearts and consciences of men and that the natural condition of

mankind cannot be represented as a complete moral vacuum. With pain-

stak'ing care, H. Warrender in The Political Philosophy of Hobbes pieces

together for us the vertical structure of obf igation in Hobbes' writ'ings,

with God or natural law as its apex. These efforts are not in vain.

However we must not forget that there are many houses in the mansion

that Hobbes inhab'its and that the ljght shed by Warrender serves only

to illuminate one of them, albeit an important one. The problem is

that the surrounding houses rebel against thesurfeitof light and over'ly

luxuriant growth caused by this one-sided jllumination. Stuart M. Brown

Jr. marshalls the forces of discontent, pointing out that the Taylor/

Warrender thesis is 'false' because it contradicts Hobbes' expl'icitly

and frequent'ly stated intentions. He poìnts out that a statement of the

type of argument Hobbes was elaborating is contained in all of his major

works.

And as to the whole doctrine, I see not yet, but
the princip'les of it are true and proper; and the
ratiocination sol'id. For I ground the civil right
of sovereigns, and both the duty and liberty of
subjects, upon the known natural inclinations of
mankind, anä upon the articles of the law of nature.32

Having therefore thus anrived at two max'ims of human

nature,... I seem from them to have demonstrated by
a most evident connection, in thjs little work of
mine, first the absolute necessity of leagues and
contracts, and thence the rud'iments both of moral
and civil prudence.33

32. Levi athan, t .1,,1. Vol .

33. De Cive E.W. II. P.
III. P. 710.
vii.
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To reduce this doctrine (of iustice and policy 'in
general ) to the rul es and i nfal I i bi 1 i ty of reason,
there is no way, but first to put such principles
down for a foundation, as passion not m'istrust'ing,
may not seek to displace; and afterward to build
thereon the truth of cases in the law of nature
(which hitherto have been built 'in the a'!r) by
degrees , t'i I I the whol e be i nexpugnabl e. 3a

Brown does well to draw our attention to these passages. Taylor

and Warrender do seem to ignore Hobbes own statements with regard to

the type of argument he was advancing. Yet this sound defensive strategy

forfei ts l egi ti macy once i t becomes of fensi ve. The Tayl orll¡larrqnder

thesis is described, not as inappropriate outside its proper sphere

or when g'iven undue emphasis, but simply as false. Innocent patriotism

becomes gui'lty'imperialism. The very bulwark of the Taylor/Warrander

thesis, its solid foundation in Hobbes' texts, is itself put under

s'iege by the indiignant enemy forces. We must somehow try to avoid

pledging our exclusive loyalty to just one of the houses in Hobbes'

mansion. A very fine Platonic sense of 'proportìonr is called for,

but whether or not the present writer - hopeless'ly ìmbued as he is

with notions of his scholarly objectivity and dispass'ionate concern -

has even approached this ideal is an issue that must be left to others

to deci de.

The writer, incidentally, who impresses me as most closely

approximating this ideal ìs Michael Oakeshott and it is to his'Moral

Life in the Writings of Thomas Hobbes'35, as well as H. blarrender's

The Political Philos of Hobbes that I am most indebted. In the

latter, the case for regarding Hobbes as an exponent of the Natural

Law tradition is comprehensively and convinc'ingly made. In the former,

Human Nature E.t^J. Vol . IV The Epistle Dedicatory.
London, 1962. pp 248 - 300.

34
35 Rationalism in Politics
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0akeshott forthrightìy states that in order to penetrate the core

of discrepancy at the heart of Hobbes'work, nothing ìess than a

general explanation will do and he provides a useful hint to those

anxious to pursue the quest by suggesting that Hobbes'work may

contain both an esoteric and exoteric doctrine. However, it seems

to me that both the interpretations share a common fault in raising

a clear-cut distinction between, in the case of hlarrender, Hobbes,

motivatjonal psycho'logy and his theory of obligation and, in the case

of Oakeshott, between the causes of conduct alìeged to be just and

the reasons for thinking it iust. Psychoìógical causation is constan¡y

contrasted with deductive moral reasoning, in such a way as virtuaìly
to deny that any form of obligation could possibìy arise out of human

motives. Yet this is what Hobbes expriciily affirms, what the

traditionalist case affirms, what Kant affirms when he talks of

hypothetical imperatives and what I will be at some pains to affirm in
chapters Three and Four of this thesis. If a man acts on the self-
preserving urge because he believes he ought to, what'caused,his

conduct? certajnly, without the desire for self-preservat.ion, there

would have been no conduct; yet obviousìy this desire was insufficient,
in and of itself, to produce the action. The 'ought' requires the

person to go, so to speak, beyond the outer reaches of the action-

determin'ing power of even this strong human motive. Hobbes reminds us

that 'hope, fear' anger, ambition, covetousness, vain, grory, and other

perterbations of the mind, do hinder a man so as he cannot attain to a

knowledge of these laws (of nature): but there is no man who is not

sometimes in a quiet mina'16 In such quiet times a man may say to

36. De Ci ve. E .1,'J Vol. II. P. 44
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himself'there is nothing more I want than my own preservation and I

will try to act accordingly' but the hypothetical oblìgatìons thus

incurred have to be implemented in the 'perterb'ing' times. The self-

preserving urge or the felt need for security'is deemed insufficient,

in and of itself, to guarantee this result and man qua rational agent

is called to his assitance.

I do not wish to suggest that Hobbes does not present us with a

theory of motivational psychology on the one hanld and a theory of

poìitica'l obligation on the other. Certajnly both of these are present

in his work and I have dealt with each theory separately in this thesis,

the former in Chapter Eight and the latter in Chapter Nine. However,

I think it might be more appropriate to put the word 'separately' in

inverted commas because Hobbes believed that 'everything which exists

'is body' and therefore regarded the ratiocination involved in moral

thinking as itself determined by motivational states. But how then it
may be asked, can Hobbes be both a materialist and a natural law

philosopher? Surely Hobbes cannot have it both ways and, if he thinks

he can, he is being too clever by half. Aga'inst his demonic cleverness,

can we not calì upon the superior redemptivew'isdom of l^larrender and

Oakeshott for the distinctions they draw are certainly valid as far as

moral reasoning is concerned? Unfortunate'ly not. hlhilst the validity

of 0akeshott's distinction would be accepted by Hobbes,'its power to do

harm is conveniently dissolved by the acid of his materialistic determinism.

Since everything which exists is body, man as moral agent is not

distinguishable in any fundamental sense from man as matter. From Hobbesl

perspectìve, the d'istinctjon raised is one within matter rather than

between matter and something else. Thus to the quest'ion 't^lhy does the

just man offer appropriate reasons for hjs just actions?' Hobbes would
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reply, 'Because of his iust d'isposition.' In other words, because of

certain psycholog'ical facts about ourselves, lve are obliged to think 'in

certain ways. The wish is father to the thought. For Hobbes, even

divine grace was a perfect'ly natural and ordinary disposìtion. The

just man is obliged, by his nature, to take natural law as Divine

command seriously. He may th'ink that he autonomously chooses to take

it seriously but he does not. l¡le have free will but not the will to

will. Thus Hobbes inhabjts a world of force vectors. The uniust man

will be literally moved by his iniquitous disposition towards committing

acts which contravene the civil law, but the threat of the punitive

powers of the sovereign will sjmultaneously act as a counteracting force

on his mind. It is the duty of the sovereign to ensure that the latter

force is the stronger, thus determining the will of the uniust person to

' rì ght' acti ons.

Materialistic determinism is then the continuous thread that runs

through the whol e of Hobbes ' pol i ti ca'l phi 'losophy. I f the reader fi nds

his dedicated and uncompromising support of th'is doctrine somewhat

startling, ìt may help to remember that Hobbes admired and was influenced

by such writers as John Calvin. In refuting what he cons'idered to be

the false accusations of Bishop Bramhall, he states that:

Other doctors of the Church, as Martin Luther,
Phi I i p Mel anchton , John Cal vi n, l^li I I 'iam Perk'ins and
others that did write their sense clearly, I never
slighted but always very much reverenced and admired.3T

His formidable polem'ical powers lvere, however, used unreservedly

against the advocates of School Divinity, which he described contemptuous'ly

as'mock theo'logy'and as an unpardonable corruption of the Scriptures.

uestions concernin37. The
o

Li ber Neces s i and Chance
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Furthermore, Hobbes' casual, matter-of-fact identificatìon of the

'just'w'ith the'righteousr suggests that Calvin's influence was

profound, and ìasting. Yet Hobbes could not accept Calvinist theoìogy

'in i ts enti rety. As F. C. Hood has observed ,

He brought an independent mind to the study of
Scripture: to the end he retained that freedom of
thought which had marked the earlier stage of the
Reformation but which 'in hjs time was being stif'led
by a thickening crust of Protestant dogmatism. His
attitude displays a combination of the critical
and the fundamentalist. 38

Yet even more important were the difficulties raised by Hobbes'

belief in metaphysicaì materialism, h'is conviction that the events of

the universe were to be exp'lained in terms of the motion of matter.

God does not govern the world directly or arbitrarily, as Calvin would

have'it, but is on'ly responsible for the initial act of creation of the

vast 'machine' of the universe, after which it proceeds almost

independentiy under its own momentum, i.e. from natural, secondary, causes.

Grace, sp'irit, justice and other related concepts, though divine and

supernaturaì in respect of their source, were not for Hobbes vague'

metaphysica'l abstracts but by and large constituted forms of bod'i1y

motion and as such, could be treated natural'istically'in his philosophical

sys tem.

The similarities in their outlook, however, are more striking than

the differences. Like Calvin, Hobbes insisted that his doctrines were

exclusive'ly based on Scripture and rejected emphatically the authon'ity

of tradi ti onal dogma. He fu1 'ly agreed wi th Cal vi n ' s assert'ion i n the

French Catechism that:

38. F.C. Hood, The Divine Politics of Thomas Hobbes Oxford, 1964, P. 3,
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The seed of the word of God takes root and grows

fruitful onìy 'in those whom the Lord, by his eternal
electjon, has predestined to be his children and
heirs of the heaven'ly Kingdom. To all the others
who, by the same counsel of God before the constitution
of the-world, are reprobate, the clear and evident
preaching of the truth can be nothing else but an

òdour of-death in death.3s

Hobbes similarly ma'intained that the preaching of the word does not

equally move all that hear it, but bears its fru'its only in the elect;

whereas to the reprobate it brings on'ly death. He insists that:

hle may further observe from Scriptur:e that the end

of Mi racl es , was to beget bel'ief not uni versal ly i n
all men, elect and reprobate; but in the elect onìy:
that is to say, in such as God had determined should
become h'is subiects . ao

The elect or righteous may be under the illusion that it was through

the operation of their independent powers of reasoning that they arrived,

by correctly reading the signs (miracles) presented'in the Gospels, at

true faith. Hobbes however is under no such 'illusion.

In the rema'inder of this thes'is, I have deliberately ignored the

question of Hobbes' attitude to God and religion because in interpreting

Hobbes, I have assumed that he meant what he said and he certainly says

that he believes in the Christian God. The informed reader w'ill of course

realise that this questjon has occasioned a good deal of controversy.

Hobbesr commentators have arrived at totally oppos'ite conclus'ions in this

respect. F.C. Hood for examp'le sees God as the ult'imate source of

obligation in Hobbes' system whereas F.S. McNeiìly regards the role of God

in that system as being comp'leteìy dispensable and without significance.

Undoubtedly the main cause of this confusion is the dÌfficu]ty'in deciding

whether or not Hobbes actually believed the religious views that he hjmself

expressed. Certainly the weìght of available evidence suggests that

Hobbes was being sincere; it would seem that the by no means neg'lìg'ib1e

amount of time and energy he devoted to the dìscussion of theolog'ica1

The French Catechism.,
E
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topics points to a sincereìy held religious faith. Yet it can also

be argued that the extent of his preoccupation with the finer po'ints

of theology was in direct proportion to the fear and insecurity he

felt for his life. This may be so but it is highly improbable. If
Hobbes wrote insincerely at such length mere'ly to create a smokescreen

to protect himself from persecution for h'is atheistic v'iews, it is

difficult to see why he so frequent'ly expressed controversial religious

opinions whìch were bound to attract hostile criticism. As W.B. Glover

points out IIf Hobbes purpose had been to avoid persecution, this purpose

would have been better served by a clear and unqualified Erastjanism

wi thout elaboration.' 4l

Since, as it seems to me, most commentators have approached Hobbes

with the assumption that the interpretation of his work which ties

together the various strands of his phi'losophy with the thread of

consìstency is the one to be preferred, this means that the question

of whether or not Hobbes ri'ras an atheist has tended to resolve itself
in the minds of individual commentators into the further question 'lrlhat

would be the consequences of Hobbes' atheism or Christian faith for the

consistency of his system as a whole?' Thus those commentators such as

J. Plamenatz, who are convinced that Hobbes was an atheist, regard all

his talk about God not only as superfìuouschatteror a smokescreen but

also as damaging, if taken seriously, to the consistency of his main

arguments. Similarly those commentators, such as A.E. Taylor, who hold

the opposite view, are convinced not on'ly that Hobbes was perfectly sincere

about what he said concern'ing God and religion but also - and perhaps

more signìficantly - that by tak'ing Hobbes seriously, we are better able

to grasp the overall consistency in h'is arguments. Thus Taylor argues

that'a certain kind of theism is absolute'ly necessary to make the theory

work'12 I need hardly say that I th'ink Taylor is correct.

41. 'God and Thomas Hobbes' in K. Brown (eO.¡
0xford. 1965. P.148.

42. A. E. Tayl or op . c'i t. P. 50.

Hobbes Studìes
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If Hobbes' distinct'ive brand of Calvinist theology helps us to

better understand his dogged determinism and uncomprom'is'ing materialism,

it is nevertheless my sincere hope that the advance ìn understanding

does not produce a corresponding shift in sympathy with Hobbes' doctrines.

Whi I st recogn'i zi ng thei r consi stency and systemat'ic character, I am

nevertheless not persuaded by Hobbes' arguments. Hobbes was a determinist;

I am not. Hobbes would have regarded the distinction between man as

body and man as moral agent as a distinction wjthin the realm of matter

whereas I would not. At tÍmes, Hobbes looks disturb'ingly like Jean Paul

Sartre's 'ôhampion' of s'incerity, demanding of the uniust person 'that

he constitute himself as a thing' and regarding the actions of this

person 'as consequences flowing strictly from his essence.' In treating

the mentaì operations of the iust man, his right reasoning and moral

thinking, as mere ep'[phenomena, as a kind of effervescence on the wave

of his noble character, he reminds me of those thinkers (to Oe first

encountered in Chapter Three Sectjon 5) who refuse to acknowledge that

a stem can be conceived of as in some sense separate from its roots and

who thus mistake an aspect of the truth for the whole of it. This mistaken

attitude tends to lead towards an unduìy rigid formalism in ethics or to

an equally rigid form of materialism'in phi'losophy and ethics generally.

The foregoing comments, let me stress, are not meant to be treated

as a serious argument aga'inst Hobbes'materialist'ic determinism. Their

purpose is only to insinuate a few sceptÍcal doubts. 0bviously, I can

pursue these differences with Hobbes no further for they would lead us

into the most broad ranging discussion of the merits and demerits of

determinism. i.e. into an area no less controversial and treacherous than

the terrain covered in the'is-ought debate. I wìll thus proceed to

examine the latter without further ado.



PART TÌ,'J0

' IS' AND 'OUGHT, ; RIGHTS AND LIBERTY
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CHAPTER THREE

l¡lANTS DECIS IONS AND OUGHT STATEMENTS

(l ) Introduct'ion : The Is-Ouqht Debate

In this sectjon I w'ill summarize some of the most recent developments

in modern moral philosophY, aJl of which deal with the question 'How is

what.is the case related to what oqght to be the case?' This is common'ly

known as the is-ought problem. Despite the enormous variety of pos'itions

adopted in relation to thjs problem, there seems to be a remarkably

widespread and deep respect for the'insights of Davìd Hume, especially as

displayed in a now famous passage of his Treat'ise. It runs as follows:

In every system of moralìty, wh'ich I have hitherto met with, I have

ãl*ãyr iemárked that the author proceeds for some time in the ordinary
ruy ät reasoning, and establishes the being of a God, or makes

obiervationr.oñó"rning human affairs; when of a sudden I am surprised
io tind that, instead ót tfre usual copulations of proposìt'ions l: an9.
'is not, I meet with no proposition that'is not connected w'ith an gyght
A@t n.t. This_change' is imperceptible; but 'is, however, of the
lasl:consequence. For as this ought or qqg¡!-19! expresses some new

rðiãtìon or aff irmation, ìt is ñõ__essarylfãT-iÏ-should be observed and

.*plãlñã¿; and at the sáme time that a reason should be given for what

sôä*t altógether inconceivable, how thjs new relatjon can be a

deduction irom others, which are entìre1y different from jt. But as

authors do not corn*onÍy use this precaution, I shall presume to recommend

it to the readers; and am persuaded, that thjs small attention would

subvert all the vúlgar sysiems of moral'ity, and let us see that the
distjnctjon of vice"and iirtue'is not founded merely on the relations
of obiects, noris perce'ived by reason. I

This passage has commonly been 'interpreted as propounding the doctrine

that moral judgements cannot be derived from factual statements and has been

quoted approvingly by the intuitionist, H.A. Pritchard,2 the emotjvist

A.J. Ayer3 and the leading exponent of prescript'ivism, R.M. Hare' Indeed

I

2

3

D. Hume, A Treat ise of Human Nature III
469-4 VCS g t ymo f e t
al Obligation, Oxford, 1949, P.89.

i . I ; Sel by-B'igge edi ti on
e spelf ing and Punctuation

p"22.

pp.
Mor

ca Positivìsm Glencoe, Ill.,1959,
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the latter refers to the logicaì impossibility of deriving'ought'from

'is'as'Hume's law'.4 (Hare's opponents however have shown a preference

for the slightly pejorative description of this law as 'Hume's guillot'ine'. )s

professor Macìntyre6 however has expressed dissatisfaction with th'is

standard'interpretatjon of Hume's passage, argujng that it was not Hume's

intention to show that there was an unbridgabìe 'log'ical gap between ''is'

and 'ought'; rather he intended to show how it was possible - and'indeed

proper and des'irable - to draw an'inference from the one to the other.

l,rJhen Hume says that the poss'ibility of an 'is-ought derivation 'seems

altogether inconceivable', Macìntyre sees no reason to suppose, as supporters

of the standard interpretation commonly suppose, that this'is an instance

of Hume's famous irony and that what he in effect meant vras that this

possibility was unquestionably inconceivable. Rather Hume should be taken

literally; his po'int was that an'is-ought derivat'ion may seen'inconceivable

but is not in fact so. Furthermore, he asserts, Hume used the term

deductìon as a synonym for jnference. In his other writings Hume sometimes

speaks of what we call induct'ion as deduction and refers to a deduction,

as We understand that term, aS a 'demonstrative argument'. These

considerations should incline us to believe that Hume ttas simply claiming

that others had m'isunderstood the facts from which'it was poss'ible to

infer moral ir¡dgnrents and that his own account of them was correct.

Mac'intyre ascri bes thi s pos'i ti on to Hume .

the notion of'ought; is for Hume on'ly explicable jn terms
of the notion of a consensus of interest. To say that we ought to
do something is to affirm that there js a commonìy accepted ru'le; and

the exjstenðe of such a rule presupposes a consensus of opinjon as to
where our common interests Iie. An obf igation is constituted 'in part
by such a consensus and the concept of'ought' is logical'ly dependent
oir t¡e concept of a common jnterest and can only be explained in terms
of it. To säy that we ought to do what is to the common'interest
would therefore be either to utter an aphoristic and misleading truism

Oxford,1963, p.108.
between 'is' and 'should'," Jhe Philosophiçql-!98fl,

Freedom and Reason4
5 ac e gapX t

LXXITT (.l964), p..l64.
"Hume on ' 'i s ' and 'ought' " ,6
p.451-468.

Phi losoohical Review . LXVIII (r ese) ,
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or else to use the term'ought' in a sense qu'ite other than that
understood by Hume.7

Hence when Hume talked of the 'vulgar systems of morality' he was

referring exc'lusive'ly to the reìigious morality of his own t'ime, wh'ich held

that judgments about what ought to be done could be inferred from what were

believed to be facts about God's Law or purpose. Hume than was'repud'iating

a religious foundat'ion for morality and putting in'its place a foundation

in human needs, interests, desjres, and happ'iness.'8 Far then from

suggest'ing that there was an unbridgable 1og'ical gap between 'is' and

'ought', Hume WaS assert'ing the Very opposite, i.e. that the trans'it'ion

from'is'to'ought'can be effected by such notions as wanting, needing,

desiring, Pleasure, happiness and health. These are, for Hume, the

,b¡idge not'ions'of moral reasonìng, without which the latter would be

virtual ly unintel I igible.

Mac'intyre's interpretation of Hume has been criticised at a number

of points. Professor Atkinsone for example has noticed that Reid's

understanding of 'deduction' in Hume's 'is-ought passage was 'in line with

the standard interpretation, so that there is at least considerable doubt

concerning the sense in which Hume was using this term. Macìntyre's poìnt,

though not undermined, is rendered much less secure. Atkjnson also draws

attention to the fact that even at the beg'inning of the passage quoted

earl'ier Hume states that he is concerned to criticjse'every system of

morality' which he has hitherto encountered, which certainly makes Mac'intyre's

suggest'ion that Hume's prime target was popular relig'ious morality seem very

odd. Hudsont0 is another critic who thinks that Macintyre has mistaken

Ibid, p"457.
Ibid, p.464.
"Hume on 'is' and 'ought': A Repìy to Mr. Macintyre",

7
8
9

Review.l0. 
"Hume on
London,

LXX (1961), p.235-236.
'is' and 'ought "', in

1972, pp.73-80.

Philo sophi cal

I^l.D. Hudson (ed.), The Is u t sti on
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Hume's target for the latter, he points out, clajmed to be making a

contribution to the e'ighteenth-century debate about the nature of moral

judgments and when we set Hume's passage in its proper context it becomes

ev1dent that his real quarry was the rational intu'itionism of such writers

as Cudworth, Clarke and Price.

Let us brief'ly consider just two further points made separateìy by

Atkinson and Hudson, both of which are intended primarily to reaffirm the

standard interpretatjon of Hume's passage. No one disputes that Hume

believed that there was a very close connection between the notion of

obìigation and common interest but Hudson gives reasons for denyìng that

Hume thought that the one could be reduced to the other. He (Hudson)

considers that there is a vital dist'inction to be drawn between what

logically constitutes moral'ity and the c'ircumstances in which jt occurs,

and that moreover Hume had this distinction in mind in his writ'ings. In

the fol 'lowi ng passage , he noti ces that Hume d j sti ngu'i shes between obscl'vi ng

that something is the case and ius'4çç takinlpÞçq:

l^lhen
may
s'ing
whol
part
lTre

therefore men have had experience enough to observe that whatever
be the consequence of any sing'le act of iustjce, performed by.a
'le person, yet the whole system of actions, concurred jn by the
e sòciety, is infinitely advantageous to the whole, and to every
; it is ñot long before justice and property take p'lace.
atise III'i'iZ1.tt

He continues

According to Hume here, when we observe that X serves the common

interestl then'not long'afterwards, the iudgment'X is iust'takes
pìace. Wnetner this cañ be substantiated or not' as an emp'iricaì
lláir, is not the point. What matters is that observing that someth'ing

ll. Ibid, p.76.
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is the case ìs differentiated from, yet connected with, pronouncing
the moral judgement that it'is just. Hume certainly does not make
the distinction between constitutive and consequential characterist'ics
expficitly. Nor would one claim that he is as clear about it as
modern writers. But that nothìng of thjs kind is in his mind js hard
to credit. Here, as elsewhere in Hume, adumbrat'ions of modern
theory are distorted by his failure to differentiate clear'ly and
explic'itìy ìogical from psycholog'ica'l or sociological'issues. 12

Atkinson's criticism is along s'imilar lines. He notes that agaìnst

Wollaston's peculiar view that al'l immorality, in the end, is merely falsehood

(If I steal someone's property, I implicìtly deny that it is hìs property),

Hume's final argument is in effect that the facts do not speak for themselves,

i.e. that they cannot provide a logical bas'is for morality without the

assistance of a principle stat'ing that we should not l'ie about what is the

case (the facts). Hume's critique here is entirely in tune with the

standard interpretation and tends to support the view that the latter is

correct.

It has also been argued that Hume d'ispensed with the is-ought gap

altogether by identifying ought propositions with certain is propositions.

G. Huntert3 for example claims that, in Hume's opinion, the possìbìlity of

an is-ought derivation 'seems altogether inconceivable' onìy when we

entertain the false assumption that such a transition needs to be made.

0nce it is understood that moral judgments are statements of fact, it
becomes clear that such a move is quite unnecessary. Hunter relies

especia'l'ly on the following quotations from Hume to support his interpretation.

(i) when you pronounce any actìon or character to be vicious
you mean nothing, but that from the constitution of your nature you
have a feel'ing or sentiment of blame from the contemp'lation of it.
(Treatise III ii.l)
(i i ) l¡le do not i nfe
but in feeling that
effect feel that 'it

rac
it pì
is vi

haracter to be virtuous, because it pleases
eases after such a particular manner, we in
rtuous. (Treatise III ii.2)

12.
13.

Loc. ci t.
"Hume on 'js' and 'ough t'", PhiIosophy XXXVII (1962), pp.l48-152.
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These passages are taken as indicating that Hume was a subiectivist

i.e. one who holds that ethical terms simply report psychologjcal facts

about the speaker and his feelings,and thus in certain respects akin to

Hobbes. The latter for example argues that the word 'good'means nothing

more than 'desired by me'. Since ought can be adequately defined'in

terms of is, then any endeavour to infer the one from the othe¡is

obviously a pointless exercise.

Hunter draws attention to an important point. It is beyond dispute

that Hume d'isagreed strongly with the views of his contemporaries,

for example the rat'ional intuitionists, and held that moral judgments

are ultimately grounded in human sentiment. But th'is conviction of Hume's

is open to more than one'interpretation and this becomes clear if we ask

how exactìy are moral judgments grounded in human sentiment. Professor

A.G.N. Flewla argues that those who think that Hume's answer would have

been that moral judgments report human sentiments get the emphasis wrong.

It is 'so much better to say' that hjs 'central insight'was that moral

judgments express feelings of pra'ise and blame. In an Appendix to hjs

Enquiry Concerni nq the Pri nci p les of Morals. Hume said

And wh en
at

we expìlglq that detestation agaìnst him (Nero) it js
we see any relations of which he was ignorant, but-that'

feel sentiments against wh'ich he was hardenedWE

Our judgment then expresses our detestation and this is what'is meant by

saying that moral judgments are grounded'in sentiment. Flew does not stress

unduly the jmportance of this s'ingìe quote but he does th'ink that it shows

that Hume was perhaps closer to emotivism than to any other modern eth'ical

theory" Lest the reader thinks that the difference between Hunter and

north

14.
15.

"0n the ìnterpretation of Hume", Lh'l-]qolhy XXXVIII, 1963' pp.
Appendix I.ii", p.291 (F1ew's itaTlcs).-
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Flew is as triv'ial and unimportant as the dist'inction between reportìng

and expressing feeling, let me briefly ment'ion a pertinent point made by

C.L. Stevenson. In Ethics and Lanquaqe he tackles the problem of how we

should approach and 'interpret 'Thjs 'is good'. There seems to be two

possib'le ways of understandjng th'is statement, at least for those in

genera'l sympathy w jth hi s own ethi cal theory (emoti v'ism) . E'ither j t

could mean 'I approve of this; do so as well'or'I approve of thjs and I

want you to do so as well' (where the 'I want' clause simply describes

and has no imperative force). The former is the ìnterpretation favoured

by Stevenson because it allows for the possibility of genuine moral

disagreements. If one person says 'This is good'and another says 'No

it isn't', then on the first 'interpretation there 'is a d'isagreement for

one'is say'ing 'Approve of this' and the otheris saying 'Don'tl' 0n the

second interpretation however there is no necessary d'isagreement between

them: one is saying 'I want you to approve of this' and the other'I

don't', and each of them could concede that both these statements are true

without self-contradiction. Stevenson insists that the major use of moral

judgments ìs'not to indìcate facts but to create an influence .... They

recommend an interest'in an object, rather than state that the interest

already exists .... The difference between the traditional interest

theories and my view js ljke the djfference between descrìb'ing a desert

and irrigating 'it. ' l6

In the following sections I wish to outline a general pos'it'ion on the

'is-ought problem. I shall argue that the group of philosophers who are

coming to be known as descriptivists commìt a serious logicaì error when

16. Facts and Values New Haven, 1963, P"l5-16.
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they attempt to deduce an ought-statement from an is-statement' Even

th'is summary glance at the is-ought controversy reveals that what

ph'i'losophers have dealt wjth'in the ma'in is factual statements of a

particular kind, namely'vúant' statements and that what is at issue,

more specifically, is the propriety of want-ought derivations' I shall

argue that deductions of the latter kind are ìmproper and that this

becomes apparent once we take account of the element of conscious dec'is'ion

making involved in all attempts to effect the transjtion from'want'to

' shoul d' .

(2) Practical Inferences

professor Von l¡lri ght, 'in hi s paper on ' Practi cal Inference' 17 asks

us to cons'ider the following practìcal argument'

A wants to make the hut hab'itable"
-Unless A heats the hut it will not become habitable'
TherefoFe, A must heat the hut.

The question at issue here, Von blright points out, is whether the

argument ìs valid, even though A may be unaware of the practicaì necessity

of the action to be performed. He continues:

The answer dePends uPon how we

the phrase 'A must heat the hu

the hut, he will fail to attai
the same as 'there is someth'in
heats the hut' , then the answe

'interpret the 'must'. If we understand
t' to mean the same as 'unless A heats
n some end of his action' or to mean

g A wants but wjll^not get, unless he

i is affirmative.ls

Ph'il oso
p

17.
18.

hi cal Revi ew LXXI I , ( I 963) , p .l 59-l 79.
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As Max Black has observed however, Von hlright only succeeds in demonstrating

that h.is practica'l inference is valid by ìnterpret'ing its conclusion as factual .

Black continues:

To say what the speaker meant may be on'ly to.spgclfy_qfejmpl'ications of
his uiterance in à Siven context. Now'must', 'should' and simjlar words

used w1th normative force ìn pr"actica'l inferences are highly schematic and

äãrit oi uãiiorð ipecitiðatlohs in alternative contexts;-but to admit this
is not to concerle thut',the 'r:lust'-staternents ane synonymous with the'ir
upprOpriate snecifjcat'ions - nof is jt to concede +"hat- the meaning of 'must'
väriei from context to context.le

Black then goes on to stress, in my v'iew correctly, the dist'inctly

performative aspect of 'must' utterances in this kind of context; but b-y making

clear the impossibility of eliminating this performative aspect of 'should'

utterances, Black renders even more acute the problem of how'ought', 'must',

'should, and similar words used with normative force in 'practical' arguments

can emerge from purely factual premises. I propose therefore to examine some

of the varjed functions of'should'in alìegedly practica] inferences in order

to show that an ought can not emerge from a series of'js' statements. I use

the term 'emerge' adv'isedly because I wish to leave open the question of whether,

when we are examining the k'ind of sequence presented by Von Wright' we are

deal i ng wì th 'i nferences or entai I ments .

Consi der the fol I ow'ing argument:

A want to do X.
Unless A does Y he cannot do X.

Therefore A should (ought to, must) do Y.

Now the argument presented above, as it stands, contains a blatant non

sequjtur, unless it is understood that the person who advances'it requires us

19. Philosophical Review LXXIII (.l964), P.170-171 '
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to presuppose that A has made a conscious decisjon to act upon the want

in question. It is obvious on reflection that an ought statement cannot

follow from a mere experientìal fact. To ìllustrate why thjs is so, ìet

us take a closer look at the fìrst prem'ise. This tells us that A is

experiencing an inner urge of some kjnd but it does not tell us whether

or not A decides to act according to its dictates. He'is simp'ly record'ing

an expe¡iental fact. However ìf A sa-vs 'I urant to do X; therefore I ought

to do y in order to realize my objective', he is here not merely testify'ing

to the exjstence of an inner urge but recording a decision to act upon it.

We simp'ly cannot make sense of the argument unless we assume a conscious

cornmjtment to the end dictated by the desire. In arguments of this kind'

therefore, at'least one funct'ion of the normative term, though by no means

a functjon of normative terms exclusive'ly, is to pinpoint the element of

conscjous decjsion makjng contained in the preceding premises or, perhaps

more accurately, to unmask this element where it is disguised from our

immedìate view.

We can perhaps better understand why this is the case'if we consider

the following obiect'ion. It may be argued that when 'I ought to Y'appears

as the conclus'ion of a chain of reasoning, it does not necessarily tell us

that the agent in question has recorded a decision of any k'ind. It may be

just an jnterim conclusion:

(i) I want to do X

Y 'is a necessary condition for X

Therefore I ought to do Y

(ii)But I also want to do R

Doing Y-iT a sufficient condition for not doing R

Therefore I ought not to do Y

So, though us'ing'ought'the agent still hasn't decìded what do do.

He may however concl ude as fol I ows:
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(ijj) But I want X more than I want R

Therefore, I ought to do Y

The object'ion may be answered ìn various ways. l^le could for examp'le

qualify the claim that'ought'statements ind'icate an element of conscious

decisjon making'in arguments of this kind by adding that it is only the

'ought'which appears at the end of a chain of reasoning which serves this

purpose. Thus we may say that whilst the term'ought' in all cases records

a recogn'ition on the part of the agent that he has a reason for decid'ing

upon a course of action, the final ought alone serves to indicate that he

has actuallJ decided to set about securjng an end and to adopt the

appropriate means. However I am inclined to believe that an answer in this

ve'in is quite unnecessary because the ter:m 'ought' in (i ) and (i'i) ìs used

'improperly" To say that'I want to do X' is already to have said'I have

a reason for deciding to do Y', so that the ought clause in (ì) appears

qu'ite redundant. I find it hard to escape the conclusion that it tells us

nothÍng that we do not aìready know ano that it lacks performative force"

We can on'ly make sense of i.t by assuming that it is rough'ly equìvalent in

meaning to'I have a reason for decid'ing to do Y'. Unless the agent

positiveìy commits himself to securing X, he is in no positìon to utter the

'interim' ought conclusion. He must not onìy want X but decide to secure X

before he can be obliged to do Y and if both these conditions are met then

(ii) appears very strange. He may also want to do R but obviously should

not set about securing R. He may have good reasons for wanting to do X and

R but he cannot decide to do both and he cannot incur any obìigatìons until

he makes up his m'ind. Before we can pass a judgment on the validity of want-

ought deductions in general, we must first investigate whether or not a

decision to act upon a human want can under certajn circumstances engender

a form of obl'igation and, if so, how this is possibìe. Some light can, I
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bel'ieve, be shed on the matter if we consider the ways'in which we mìght

react to the folloi+ing statements made to us by a friend.

I dec'ided yesterday to get my car fixed today but I th'ink
I'll leave it t'ill next week.

I decided yesterday to give up smoking but today I think
I'll have just one cigarette.

These decisions committed our friend to a specjfic course of act'ion

or to the omission of certa'in actions in the future and'in both cases the

'but' 'indicates a sense of regret or at least of moderate disappointment

that he did not, for whatever reasons, do what he had orig'ina'l1y decided

to do. Yet our reactions would be quite different. The first statement

hardly calls for comment at all. We might simply ask 'Ì,'lell, what made you

change your m'ind?' We would hardly adopt a censorjous tone or express

annoyance at his failure to do what he had decided to do, for we are well

aware from our own experience that we very often change our minds on such

simple matters. l¡lhen circumstances change, we often revise our decisions

accordingly. However, normaììy a statement of the second k'ind does cause

raised eyebrows and comments of a djfferent order:

I

2

But you should stick to you
Othen,rise what was the poin

uns and do what you decided to do.
f your initial decision?

rg
to

If our friend replies 'Lookl I simp'ly changed my mind' we would hardly

find this a satjsfactory response, but why is that the case? Is it
simply because today there is an increased awareness that smok'ing'is a health

hazard and because peopìe genera'lly feel that they should not smoke even when

they in fact do? Is there a sense of moral outrage aga'inst smok'ing pel"-!q

lurking beh'ind these criticisms? This may well be the case, but the strange
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thing is that most of us are able to concentrate our criticjsm on our

friend's incons'istency. Nor do I think that this'is simply a form of

hypocrisy on our part, just another way of gett'ing at the unfortunate

smoker. Our friend may well feel that he is being vict'imized, since

other instances of people failing to act in accordance with their decisions

do not evoke the same kind of criticism. But he would be wrong to feel

victimized becuase there is, I maintain, a perfectly valid djst'inctjon to

be drawn between serious or sincere decisìons, wh'ich give rise to a form

of obl'igation and casual or flippant decisions which do not. If our friend

concedes that he really wanted to stop smoking and seriously intended to do

so when he made his original decision, then he has incurred an obligation

not to smoke any more cigarettes and he can hardly advance a 's'imple

change of mind' as an adequate justification for resuming the habit' If,

on the other hand,he points out that he was not realìy serious about his

decision, then we cannot realistically clajm that he has'infringed any

obìigation, though we may perhaps point out that he should not be so flippant

in relation to matters of such importance.

It is of course by v'irtue of a suppressed maior prem'ise such as that

'One ought not to be deflected from one's chosen course of action in relation

to matters of serious import wjthout good reason' that we regard our friend

as having 'incurred an obligation. We might variously describe the

princ'iple involved here as the'consistency' prjnciple, the'rationality'

principìe or: even the'grav'ity in relation to dec'isjons of serious import'

principle. Cons'istency'is a human virtue and its opposìte,'incons'istency'

is not s'imply a logical defect. It makes perfectly good sense to say that

a person ought to behave consistently with what he himself has decìded and

to describe the behaviour of a person who does not do so as 'in some sense

reprehensible and not just i1ìogica'|. From a strict logica'l point of view,

inconsistency means asserting something and denying it at the same time but
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the ternr incons'istency is also used to describe an incongru'ity between a

person's expressed intentions and his actual deeds and ìn this sense jt is

a human vice. But when we say that a person ought to be consistent we are,

I think,assenting to a princ'iple of conduct that'is not properly describable

as moral , becuase consistenc.y, f ike a'lì other human virtues' does not

necessarily lead to morally right actions. Before we can agree that a person

ought to be rational or consistent, We must first ask 'rational or

consistent ìn the pursuit of what end?' The actions of a person who

managed to overcome his moral scrup'les and decided to murder all his enemies

may be good or virtuous in the sense that they are done from a penchant for

consistency but wrong in that he infringes the clearly moraì principìe that

human l'ife ought to be resPected.

The consistency princ'ip'le hoìds a peculiar midway position between

what Kant described as categorical imperatives (oughts) wh'ich are moral

and universalizable and hypothetìcal 'imperatives (oughts) which are neither

moral nor universalizable. In Kant's philosophy, all 'imperatiVes are

expressed by the words 'l ought'. To say that I ought to do something ìs

to recogn'ize that a course of action js necessitated or imposed by an

objective principìe valid for any rational agent as such. Hypothet'ical

'imperat'ives have the form 'If or given that I w'ill this end, I ought to

do such and such'. They require us to do actions which are necessary

as a means to an end that we actually wi'l'l or might w'i,'ll. But some

objective princ'iples are unconditioned. They are not based on the previous

willing of some further end. Kant calls them categorical imperatives

because they require us to act in accordance with universal law as such,

'i.e. to act on a principle val jd for all ratjonal be'ings. Th'is is expressed

'in the formula 'Act onìy on that maxim through which you can at the same

time will that jt should become a unjversal law'. It is important to note

however that we can only be obliged, even in a hypothetical sense, jf we
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subscri be to the cons j stency princi p'le, that 'i s , i f we recogni ze that

we ought to do whatever is a necessary means to an end that we have chosen.

Kant'is somewhat ambiguous on this point. He always assumes that a

principle on which a fully rational agent would necessari'ly act'is also

one on which an 'imperfectly rational agent ought to act. Thus he would

say that a proposition of the kind 'Any fulìy rat'ional agent who wills an

end necessarily wjlls the means to the end' is analyt'ic. But it'is by

no means clear how he would describe the proposition 'Any'imperfectly

ratjonal agent who wills an end ought to will or adopt the means'. It js

perhaps true that, even in the case of an imperfectly rational agent, he who

wills the end also wills the means - at least at the time of his in'itial

decision to secure the end. However precisely because he is an'imperfectly

rational agent, there is no guarantee that he will continue to will the means

or that he wjll actually adopt the necessary means. The proposition 'If
I fully will the effect, I also will the action required for it'may be

anaìytic when uttered by a fully rational agent but not by an ìmperfect'ly

rational one (or, if you 1ike, by an ord'inary human being). The cons'istency

p¡inc'ipl e therefore i s not ana'lyti c, It j s a non-moral normati ve pri nci pl e.

Consider the case of a person who says:

Although I had a'lways realized that I ought to respect human life,
my desire for vengeance was so intense that I resolved on this
occasjon to k'ill my wife's lover and I knew that, to gìve effect to
my decis'ion, I ought to take the greatest care in executìng my p1an.

It is clear that this enraged husband does not experience any inner

conflict between two competing moral points of view. (I ought to respect

human I jfe; I ought to act consistently w'ith h'is decisìon). Rather he'is

quite clear in his own mjnd about what he morally ought or ought not to do

but on this occasion resolves to pursue a course of action which, in h'is

own estimation, is morally indefens'ible. l¡lhat this person says constjtutes
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an indirect appeal to the princ'ip1e of consistency. It is because he has

this standard or rule'in m'ind that h'is final 'ought'makes sense, but at

the same time he concedes that'it is a rule which appìies to men as

'decjders' and not to men as men. The consjstency princ'ipìe is thus

universalizable jn thìs qual'ified sense but not moral , for it is pla'inly

the case that men often make up their minds to do what they morally ought

not to do.

The often lengthy process of making up one's mind or resolving to do

somethjng may give rise to different types of obl'igation at one and

the same time. Making a firm decision not to smoke, I have argued, entails

an obligation not to do so. However a person may be moved to make this

decjsion in the first instance by the considerat'ion that smoking is wrong,

positiveìy immora'l (Mormons for example),so that he will also have a moral

obligation not to smoke. The extent then to which a person ìs morally

obfiged by a decision of this kind is dependent upon his reasons for'making

the decision (he may for example have s'imply thought that cigarettes were

outrageously expensive) .

Now admittedly I have chosen two examples which are fjnely tailored to

my purposes. I have tried to show that certain decisions g'ive rise to

obl 'igat'ions (e.g. decidi ng to gi ve up smoki ng) whereas others do not

(e.g.decidjng on what prec'ise day to get the car fixed). But of course if

we were to represent dec'isions diagrammatically with ought-engendering

decisions at one end of a spectrum and casual or flippant dec'isions at the

other, we would find that most of our decis'ions in daily life fall somewhere

in between. When a smoker has tried and failed on innumerable occasions to

give up smoking and takes up the challenge yet again, he may do so in the

full knowledge that the odds are stacked against h'im and that the addictjon

will probably beat him in the end. His decision may not be entirely serious
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or sincere; it may be qualjfied by ifs and buts and other'let-out'

clauses. The extent to which it generates any form of obligation is thus

problematical . Sim'ilarly our friend in the 'car' examp'le may have had a

special reason for getting h'is car fjxed. He may have felt that, since he

was going on a driving holiday the following week, he ought to have the car

fixed by then. Again, whether or not he has incurred any obligation'is

problematical.

It may seem that by classifying decis'ions in accordance with the

seriousness of intent with which they are made and thus making each

individ'iual the arb'iter of whether or not he has incurred an oblìgat'ion,

I am introducing a notoriously'imprecise and subjective element into the

discussion. However most of the problems which arise can be easily avoided

by taking the first person use, 'I ought to do such and such', as primary

'in order to elucidate the second and th'ird person uses. Let us consider the

following example of a first person use:

I want to do X.
Unless I do Y, I cannot do X.
Therefore I should do Y.

In this case the 'should'clearly serves to indicate not only that I have

made a decis'ion but also that I am suffic'iently serious about my decision

to regard myse'lf as bound by jt. In the second and thjrd person formulas,

the function of the 'should' 'is problemmatical and its propriety is highly

questionable" l^lhen for example are we faced with an argument of the above

k'ind where the conclusion reads, 'Therefore you should do Y'we simply ìack

sufficient evidence to judge the propriety of the 'should'. Whilst we know

that the h,earer wants to do X, we do not know that he has actually decided

to do X. The first person usage avoids this complìcation.
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The procedure that I have recommended differs from the proposal

offered by Max Black ìn relatjon to the same matter. He suggests that,

when we are attemptìng to explain what a speaker counts as do'ing when he

makes a 'should' statement, 'the begìnnìngs of an answer might be obtained

by taking the second-person use, 'You should do such and such'as primary,

in the hope of explaining the first and third person uses in terms of their

relations to that second person use. It is plausible to hold that the

prime funct'ion of the second person formula js to urge the hearer to adopt

a course of action selected by the speaker as preferable, optimal, or

correct. '20 Howeverif my analysis is correct, the primary function of

the second person formula js to urge the hearer to act in a manner

consistent with his decision. The course of action selected by the speaker

'is only preferabìe, optimal or correct because it spells out the evident

impf icat'ions of the hearer's orl,,n decision. The 'should' statement is, in

effect, a simple plea for consistency based on the presumption that the

hearer has actua'lly dec'ided to act upon the want referred to in the first

premise. I would ma'intain then that the type of argument we are dealing with

here is not a practica'l inference at all, as Von Wright would assert, but

a straitforward entailment. From our wants, considered as simpìe expeniential

facts, we can infer nothìng; yet our decisions to set about securing the ends

suggested by our wants can, if undertaken with due gravity, gjve rise to

oblìgations, so that the relationship which holds between our decisions and

the obligat'ions they engender seems to be one of entajlment.

This account of the want/should derivation by no means clajms to be a

comprehensive examination of the functions of the normative term. In a

first person use, the should always serves to ind'icate an awareness of the

implicatjons of one's decision but it may also serve an additional function"

20. Phi I osophica I Review. LXXVIII ,1964, p.ì7.l.
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Cons'ider the fo1'lowing conversat'ion between two well-intentioned peopìe:

A: I want to be charitable; that means helping other people'in my

day-to-day existence; so I reaìly should set about being of service
to my neighbour.

B: Yes, I cañ see that if you're really serjous about wanting to help
other people, you must do something concrete about it. There's
not much point setting yourself an obiective'if you don't try to
realize it in fact.

A: That's certain"ly true; but, Vou know, my major problem'is my own

selfjshness. I often find that I haven't got the time or that I
get too wrapped up'in my own affairs; and you iust can't leave your
own interests completely to one side.

Now it would seem that A js not simpìy using the term'should'with

the consistency princìple'in mind, as B ev'idently, and, as it turns out,

wrong]y supposes. In addition to pinpointing what is pract'ica'l1y necessary

to real'ize a particular decision, the should-statement also serves to

indicate a weakness in the act'ive force of the want term. The 'should' here

asks more of A than the actual want, even when aided by the human penchant

for consistency, inclines him to do; it requires him, so to speak, to go

be¡rond the outer I imits of the want's action-determ'in'ing power. Now when

we are examinìng a want/should derivation, it'is not always clear whether

the normative term performs this kind of function. Consider Von Wright's

exampl e :

A wants to make the hut habitable.
UnJess A heats the hut 'it will not become habitable.
Therefore, A must heat the hut"

Now at first glance is would certaìn1y appear that the function of

the normat'ive term is simply to state the implications of A's decjs'ion and

what is requ'ired to make the hut habjtable. However we cannot be sure of th'is.

The person recording A's s'ituation may have made a poor iob of it. He may

have isolated A's want from a whole series of other and possible conflicting

wants. A, speak'ing for himself' might say:
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Yes, itb quite true that I want to make the hut hab'itable but the
problem is that I also want to cultivate a half-decent vegetable
patch in the garden and to buy a new car. Sure, I resolved last week

to give the heating of the hut top priority but there are times, I
must admit, when I spend rather more time jn the garden than I should

Ultimately then each of us knows what we mean when we use the term

'should' in a want/shouìd derivation. hlhen we do not envisage any major

obstacles to realizing the want in question, we are us'ing the normative term

wjth the consistency principle in mjnd. A would have been using the term

in this way if he had found the objectives of cultivating his vegetable

patch and heating the hut thoroughly compat'ib'le" However when we predict

that we will or may have to overcome major obstacles to achieve our goal

normally what Kant would have described as subiectjve conditions or

limìtations and what I would refer to more simp'ly as the imperious demands

of our assorted wants to have a say in what we do - our use of the normative

term serves two distinct, though obvjously interrelated functions.

(3) Is-is or Is-ou hr?

I would suggest that the whole debate about formalism in ethics has

been obfuscating in one respect at least. It is surely strange that we

should devote so much time to examin'ing the propriety of the deduction,

'A wants to make the hut habitable....etc' and yet allow a statement of

the kind'I want to become a teetotaller: therefore I will stop dninking

alcoholic beveragêS', to pass by wíthout question, even when the speaker

of the latter statement has for most of his life been an alcoholic and

has tried on innumerable occasjons to give up drìnking. The proprietry

of the latter deduction is'in many respects much more quest'ionable than

the former but we are often prevented from seeing this by our myopic concern

with the quest'ion of formailty in ethics. If we are concerned to elucidate
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our moral th'inking we should perhaps be more sceptical towards certain

is/is derivations, in particular the want/w'ill derivation and less

crit'ical towards want/ought derivations where the context makes it

reasonably clear that the normatìve term js being used w'ith the

consistency princip'le'in mìnd. If we forsee that we can only achieve

a certain goa'l that we have set ourselves in the face of the insistent

demands of our various wants and if we recognize' as I think we must,

that reason does not have unfettered control over our appetites' then

we will find it more fitting to say that we ought to do such and such

rather than that we will so such and such. Under these circumstances'

a person who says'ought'simply recognizes the difficultjes to be

overcome; whereas a person who says'will'throws the gauntlet' so to

speak, at the obstacles which lje in his path. He is confident that he

can overcome them and literalìy treats them as nothing. But of course

however he treats them, they nonetheless exist, so that the lingu'istic

function of 'will' in this s'ituat'ion is to express a person's determination

to do what he ought to do, i.e. what his decision entails.

When a person says'I will do such and such'this normally impì'ies

the condit'ion 'other th'ings be'ing equal', âS for example when a person

says that he will go on a world trip three years from now. A statement

of this kind is best construed as a statement of intent in view of the

ceterjs paribus condition, rather than as a statement of proiected fact,

a pos'itive assert'ion that the holiday will in fact take place. t^lhether

he actually does what he intends to do ìs to some extent dependent on

ci rcumstances beyond h'is control . When a person ' s want 'i s suscept'ibl e

to immediate grat'if icat'ion, we may di spense with the ceteri s nari bus

condition altogether. However where the cetc'ris paribus condition is

internal jn the main, i.e" where the maior obstacles in the way of

realjzing an intention are from wjthìn, from the imperious demands of a
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person's assorted wants (Kant's subiective conditions), then 'will'

is'in effect Synonomous with'ought'or, perhaps more accurately, with

an 'ought' expressed with determinatìon.

(4) Is-0u ht or 0u ht-0u t?

If the analysjs presented so far is correct, then the clajm that

an ought statement can be derived from a want statement can be reformulated

as the claim that a decision can, of itself, give rise to a form of

obìigat'ion. In order to assess the validjty of this claim, let us

reconsi der Von Wri ght s examPì e:

A wants to make the hut habitable.
Unless A heats the hut it will not become habitable.
Therefore, A must (ought to) heat the hut"

Let us assume that it is the case that the ought asks more of A than

his actual desire jnclines him to do;that it requires him on occasion to

suppress other wants, such as cultivating the garden patch, so that he

can get on wjth the job of mak'ing the hut habitable. If we were to ask

A'hlhy should you heat the hut?', a reply that is exclusjvely in terms

of A's want must be deemed deficient, because it does not explajn why he

feels obìiged to go beyond the outer lim'its of the want's action determ'ining

power. He cannot simply reply, 'Because I want to make the hut habitable'.

He may however more pìausibly reply'Because I have decided t0...'
(resolved, made up my mind) and insist that the decision, of itself,

enge nders a hypothet'ical obl i gati on. The cruci al quest'ion i s whether or

not A'S answer is satisfactory and complete as it stands. A may insjst

that it is; that while'Humes'la!v' serves as a useful rule of thumb

in elucidating mora'l discussion, its unduly rigid applicatjon seems to
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have the opposite effect; that there is a distinction to be drawn between

a moral ought, from which a series of deductions may flow, and a hypothetical

ought, which simp'ly requires us to pursue the means to a g'iven end and to

which Hume's law has no proper application ; and finally, that the latter

form of obl'igation does not derive from any higher order principle but js

intimately connected with our character as rational beings and that consistency

is a particular form of this human rationaìity. All that js required then for

an 'ought' to follow from a decision'is a sound understanding of what is

'involved ìn decision-making. Understanding'is the subiective link between

decisions and hypothet'ica1 ob'l'igations. Is it not, then, reasonable to suggest

that we can , merel y be dec'id'i ng , i ncur a hypotheti cal obl i gat'ion provi ded we

understand what it ìs to make a decision? By so doing, we can retain intact

the fam'il'iar d'istìnction between hypothetical and moral imperatives.

I regard A's argument as mistaken for the following reasons" First'ly,

wh'ilst it may be true that human rationality makes hypothetica] oughts

possible, it is nonetheless the case that it is not because of the fact

of man's rationality but because he ought to be rational that this type of

obl'igation arises. Secondly, I would contend that at least part of what

'is'involved in understanding what'it is to make a decision is a recognition

that we ought, where possible, to act in a manner consistent with what we

have decided. F'ina]'ly, I do not think there'is any need to jett'ison the

familiar d'ist'inct'ion between moral and hypothetical oughts, though jt is

important to stress that the latter are only intell'igìble when v'iewed as

appeal i ng to the hi gher onder consi stency pri nci p'le. The di sti ncti on on'ly

becomes blurred'if we regard the consistency principle as a constant guiding

moral'light and, as we have seen'in the case of the enraged husband, it'is
certainly not that.

My main concern throughout has been to show that it is s'imp'ly wrong to

regard want-ought arguments as practìcal inferences. Once it is recognìsed
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that an element of conscious decision makjng is involved'in this k'ind of

argument and that'who wìlls the ends wjlls the means'is not analytic for

ordinary human beings, except perhaps at the t'ime of the'irinit'ial decision

to set about securing some objective, 'it becomes clear that we are dealing

with entailments and that it is proper to speak of want-oug ht deductìons

hle can then rest assured that, since hypothetical oughts do not spring

magically from 'want' statements but rather derive from and constjtute

an appea'l to the consistency principìe, we have not been constantly

committìng the naturalistic fallacy ìn our everyday discourse.

(5) Hare on Hypothetical s

I have argued that hypothetical oughts derive from and constitute

an appeal to the consistency principìe and that it is a mistake to ìnsist

that a human dec'ision, by itse'lf, can engender a hypothetical ought. I

would thus contend that the d'ifference between moral and hypothetical oughts

has nothing to do wjth the 'claSS of comparison' as R.M. Hare appears to

think" The extent of the class of comparison may be relevant in explainìng

the d'ifference between 'intrinsic and instrumental goodness, but not the

difference between categorical and hypothetical uses of ought. To see why

this is so, let us follow Hare'in comparing such statements as:

(1) He is a good poisoner (instrumental)

with(2) He is a good man (intrinsic)

and (3) Mou ought to give a second dose (sa'id to a would-be po'isoner)

(hypothetical )

u,ith(4) You ought to tell the truth (categorical)"

A poìsoner can only be said to be good 4! h'is chosen profession but

if we say that a man is good, without any further spec'ifications, vve mean

that he is good in hjmself and not at any particular form of act'ivity.
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Similarly it is only the case that one ought to administer a second dose

of po'ison if one is bent on killing one's victim. But one ought to tell

the truth without condition.

Hare states that it'is clear that (4), on most occasions of its use,

expresses a moral judgment and equa'l'ly clear that (3) does not.2I

However he rejects Prichard's contention that there is'a total difference

of meaning' between the two uses of the word 'ought'. Just as the prjmary

- or evaluative meaning of'good' 'is the same in (l) and (2), since in

both it commends, so too the primary mean'ing of 'oughtf is the same

in (3) and (4) for in both it prescrjbes. In (3) the standards which are

being app'lied (the princ'iples that are bejng referred to) are those for

poisoning people; and in (4) we assume that the princìples referred to are

moral ones. But in either case, a form of actjvity is prescribed as

necessary'in order to meet a certain standard. Hare states that the crucial

difference between (l) and (2) and between (3) and (4) has to do with the

extent of the class of comparison. In (l) and (3) for example our

commendations and prescriptìons only apply with'in the class of poisoners

i.e. to po'isoners as such. By contrast, (2) commends one man as a man and

the class of comparison is all men and likewise (4)'is normally intended

as a prescription for all men. As Hare puts it:

...we cannot get out of being men; and therefore moral princìples,
which are princìples for the conduct of men as men - and not as poisoners
or arch'itects or batsmen - cannot be accept,ed wjthout having a potent'ial
bearing upon the way that we conduct ourselves. If I say to a certajn
person 'You ought to tell the truth', I s'ignify my acceptance of a

princ'iple to tell the truth'in the sort of circumstances in which he'is;
and I may find myself placed unavoidabìy 'in sinrilar circumstances. But
I can always choose whether or not to take up poisoning or cricketing
as a profession. This is bound to make the spirit jn which we consider
moral questions very different from that in which we consider hor¡¡ we

ought to poison Jones, or buìld him a house; but the^logic of the word
'ought' js not markedly different in the two cases.22

21 . R.M. Hare, The Lanquage of Morals, Oxford, 1961, pp"l60-161.
22. Ibid, p.162.
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Hare's main po'int is that the difference between the two oughts'in

(3) and (a) is really a difference between two sets of principìes.

However he makes no attempt to show that the standards being app'lied in

(3) are those for poisoning people exclus'ively" If a would-be po'isoner

agrees that he ought to administer a second dose, it'is not at all clear

what precise standard he has in mind. H'is options are, however, limited.

The princìp'le could be that'All poisoners ought to do such things as will

result'in the death of their victim'which is tantamount to sayìng that they

ought to do their job efficientìy or on a more genera'l level 'Anyone who

decjdes to ach'ieve an end should adopt the necessary means'. These princip'les

are not in my view marked'ly different; 'indeed the former may be v'iewed as

spelling out what the latter principle requires ìn the case of would-be

poisoners. However even if it is argued that there is a significant

difference between the principìes 'One ought to adopt the means necessary

to achieve one's chosen goal'and'One ought to do what one has decided

to do efficiently', and that the would-be poisoner may therefore posit

the value of efficiency as we'ì1 as, or instead of, consistency, as a

just'ification for h'is proposed action, it nevertheless remains the case that

the reasons offered'in his defence do not perta'in exclusìve'ly to the class

of would-be poisoners. The sorts of reasons offered, whether they ìnvolve

an appeal to a standard of consistency or efficiency, are by no means

peculiar to this group.

Let us be clear then about this criticjsm of Hare. The crucial point

which he concedes and whjch is, in my view, damaging to his case is that

we have an option as to whether or not we will take up poison'ing as a

professìon. Hare contrasts this with 'we cannot get out of being men',

but the contrast is superficjal and certa'inly misleading because neither

can i^re get out of mal<ing dec'isions, of choosing one of the ava'ilable

opt'ions before us. It is pointless to compartmentalize the subiect matter
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about which we decide (for example to become a murderer, batsman or

architect) for a would-be poisoner ought, under certain circumstances,

to administer a second dose to hìs victim, not because he is a poisoner

but because he has chosen to become one. The reasons for his proposed

action are thus universalizable welì beyond the class of poisoners to the

class of all men.

In a recently published paper entitled 'wanting: some pitfaì'ls',

Hare makes a fascinating attempt to grapple with the various logical

problems raised by hypothetical oughts. The first part of hìs paper,

with whjch we shall be large'ly concerned, is an attempt to show what'is

wrong with Professor Max Black's argument in his article 'The Gap betneen

'Is'and'Should". He starts with an amusing dialogue between two relatives,

John, an elderly and rich bachelor and James, his nephew and sole heir.

They are fjshing in shark-infested waters out of sight of other vessels.

James makes a series of statements, such as that there is nothing in the

world he wants more than to have a half a million dollars, and that the

one and only way in which he could possibly get that amount of money is to
push his uncle out of the boat" After each of these statements the uncle

agrees that his nephew's reasoning is sound and the dialogue ends in

tragi-comic fashion with Uncle John being pushed out of the boat, evidently

a martyr, a sacrificial victim who will'ingly died in the interests of sound

log'ica1 th'inking.

Hare regards jt is obvious that there is something'logically wrong and

not merely morally disreputab'le about this w'ierd dia'logue23 and'in order to

investigate the matter further, he asks us to cons'ider and contrast the

following two remarks, both of which might be said to a friend dining ìn a

restaurant:

23. R.M. Hare, Practical Inferences London, 1971, p.45.
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If you want sugar in your soup, you should ask the waiter.
If you want sugar in your soup, you shou'ld get tested for
di abetes .

l^le can discern the difference between the two remarks by noticing

the entirely different reasons that would be given to iustify them.

The first would be justifjed if it was pointed out that the wajter was

the only person who could get the sugar whereas to state that an

inordinate desire for sugar is a symptom of diabetes and that djabetics

should seek medical help would be an acceptable iust'ification of the second

remark. Hare continues:

The difference between these two kinds of 'lf you want' statements
was pointed out b

Jonathan Harri son
v
25

me in The Language of Morals24 and also by
, who made the addjtional po'int that the consequent

of the'diabetes' hypothetical can be detached by using modus po¡e.lls,
but that of the 'waiter' hypothetical cannot. Thus jt is perm'issible
to argue 'If you want sugar in your soup, you should get tested for
diabetes; but you do want sugarin your soup; therefore you should
(absolutely) get tested for d'iabetes'. But it is not permissible
to argue 'If you want sugar ìn your soup, you should ask the waiter;
but yóu do want sugar in-your soup; therefore you shou'ld (absolutely)
ask the waiter'.." I say'you should (absolutely)'in order to contrast'it with 'you should, 'if you want sugarin your soup'.26

Hare points out that it is impossible to clarify the meaning of

'If you want' in these cases until we know more about what it is to have

a desire and he takes up a suggestìon by Mr. Kenny that to have a desire

ìs to say-in-one's-heart an 'imperative. Hare concedes that this is

artificial and disclaims any intention of tak'ing over the suggest'ion in

'its entirety but, he goes one,'it is illuminating'and its artific'iality
'is, perhaps, no greater than that which we have to endure ìn all cases'in

which we want to give linguistic expression to someth'ing that we do not

say but only think'.27 Moreover unless we adopt some such device as that

proposed by Kenny, 'we shall not be able to display the'logical relat'ions

R.M" Hare, The Language of Morals, Oxford,1952, p.34 footnote.

(l )
(2)

24
25 J. Harrison, 'l^Jhen is a

Ari stotel ian Socie
are, op.c

e a moral ncr pprl nc'l

26.
27. loc.cit.

Su I emen
pl
ta r Vol ume

prl
XXV II

le' (symposi um)
(1e54) p.11ì-134.
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between desires and other thoughts or expressions'.28 Hare stresses the

point that it is untimportant whether or not the man who vrants something

'says anythìng in his heart' but if we are to get wants into the logical

machinery at a'll, then we must have some idea of what the man is thinking

and this is most aporopriate'ly expressed'in ìanguage as an imperative.

It would be extremely difficult, 'if not'impossible, to summarise the

next part of Hare's argument without doing an injust'ice to it and I will

therefore quote this important paragraph in full:

Now let us consider the'diabetes' example with this po'int in m'ind.
The inference seems to go like this (if you will tolerate for the
moment Kenny's artificial translation): If anyone does, as a matter
of fact, say-'in-his-heart 'Let me have sugar in my soup', he should
get tested for diabetes; but X (the man in question) does as a

matter of fact, say-in-his-heart 'Let me have sugar in my soup';
therefore X should get tested for diabetes. This is relatjvely
unproblemati.cal. It is the actual occumence, in fact, of this
thought in his heart whjch entitles us to detach the consequent
of the hypothetica'ì. But when we come to the 'waiter' example,
the situation is different. There, what ent'itles us to detach
the consequent is not the mere fact of X's saying-in-h'is-heart
'Let me have sugarin my soup'. Before we can ourselves affirm
absolutely'X should ask the wa'iter', we have to be, like X,
saying-'in-our-hearts 'Let X have sugar in his soup'. In fact
the real premiss in the argument is not the factual statement
that X wants, or says-in-h'is-heart, what he wants or says; the
real premiss is wha! he is saying in his heart - the thought that
he is having, no-t the fact that he is having it. From th'is it
follows thai the consequent of a 'waiter' type hypothetìcal 'should'
statement is detachable only by someone who is prepared himself to
subscribe to the ìmperatjve which is ìmpìicitly contained jn the
condi ti onal cl ause " 

2e

I think that Hare is seriously mjstaken, not because the device

he adopts is unhe'lpful or misleading, but because his ana'lysis does not

take account of all the relevant factors involved in 'Want-should'

statements. To understand what is missing, it will be heìpful if we

concentrate our attention on the first-person use of the verb'want'and

then see if our investigation casts any light on the second-person formula.

28.
29.

Ibid, p"47.
Ibid, p.47-48.
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when a person says 'I want sugar in my soup' he is, first and

foremost, tel'l.ing us something. whatever else he may be do'ing, it is at

I east certa'i n that he ì s conveyì ng some 'i nf ormati on about hi msel f .

I^lhen a doctor asks us 'Do you find that you want a lot of sugar?' We do

not regard thìs as a query concern'ing the types of imperatives that we

issue to ourselves in thought. He'is looking for a s'imp1e factual reply

in terms of the physiological urges that we experience and normally th'is is

what he gets. I think Hare and Kenny are near enough to the truth, that

it is allowable in general to view want statements as 'saying-in-the-heart'

'imperatives but we must remember, not only that they do have a descriptìve

use, but also that they may have a puIely descriptive use. When we say

'I want...'we can literally mean 'I have a physiologica'l urge to...'

as in our conversations with doctors. My po'int here is that we must take

care not to confuse physi ol og'ical urges wi th the ' sayi ng-'in-one ' s heart'

'imperatives to which they give rise, for I am not at all convinced that Hare

'is sufficiently attentive to this dist'inction.

Normally when we utter a want statement, we are at one and the same

time describing a psychologica'l or phys'iological cond'itìon and'issuing

imperat'ives in thought" But having done these two th'ings, we do not then

jump headlong into the arena of action, for we must first dec'ide whether

or not we will act in accordance wìth the imperat'ive in question. A person

may say'I want sugar in my soup'and then add (i) 'so I should ask the

waiter for some' or else (ii) 'but since I'm on a diet, I ought not to have

any'. Wants have the power to project themselves into our deliberations

but they do not have the final say. Wh'ilst there'is normally a presumption

that wants will be acted upon without further ado (as in (ì) above), this

should not blind us to the obvious fact that th'is is not always the case

(for example (ii) above). For thjs reason the Hare-Kenny recommendation,

though useful and illum'inati,ng, is incomp'lete. Consider case (j)
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translated artific'ialIy into a form of sub vocal mouthing;

I say in my heart'Let me have sugar in my soup', so I should
ask the waiter for some.

It is 'immediately clear that there is noth'ing to I ink what I say

in my heart with the subsequent ought clause, i.e. with the prescription

to be given effect in the outside world unless I consent to the'imperative.

Taking this jnto account, our translation into this peculiar mode of sub

vocal discourse would have to be as follows:

I say in my heart 'Let me have sugar in my soup'. I consent to
the imperative; so I should ask the wajter for some.

Now let us see if all thìs casts any ììght on the second-person

formula. Hare's waiter hypothetical examp'le will serve as well as any.

An appropriate expressjon in language for what the speaker is thinking

woul d be as fol I ows:

If you say in your heart 'Let me have sugarin my soup' and if
you consent to th'is imperative, Vou should ask the waiter for some
sugar.

Let us assume that we are the speaker in question and X is the

narne of our friend. Hare states that we are only entitled to detach the

consequent of the waiter hypothetica'l if we ourselves, 'like X, say-in-our-

hearts 'Let X have sugar ìn his soup'. But once we take account of the

factor of consenting or deciding, it becomes clear that there'is simply

no question of our sayìng anything in our hearts; it is X's want, not ours

and we are merely pointing out what appear to be the evident implicatjons of

h'is consent'ing to his own imperative. We are saying what he should do if he

respects the cons'istency principìe as we do. 0f course if we ourselves do
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not respect this principle, we will presumably refra'in from g'iv'ing advice

of this kind.

Hare majntains that we cannot detach the consequent of a waiter-type

hypotheticaì by usìng modus ponens whereas when the ou ght 'in questi on i s

really categoricaì, as it 'is in the djabetes example,'it is possible to

detach the consequent. As has been pointed out earl'ier, by categorical

'oughts'Hare has in mind those'imperatives which apply to'men as men'.

By the latter expression, it seems to me, we in fact mean that such

'imperatives appìy to men as creatures capable of somehow discerning the

righteousness of fundamental moral precepts; whereas when we say that

hypothetical 'oughts' apply to certain men under certain circumstances, we

are thinking primarily of men as deciders, as choosers of ends, as rational

agents. Man qt¿a rational agent can be at the serv'ice of man qua moral

agent or of man qua sensuous be'ing, a creature of need. In the latter case,

as Kant would put it, the principles of reason are at the service of

'incl ination but in either case the actual 'implementation of a resultant

imperative may be thwarted by 'subjective conditions', unruly impulses etc.

The enraged husband of our earlier example may have to overcome ordinary

human sympathy and fellow feeling before implement'ing his vindictive act.

Indeed it may be in vjrtue of such obstacles that the consistency prìnc'ip1e

acquires its performatjve force in his case. When the deed flows easily

from the wish, exhortations to consistency or rationality or even

efficiency are quite beside the po'int. In the case of Hare's waiter-

hypothetical, for example, the exhortation of the speaker who said 'You

should ask the waiter'would sound a little odd unless he had reason to

believe that the person who wanted sugar was shy or reluctant to disturb over-

worked wa'iters.

Despite the fact that the maxims of hypothetical oughts are material,
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in Kant'S meaning of that term, since the consistency prìncip'le always

presupposes a material end, they are nevertheless unìversalizable to

the class of all men qua rational agents and it seems to me therefore that

Ít is not universalizability per s_e_ but rather universalizabi'lity by men

qua moral agent which'is the criterion of those formal maxims whìch

constitute duty" Obviously, in hypothetical usages of 'ought', man ggq

moral agent is, so to speak, temporari'ly suspended from consciousness. I

can, therefore, see no logical objection to detaching the consequent of a

vraiter-type hypothetical, usìng the fjrst person usage for cl arity's

sake, in the following way:

But I do say'in my heart 'Let me have sugarl'n my soup' and
consenting to the ìmperat'ive, I do decide to set about acquiring
it: Therefore I qua rational agent (absolutely) ought to ask
the waiter for some"

Obviously then I must regard as unsuccessful Hare's attempt to

undermine Black's argument that the transition from 'is' to 'should'

in the latter's famous Fischer/Botwinnick example30 is logicaìly proper

as it stands. The'should'in question has a distinctly performative aspect

and it is preciseìy the latter which Hare leaves entirely unexplained.

I make these crjt'icisms of Hare with some embarrassment for they

involve using the Hare of The Lanquaqe of Morals and Freedom and Reason

with whom I am in substantial agreement against the Hare of Practical

Inference; In the latter work he states that'I do not think that many

peop'le would wish to deny that hypothetical 'should'statements can be

derived from'is'statements.3I Now this is a strange statement for Hare

30 F'ischer wants to mate Botw'innik.
The one and onìy way to mate Botwinnik ìs for Fischer to move the Queen.
Therefore, Fischer should move the Queen.
R.M" Hare, op.c'it. p.50-51 .31.
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to make; indeed it almost seems like an act of betrayal for jt accuses

those who thought that they had understood and agreed wjth his earl'ier

arguments of now holding an unfortunate and unfashionable minority viewpoìnt.

Thìs may be no fault of Hare's; he may have been simply mjsunderstood. But

a br.ief glance at some of hjs earl'ier statements suggests otherw'ise.

In The Lanquiaqe of Morals he insists that the primary - or evaluative

meaning of ought, whether it'is used hypothetjcaì1y or categorically, js

invariably the same; jt always prescribes.32 In the same work, he asserts

that value words are used in order to teach, or affirm' or otherwise

draw attentjon to, standards, rules or principles for choosing between

actions or states o f aff ai rs . 3 3 I n Freedom and Reason llare ma'i nta'i ns

that prescriptive meanjng is always logicaì'ly prior to descriptive.3a

Yet in Practical Inferences or more s pec'ifical'ly in 'hlanting: Some P'itfa1ls',

he freely and gladly concedes that hypothetical 'should' statements can be

derived from'is'statements. Either he js allow'ing that at least some

hypothetical 'shoulds'do not draw attention to any standard or he is wa'iving

the condit'ion that a standard must. be accepted before'it is invoked. My own

view.is that he has y'ielded far too much prec'ious ground - perhaps under

pressure from Bl ack - and that the Hare of Freedom and Reason and The

Lanquaqe of llorals is in the maìn, rìght ; the Hare of Practical Inferences

i n the ma'in, wrong.

What then, it may be asked, is wrong with Black's argument? In my

view this can be pinpointed jn the following way. Black asks us to

cons'ider any argument of the following form:

You want to achieve E.
Do'ing M is the one and onìy way to achieve E.

Therefore you should do M.

R.M" Hare, The Language o-F [orals, Oxford, 1961, p..l61.32.
33.
34.

Ib'id, p. I
R.M. Hare,

59"
Freedom and Reason,Oxford, 'l963, 

PP.24,27.
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He points out that it js often sajd - and I would agree - that any

argument of this form is really an enthymeme with an unstated prem'ise,

possiirly of the form:

Everybody should do anyth'ing which is the one and only way to achieve
anything that he wants to ach'ieve.

He then continues as follows:

Sì nce th'i s general premi se i n hel d to be 'normati ve ' or .'practi ca'l '

its additioñ ìs helä to convert the orig'ina1 inference into a formally
correct one still conforming t'o Hume's gu'illotjne. My answer.is that
iñ. p.oposed additional premise must be held to be analyt'ic, jn-the
iàntä oî Ueing guaranteeä correct by virtue of the meanings or functions
of the terms it contains.35

In my view,'it is here forgotten that words are the tools of agents

operating in djfferent capac'it'ies and jn different circumstances- For

example, we may regard the statement'He who wills an end also wills the

necessary means' as analyt'ically true only under certa'in conditions, i.e.

jf the agent in question'is perfectìy rat'iona1 or jf the agent'is imperfect'ly

ratjonal but does not env'isage any obstacles to the actual implementation

of h.is will. We have to remember too that this statement may be analyt'ically

true for only a ljmited t'ime span, i.e. the period of the agent's jnitjal

willjng or dec'iding. An imperfectly rational agent (or ordinary human

being) may continue to will an end, without continu'ing to will the means,

as guilty recollectjons from our own past experience will no doubt verify.

The road to hel1, they say, is paved with such discrepancies. In contrast'

the statement'He who wills an end should also will the necessary means'

makes no truth claim whatever, has performative or advìsory force and

mercifully takes account of the time perspective whìch js alì-'important

where the'willìng' of ord'inary human beings is concerned. For me, the

35. 'Phiìosophical Review, LXXIII (1964), p..l73.
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main thrust of Black's article - and here he is embarrassingly like the

Hare of his major works -'is that every usage of 'should' has performative

force or is, if you like, prescriptive and it seerns arbitrary, to say the

least, to attempt to make an exception of the genera'l premise'Everybody

should...etc.' As with Hare, the point where he goes astray is high'lìghted

by his own earlier ins'ights, for it is Black who has elucidated for us the

meaning and function of the key term in the generaì premise, i.e' the

,should'and this makes it well-nigh impossible for us to see how this

prem'i se can be anal yti cal 1y true .

F'inal'ly, cou'ld jt not be said, quìte simply, that'in the Fischer/

Botwinnik examp'le we are confronted wjth an'ought'-'ought'and not an

'is,-'ought' derivation? After all the assumpt'ion with any game or sport

(assuming onìy two sides) is that the opposed contestants, within the rules,

should do their very best to win. It is th'is commitment whjch makes such

contests interesting for them and for us. And this is tantamount to an

assumed rule" Thus,'it is because I bèlieve (as we all do, generally) that

Fischer ought to be trying to wjn, that I conclude that he ougtl to move

the Queen to achieve this effect. Therefore Fischer should move the

Queen (whether or not he wants to). In short there is no'is'-'ought'

derivation'involved in this case but merely a specific appìication of a

more general rule.

Here of course we are dealing w'ith what Kant would have described

as'imperatives of skill, in whjch case there js no question about the

morality of the end but only about what must be done to attain it. He

says that a prescript'ion required by a doctor in order to cure his pat'ient

completely and one required by a poisoner jn order to make sure of kiì1ing

hjs victim are of equal value so far as each serves to effect its purpose

perfectly, and I presume he would have no qua'lms about add'ing Fìscher's
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'imperative to the list. 0f course, the doctor's imperative of sk'ill

may be related to a higher moral purpose and the same may be true, for

all we know, of Fischer. It'is at this poìnt that we do well to remember

Kant's djstinction between the empirical part of eth'ics (based on

sensuous experience) and the g priori part (not so based) and his'insistence

that we can never be sure that there are any examples of'dutiful' acts.

The empirical part of ethics requires us, for example, to take account of

the comp'lex mixture of motjves that attract both p'layers and spectators to a

game. If a football game becomes somewhat lethargic and the spectators

express thejr annoyance by means of a slow handclap, we can hardly assume

that thi s 'i s enti rely due to the j r sense of moral i ndi gnation . The'ir

irritation may also be due to the consideration that the'ir afternoon could

have been more profitably spent at the local pub. They wanted to enioy

themselves but were disappointed. The practicaì implementation of thejr

want was, a'lso, dependent upon factors over which they had insufficient

control. Certainly, they believe that pìayers should try the'ir hardest

but it is not ent'irely coincidental that when the players do so, it
produces pìeasant results for them (the spectators)" Similarly, Fischer

and Botwinnik or Roche and Vilas may try the'ir hardest within the rules

of their respective games but only because they want to win the prìze

money or because of their des'ire to humiliate a hated rival or whatever.

Most, if not all, of what we would like to believe are our moral usages of

'ought' have more than a tinge of the hypothet'ical. If it were possible to

plumb the depths of human motivation, then we could say whether a particular

usage of'ought'was more properly describable as hypothetical or categorical

or both - as is likely, in the case of the doctor's imperatjve of skills.

(tloral values, after all, also require technical impìementation ìn the sensuous

world in accordance with circumstances, as every doctor knows.) In the

absence of such'information, !{e must rely heaviìy on what people tell us.

If, for exampìe, Mr. Roche tells us that he is, first and foremost, a
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sportsman, then We can urge him to excellence for its own Sake, exhort

hjm to enter fully'into the spirit of the game, to move to the net when

appropriate etc. However if he jnsists absolutely that he primarily

Wants to win the prize, then We can only via the consistency principle'

recommend technical effjciency in the pursuit of that goal, once again

advising him to move to the net when appropriate, though th'is time for

a different reason. We may even try to inculcate'into him the'spirit'

of the game, as a means to realizing his goal , though in the 'l'ight of

his expressed jntentions, such a ploy is unlikely to be successful.

It is then impossible to ascertain wìth precision the shades of

meaning and funct'ion of the 'should' in 'Fischer should move the Queen'

until we know more about why Fischer wants to mate Botwinnik. If we

probe the matter further, we may discover that the hypothetical 'should'

is roote-d in a personal motive or a more impersonal generaì rule or,

as is more like'ly, in both. Yet in a way the quest is futile and

unnecessary, for whilst a 'root and stem' analogy is useful in suggesting

that the thread of personal consciousness can unite 'shoulds' of

various kinds, it js mislead'ing in so far as it suggests that the stem

cannot be deemed to have an existance jn some sense independent of the

roots. It makes sense to talk of a stem wjthout constantly referring to

the conditions of its existence. Hence once a doctor decides to cure a

patient, then, via the consistency princip'le, he incurs a series of

hypothet'ical obìigations which are independent, so to speak, of the

reasons (moral or non-moraì) behind h'is decision" Similarìy, Roche is

ob1iged to move to the net when appropriate and this remains true whether

he conforms more to the high m'inded or low minded ideal-type of tennis-

p'layer that we have jnvented.
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0f this much, at least, then, we can be certain: that the'should'

here in question js hypothetica'l and that it derives its main performative

force from the cons'istency principìe. Whether or not the term has

add'itional shades of meanin g depends largeìy on the persona'lìty and

circumstances of the speaker" I am sure, for example, that I am not

alone in knowing people who seem to have a h'igh moral purpose constantly

before their eyes and who are frequently referred to in a mildly

derogratory fashion as 'moralistic'. The word is perfectly su'ited,for

such people seem scarcely to have heard of hypothetical oughts and are

singularly averse to using them. Everything becomes a matter of serious

moral concern" The doctoris forceful'ly reminded by such a person that it
is not liver or intestines he is dealing with but human life. The stem

is seen purely as an extension of the roots which of course, in a sense,

it js but thus ìs interpreted ìn such a monistic fashion as to virtually

deny the separate exjstence and legitimate function of the stem. It is

as if there is a need to make the roots, the moral 'basjcs' in life more

vis'ible and constantly present. In this way even hypothetical oughts become

invested with a dist'inctly moral tone. 0n the other hand, consider the case

of a learned physician who becomes overly engrossed in liver and jntestines,

findìng it all terribly interesting, and who is reminded by some sensitive

and humane onlooker that he really should take greater care with his

instruments. It js difficult to believe that such a'should', uttered in

such c'ircumstances, would be purely hypothetical.

(6) Moral Arquments: Deduct'i ve or Defecti ve

It'is beyond the scope of this work to attempt a solution to the

log'icaì problems of jnduction or to establish a case against the possibility

of inductive reasoning in ethjcs, though I think there is one to be made.

However before proceeding to an analysis of Hobbes' is-ought derivat'ion,
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I lvould like to insinuate a few sceptica] doubts about the possibilìty

of a genuinely'inductive argument'in ethics by briefly support'ing the

vìew that a moral argument must be deductive or defect'ive.

Hume has been interpreted by Hare,36 Professor A"N" Prior,37

Professor P.H" Nowell-Smith,3B and a number of others as insist'ing in

the famous passage, quoted in full at the beginning of this chapter, that

what ought to be the case cannot be deduced from what'is the case. Since

a set of non-moral premises cannot entail a moral conclusion, how then

can we make the transit'ion from 'is' to 'ought'? In Chapter Four of

The Lanquaqe of Morals, Hare asserts that a practical conclusion and a

Fortiori a moral conclusion is reached sylìogistically, the minor premìse

stating 'what we should jn fact be dojng if we d'id one or other of the

alternatives open to us'and the major prem'ise stating a principle of

conduct. As A.C. l4acintyre has observed, this suggests an answer to our

questi on .

If you wish to pass from a factual statement to a moral statement treat
the moral statement as the conclusion to a syllogism and the factual
statement as a minor premise. Then to make the transition all that is
needed is to supply another moral statement as a maior prem'ise. And

in a footnote to chapteri'i'i of Ethics we find Nowe'll-Smith doing
just this. He quotes from Bishop-RÏ Mortimer the following passage:
'The first foundation is the doctrine of God the Creator. God made us

and all the world. Because of that he has an absolute claim on our
obedience. We do not exist in our own right, but only as Hjs creatures,
who ought therefore to do and be what He des'ires'.3e 0n this Nowell-
Smith comments: 'This argument requ'ires the premise that a creature
ought to obey his creator, which ìs itself a moral iudgment.- So that
Cfri'istian ethics is not founded solely on the doctrine that God created
us.'40 That is, he argues that the inference'God created us, therefore
we ought to obey h'im' is defective unless and until it.is supplied
with ã maior prêmise, 'l.le ought to obey our creator'.41

37. Loqic and the Basjs of Ethics, Oxford, 1949, p.32-33.
38. Ethics, Oxford,
gg. R-.e . Mortimer,
40" P"H. Nowel I -Smi
4l . A. C. Macintyre,

.l954, pp.36-38.
Christian Ethics

t CS
,H ume on

ord
and

London, 1 950 , p.7 .

, 1954, p"51.
' ought", The lnt lo¡pp_hiæ]_ nevlçw,

LXVIII,1959, p"453.
is'
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The recommendation is, I beìjeve, a sound one but Macintyre treats it

with scepticism. He compla'ins that we can on'ly make sense of the above

position by assuming that arguments must be either deductive or defect'ive

and argues that it'it a useless procedure to render inductive arguments

(such as Bishop Mortìmer's) deductive. He points out that we may, if

we wish, pass from'The kettle has been on the fire for ten minutes'to

'So it will be boiling by now' by writing in some such maior premise as

'Whenever kettles have been on the fire for ten minutes, they boil'.

However we will achìeve precise'ly noth'ing by adopting th'is procedure for,

as Macintyre observes 'if our prob'lem is that of iustifying 'induction

then this major premise'itself embodies an induct'ive assertion that stands

in need of justificat'ion.42 If then, when men are argu'ing about moral'ity,

they pass from a factual to a normative statement, why should we assume

that the transition must be an entailment? In the case of specifica]'ly

moral arguments, what special reasont'is there for attempting to present

induct'ive arguments as deductive?

In reply, I would argue that an inductive moral argument i.e. one which

jnfers what ought to be done from a cons'ideration of what is the case is

an impossibility, a contradiction in terms. Induct'ive arguments are

usualìy factual throughout, the conclusion being based on the emp'irical

evidence available. Indeed if a person does not present us with a clear-cut

factual conclusion to round off such an argument, we would suspect that

he is not at all sure that the conclusion js correct. For example when a

person says'The kettle has been on the fire for ten minutes; so it ought

to be boiling by now' he presumably does not mean that the kettle is in

any sense obliged. Rather what he means is either that'the kettle w'ill

be boiling, other things being equal'i.e. subiect to the condition that

no unforseen factors, such as a strong cross wind, intervene to offset the

42. Ibid, p.454.
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normal course of events; or that the kettle wìll be boiling if his past

experience of the sort of thing that happens when kettles full of water

come into contact w'ith intense heat, ìs anyth'ing to go by. If the latter

interpretation is correct, he would be expressing some doubt concerning

whether his past experience of these matters (which may be l'imited) 'is

in fact a reliable guide. He may be who'lly persuaded by Hume's po'int

that 'it is impossible for us to satisfy ourselves by our reason, why we

should extend that experience beyond those part'icular instances wh'ich have

fallen under our observation' and whilst he would agree with the inductjve

assertion'Whenever kettles have been on the fire for ten minutes, they

boil', he may nonetheìess have reservations in this particular case, thus

opt'ing for 'ought' rather than the ungrounded certainty of 'will'.
However it is at least clear that the'ought'has no normative function.

It is important to note futhermore that if we discovered that kettles did

not in fact normally boil after being heated for ten minutes, we would

revise our inductive general'isation to accord with the newly observed facts.

It is otherwise wjth human be'ings; in an alleged'ly induct'ive moral

argument i.e. where a person is the subiect of the'ought', the verb does

have a normative function. If a person says 'I'm feeling sick; so I ought

to go straight to bed' and subsequently does not do what he says he ought

to do, We would not therefore conclude that the person's ailment did

not in fact exist or that we had not heard him proper'ly or thatour senses

had somehow deceived us. (l^le m'ight be tempted to conclude this'if a

kettle that had been on the fire for ten minutes did not'in fact boil.)

In this case the 'ought' clearly derives from a submerged principle of

conduct, such as that'hle ought to take care of ourselves'and the real

function of the factual premise'is to serve as an explanation of why the

speaker ought to behave in this fashion in_![þ partjcq]-ar case. If he

decides not to act as, in his own estimat'ion, he ought, the stubborn fact of
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his sickness pers'ists, untouched and unchallenged so to speak, but the

submerged principle on which the ought js based is infringed. Moral

arguments then are deductive or defect'ive; if it can be shown that the

relations exhibited in such an argument are not entailments, then it may

be d'i smi ssed as i nval 'id .

It may be po'inted out that those, like Macintyre, who regard the view

that mora'l arguments must be deductive or defective as mistaken would not

necessarily subscribe to the v'iew that moral arguments can be inductive

in form. Rather they draw a comparison between induction and the

reasonableness of inferring what ought to be done from a consideration

of what is the case. Just as the principle of induction adm'its of no

logical demonstration, so too they would argue, is-ought 'inferences are

not susceptible to strict'proof' but should not on that account be

d'ismissed as invaljd. But those who argue as Macintyre does do not

present us with any clear cut alternatives. They giVe us no concrete,

positive advice about how we should regard a statement of this k'ind:

From a consideration of what is'in our common interests, we can
proceed to firm moral conclusions concernjng what ought to be done.

Macintyre tells us what not to do in a case of this kind i.e. we

must not assume that the method of argument here is deduct'ive or that

there is any suppressed major premise. Telling us what not to do however

is not all that we want to be told, useful though the advice may be.

We would like to know further what kind of argument it ìs and to tell us

that ìt 'is comparable to induction does not tell us th'is. Macintyre's

point seems to amount to this. l¡le cannot assume that the above argument

is an entailment, requiring a suppressed major prem'ise, but we must leave

our mjnds open to the poss'ib'ility that it may nonetheless be valid when

construed as some other type of argument (as yet unspecified except
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by vague ana'logy) . This, I think, wil'ì hardly do. The onus is upon

Mac'intyre and his supporters to.,eXÞ:lain where the difference lies between

rules of inference which apparent'ly do apply to moral arguments and

inductive procedures which apparently do not. Macintyre never claims that

Hume's argument, as he sees it, is an instance of induction but until

we know of what kind of argument it is an instance, we must suspend judgment

on the question of its validity. If it is true that arguments in generaì

must be either deductive or inductjve, depending upon the subject matter

jnvolved, then moral arguments must be deductive or defective and beyond

hinting at other possibilities (tfrat for example there may be specifically

moral rules of inference) no one has as yet shown that there js another

method of argument which would enable us to avoid th'is conclusion.
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CHAPTER FOUR

'IS' AND 'OUGHT' IN HOBBES'POLITICAL THEORY

(l ) I ntroducti on

In this chapter, I shal'l argue that Hobbes did not attempt to deduce

a series of moral 'injunctions from some cardìnal facts about man's nature.

From the fact that men have a fundamental urge to preserve themsel ves

and to avoid violent death, we cannot deduce that they are morally

obfiged to seek peace and to endeavour to create the conditions necessary

for the'ir survival . However this 'is not Hobbes' position: his proiect is

the much less ambitious,though surely more feasible,one of showing how a series

othypothetical ought statements can be deduced from man's most fundamental

desire (self-preservation) and the endeavour, in my view, encounters none

of the major 1og'ical obstacles or p'itfalls wìth whjch we have become

familiar in recent years.

Before proceeding further however, We must fjrst briefly examine

Hobbes'usage of certain key terms, such as'good'. Hobbes would agree

that what is conducive to self-preservatjon is 'good' and that self-

preservation itself is 'good' but it would be qu'ite wrong to assume that

we have here a d'isgu'ised ethic at the root of Hobbes' political theory

which serves as its real starting po'int. If I say that it is good, for

whatever reasons, that we have a strong'inclination to preserve ourselves,

then I may perhaps deduce that we ought to do so. However Hobbes is not'in

a position to make such a deduction for,'in ljne wìth h'is naturalistic

assumpt'ions, he regards all passions and 'inclinations as moralìy neutral

and hence as neither good nor bad in themselves. From the fact that men

view self-preservatjon or any other inclination as good, nothing can be

deduced since they are merely describ'ing their appetìtes which may be of

the most thoroughly destruct'ive kind. Hence whilst Hobbes describes the
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urge to self-preservation as good, he does not offer that as a reason

for acting upon it. He freely concedes that there are men who view the

selfish pursuìt of glory, power and wealth as good but does not regard thìs

estimation on their part as somehow servìng to justify their activities.

Preston King, in a recent work concerned with Hobbes, spends some

considerable time in arguing that for Hobbes self-preservation was not

desired but desirable and good.I However the effort is in my view

misdirected. For Hobbes self-preservation is desirable because desired;

good, because generally conceived of as such. More precisely, self-

preservat'ion is good simply by virtue of its being a human appetìte.

Since on Hobbes'own account, moral statements cannot be derived from

what we would nowadays refer to as statements of value or evaluat'ive

judgments, they had to be derived from some other source and that source

is to be found'in law. Hobbes makes this clear in his account of the

status which we should asci"ibe to the laws of nature.

These dictates of reason men use to call by the name of Lawes, but
improperly: for they are but conclusions, or Theoremes concern'ing
what conduceth to the conservation and defence of themselves; whereas
Law, properly is the word of him, that by right hath command over others.
But yet if we consider the same Theoremes, as delivered in the word of
God, that by right commandeth all things; then are they properly
cal led Lawes.2

Later in Leviathan he refers to the laws of nature as moral laws.

He says that they'are called not only natu[al but also moral laws'3.

But it is clear that the laurs of nature are morally obìigatory onìy when

they are consjdered as God's law. For Hobbes law, pnoperly speaking,

'...is command; nor a command of any man to any man; but only of hìm

whose command is addressed to one formerly ob'liged to obey him'4. He

P.King , The Ideolo of 0rderI
2

3
4

Lev. E. .vo
Ibid. , p.271 .

Ibid., p.25.l.

.III, p.147.
Oxford 1974, pp.3l l-314.
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states on several occasions that there is 'no obl'igation on any man

which ariseth not from some act of his own.'5 Where there is no law

then, there'is no duty. Hobbes insists moreover that ìt is the act of

authorization which both creates law in the proper sense and gives rise

to obligations in the proper sense (i.e. moral obf igat'ions). Understood

merely as the d'ictates of natural reason, the only type of obl'igat'ion to

which the laws of nature can g'ive rise w'ill be of a purely prudential or

hypothetica'l kind. Considered as such, these laws tell us what we should

do if we wish to be wise in the pursuit of our interests whereas laws of

moral'ity or covenanted commands tell us what we should do, whether we want

to or not, whether it appears to us reasonable or not and whether or not

it accords with prudence.

Hypothetical ought statements tell us what we must do or what is

logica]ly required of us in order to secure an end - moralìy good,bad or

indifferent. In Hobbes' case the end, self-preservatjon, is preordained,

so to speak, by nature and is not a matter for rat'ional reflection.

Hobbes' theory of political obligat'ion is not as daring or dramatic

as is sometimes al'leged. He did not attempt to deduce moral ob1ìgations

from eternal facts of man's nature or from the mundane facts of men's

actual relations with each other ìn the state of nature. Rather he states

that such facts about the human condition make it'imperative that men

assume hypotheti ca'l obl i gat'ions , that they enter i nto a pol i ti cal

covenant which creates dut'ies. Hobbes does not endow his salient facts

about human nature and human relations wjth any moral sign'ificance. Where

he states than men ought, rather than s'imply do, react to their condition

in the state of nature in a certain fashion, this ought'is used ìn a pureìy

hypothet'ical sense. I shall argue, at a later stage, that the laws of

5. Ibid., p.203
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nature imposed moral obììgatìons on those who regarded them as God's law

but for the moment we are, with Hobbes, merely regarding the laws of nature

as they appear from a purely naturalist'ic standpoint i.e. not as laws at

all but as action-guiding theorems which can impose only hypothetical or

prudentìaì forms of obligation.

(2) A Lifeline

Hobbes often argues that since men have a fundamental des'ire to

preserve themselves, they therefore ought to seek peace and security.

In my vjew the 'ought'here is hypothetical and the deduct'ion'is'leg'itimate

but we must be clear about the reasons for asserting that this js the

case. C.B. Macpherson for example attempts a defence of Hobbes' positjon

at this cruc'ial po'int in his argument wh'ich I find qu'ite unacceptable.

This 'ljfel'ine' is thrown to Hobbes in Macpherson's book The Polìtical

Theor.y of Possess'ive Individualism and runs as follows

It has become axìomatjc in recent years that no moral princ'ipìe can

ìogically be deduced from any statements of fact; so much so that a

simple rêference to the axiom js generally considered enough to
dispose of the question. But to dispose of the question-in thìs way

is fo leave unconsidered a h'ighly important innovation of Hobbes.
I shall argue that in any sense short of strict log'ical entailment
it is possible to deduce obligation from fact; that senses short of
entajlment are so important as to make it humanly necessary to attempt
such deduction; that the deduction is possible, even jn these senses'
only when the soc'ial facts contain a signifìcant equa'lity of .men;
thai HoUbes grasped thjs; and that his attempt to deduce obligation
from fact wað thärefore val'id in principle.6

He later reinforces this line of argument when he states:

It must be granted that on the model of formal calculi, moral
utterances cannot be entailed in factual statements. But there 'is

C.B. Macpherson,
Oxford 1962, pp.

The Pol i ti cal Theor6
-B?.

of Possessi ve Indi v'idual'ism
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no reason why all thought should be reduced to that model.
And there is a strong reason, in the nature of human needs,
why al'l thought should not be reduced to that model.T

Now these quotat'ions raise a whole host of issues but the most

'important for our present purposes is the suggestion that Hobbes'

derivation of obligation from fact, though not qu'ite logical, is

nonetheless humanìy necessary and that 'strict logical entailment'

should not be allowed to stand in the way of concrete human needs.

Faced with a choice between the requirements of logic and those of real

flesh and blood men and women, Hobbes rightly took his stand on the side

of humanity. The deductjon therefore js valid, not because it is log'icalìy

unassailable but because it is grounded on the primary needs of lTth

century Englishmen. There can be no doubt that people are at times

forced to choose between what appear to be the rival claims of philosophy

and humanity. Macpherson suggests that Hobbes in effect experienced a

d'ilemma of this sort but even jf this vüere the case, he is merely entitled

to allege that Hobbes sacrific'ied ìogic to humanity, not that such a

magnanimous gesture somehow endowed his deductjon with 'logicaì propriety.

If one dec'ides to write a logical exposition, estab'lishing a clear

deductive chain, then there are certain ground rules which have to be

observed and the cla'irns of human'ity are not a sufficient reason for

waiving them.

However there is no real evidence that Hobbes did experience any

such dilemma. Rather the evidence suggests that Hobbes was an ardent

exponent of the virtue of strict logical propriety and that he would have

viewed as absurd the not'ion of a mid-way path between logical and non-log'ical

7. loc.cit.
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thinking. His maior work, Leviathan, was 'in fact an attempt to demonstrate

what men's duties were by strict deductive reasoning from premisses which

he held to be self-evident.

And as to the whole doctrine, I see not yet, but the principles of
it are true and proper; and the ratiocincation solid. For I ground
the civil right of sovere'igns, and both the duty and liberty of
subjects, upón the known natural inclinations of mank'ind, and upon

the articles of the law of nature.s

There is no hint here, nor indeed in his other major political

works, of any 1ogìca1 qualms of conscience.

(3) A Solution

Hobbes' argument to the effect that men ought to seek peace and

security because they desire to preserve themselves is valjd because it

involves the deduction of one 'ought' statement from another (the

consistency principle) and not, as js often thought, the deduction of an

,ought' statement from a s'imple factual statement. Hobbes might argue

that, in the special circumstances prevaifing in the state of nature, a

decision to preserve oneself of itself engenders a hypothet'ical obf igation

to seek peace and securìty or, more plausibly, that a person can only be

obliged to do these things by his dec'isjon in relation to his preservation

if he subscribes to the consistency principle. To illustrate why th'is is

So, let us b¡iefly retrace part of our previous arguments by considerìng

the followjng simple statement made by X.

I desire to preserve mYself.

B. Levjathan E.hl. Vol.III, p.7ì0. See al so lluman Nature E . hl. Vol
at and the
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This statement tells us that X'is experienc'ing an jnner urge but

it obviously does not tell us whether or not X decides to act accord'ing

to its dictates. He 'is merely recording an experientjal fact. However

if X says 'I desire to preserve myself and furthermore I will endeavour

to do so' or else 'I desire to preserve myself; therefore I ought to seek

peace and security' he'is here not merely testify'ing to the existence of an

experiential fact but also recording a consc'ious decìsion to act upon it.

We simp'ly cannot make sense of the latter deduction, which is the kind of

fact/obligatìon deduction that Hobbes makes, unless we assume a consc'ious

comm'itment to the end d'ictated by the desire. The men of whom Hobbes

speaks are not s'imp1y recording experìential facts: otherwise the deduction

could not be made. There would exist a 1ogìcal h'iatus between the

experiential facts on the one hand and the ought statements allegedìy

derived directly from them on the other. All want statements from which an

ought statement is directly derived harbour th'is element of conscious

decjsion making: indeed the 'ought' serves to unmask this element when it
js hidden from our immediate view. For Hobbes to deduce a hypothetical

ought from a 'want' statement what is required is not that men regard

self-preservation as right or apt but simply that they decide to act upon

th1s particular impulse and regard themselves as bound v'ia the consistency

pri ncì p'le by the'ir deci s i on .

It seems to me that the term'ought', âS emp'loyed by Hobbes, also

serves the addit'ional funct'ion of pinpo'int'ing a certain weakness in the

active force of the want denoted by the want term. Hobbes constantìy

reminds us that the self-preserv'ing urge is a cardinal fact of our human

nature but it is also a want, an inclination and as such'it is constantìy

in compet'itjon with other incljnations for control of the human will.

How'it w'ill actualìy fare in any competitive struggle cannot be pred'icted

wi th certaì nty; 'its acti on-determi n'ing power l argely depends on the extent
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to which the mind is 'perturbed' by other passions. The self-preserving

urge ìs constantly 'in a state of siege. Hobbes was acutely aware that

the active force of his most salient fact of human nature was not

suffic'iently strong to be constantly relìed upon, especially since the

compet'ition from other 'facts' (inclinations) was so fierce and unrelenting.

It is not that there is any'inbuilt human urge to self-destructìon but

simply that there are other pass'ions, notabìy pride, which jf unthinkìngly

acted upon, might destroy ljfe altogether. Hence if a person does not act

as he ought, (in th'is case, as he decides to) he not only breaches a

hypothetical obìigation but also reveals the limitatìons of the active

force of the self-preserv'ing urge and its liability to be overpowered

by other, more sinister rivals.

It is noteworthy that a hypothetical ought onìy serves this k'ind of

function when the want'in question is not susceptible to'immediate

gratificat'ion. It would be strange, though not ilìogical, for a person

to say, without any further specification or explanat'ion, 'I want to

telephone my wife; so I ought to dial the appropriate number'. In th'is

case the ought clearly does not indjcate an'inadequacy'in the active force

of the want denoted by the want term. However the'ought' seems

positively odd and to say'will' seems so much more appropriate ìn these

circumstances precisely because the want is susceptible to immediate

grat'ification and because the 'ought' therefore does not perform this

function. Whjlst then there is normal'ly a presumption that wants will

be acted upon without further ado, as in the case of wanting to telephone

someone, this does not always hold, as in the case of wanting to preserve

oneself in a Hobbesian state of nature. If wants were automatically acted

upon, then there would be no leeway for an ought statement of any l<ind,

hypothet'ica'l or moral . To make a moral judgment would be to engage in a

literally nonsens'ical and futile activìty. If there were not this weakness
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in the action determining power of human wants and a correspond'ing

strength'in human reasoning (which lies in its capacity to order human

experience) there could be no intel'ligible ought statements at alI.

Hobbes' 'ought'then, in the deduction we have been d'iscussing, is

hypothetical. Those who would wish to endow it with strictly mora'l

s'ignificance must first inquire jnto whether or not, 'in Hobbes' v'iew,

it was right, apt or proper for men to seek their preservation. It is

only by asserting the righteousness of this motive, or indeed any motive,

that a merely hypothetical ought can be transformed into a moral ought.

If the motive is moral'ly neutral, then the ought will similarly be moralìy

neutral, though obligatory in a hypothet'ica1 sense if a person decides to

act upon it. However Hobbes expoused a command theory of law and (moral )

obl'igat'ion which meant that his own and indeed anyone else's personal

evaluation of the propriety of any motive was qu'ite irrelevant jn relation

to questions of moralìty and certainly couìd not constjtute a source of

moral obligation. Hence when he moves directly from the'fact'to the

'obligation' this imp'lies that the ought ìn quest'ion'is hypothetìcal and

moral ly neutral .

For Hobbes, self-preservat'ion is the fundamental human passion.

Admittedly men have other desires and inclinatjons but generally, when

their minds are not overcome by these passìons, they prize self-preservation

above self-esteem, glory, love of power etc. It is for this reason that

Hobbes derives the series of hypothetical oughts, which he calls the

laws of nature, from the self preserving urge and not from any of the

other human desires.
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(4) An 0bjectìon

The logical infrastructure of Hobbes' system, or at least that

part presently under dìscussion, possesses'in my view a virtua'l'ly

unassa'ilable coherence and cons'istency. However such a cla'im cìear'ly

requires defence in the l'ight of the claim recently made by Preston Kìng

that 'writers often become tiresorein their endless exegetìcal attempts

to manufacture consistency where none exists, and this is particularly

true 'in analyses of Hobbes'.10 Yet perhaps equally tiresome, and in

certa'in respects less defens'ible are attempts to manufacture inconsistency

where none exists. King cast'igates F.S.M. l4cNei11y for wanting to remodel

Hobbes'in such a way that the latter's arguments for self-preservatìon

involve replacing 'the material concept of death' with the 'formal

concept of frustrat'ion of all men's des'ires'.11 Yet this castigat'ion

of attempts at remodell'ing Hobbes is self-contradictory in the ììght of

K'ing's own readjustment of Hobbes' argument'in order to endow it with

'logica'l propriety. Hobbes' is-ought derivation is held to be

indefensible; so King argues the necessity of postulating a h'idden norm,

as the true starting point of his deductive chain, ìn order to make

Hobbes' argument coherent. However well intentioned and sympathet'ic

towards the ghost of Hobbes, however concerned to demonstrate that

Hobbes entertained certa'in unstated, perhaps unconscious, assumptions to

the effect that men not only do but ought to preserve themselves, K'ing's

argument nonetheless vitiates Hobbes' intellectual and logìcaf integrity.

To claim that Hobbes'procedureo rnt'ith a few additions and subtractions

here and there, would be quite acceptable to our ìog'ical consciences

obvìous'ly suggests that it is unsatisfactory as it stands. That Hobbes'

endeavours were totally misconceived is presumed rather than demonstrated.

K'ing, The lleplpgy_pf_-QtCer, Oxford, 1974, p.328.10. P

ll. see F.S.M. I'lcNejlly, The Anatom.y of Leviathan, New York ,.l968, p.lBl.
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He accepts as 'elementary logic' that one cannot legitimately deduce

a norm from a fact and then goes on to argue in the following fashion:

From the fact that I wish to preserve myse'lf it does not follow
that I should; from the fact that I seek peace (or revenge) jt
does not fol I ow that I ought to, from the fact that a boy i s
determined to steal it does not 'follow' moral'ly that he 'must'.12

But Hobbes' deduction is not of the kind:

I want to do X; therefore I moralìy ought to do X.

The str:ict illogic of such a procedure is clear. However Hobbes says

something quite different namely:

I urant to do
cons'istent wi

X;
rh

therefore I ought to behave in a manner
the realization of X.

As we have already observed, statements of the latter kind inevitably

harbour an element of conscious choice which transforms the ought clause

into a simple plea for consìstency and makes the ought hypothetìcal. It
is 'indeed 'elementary logic' that moral obligation cannot be deduced

from facts about human nature but to assume that Hobbes attempted to do

this is to fly in the face of his text. What Hobbes states explicitly

and often enough is that the laws of nature, unless conceived of as God's

Law or enacted by a civ'il sovereign, are not laws at all but rational

maxims and as such, the only type of obl'igat'ion to,which they couìd give

rise is of a hypothetica'l or prudential kind. Furthermore what Hobbes

states concerning his command theory of law and moral obligation is, as

we have seen, simple and stra'itforward with the result that those who

accuse Hobbes of inconsistency or ambiguity in th'is respect usually present

12. P. Kind, The Ideolo qv of Order. Oxford ,1974, p..ì63.
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a complex and contorted admixture of what Hobbes said, what he should

have said, and what he really intended to say. We may or may not believe

in natural morality: we may or may not believe that this naturalmora'ìity,

ìf we agree that'it exists, represents the plans and purposes of a

personêlGod that are pertinent for mankind and experienced by the latter

as forceful commands, as an 'independent and impe'l ì ì ng cri teri on of ri ght.

However Hobbes' cla'im that such an entìty exists and the hyoothesis

offered by way of exp lanation, 'is not prima facie i mpìausible. Certainly

there are difficult'ies in espousing such a pos'ition. Hobbes for example

states that the Law of Nature is declared by God to his natural subjects

in the'Dictates of Natural Reason' but it js not immed'iately clear how

these subjects are able to ljnk the law with its authoritatjve source.

Still, whatever the difficulties associated with it (and I stìll argue

in Chapter Nine, Sect'ion 2, that they are non-existent'in the case of

ardent Christian believers), it is undoubtedly Hobbes' posìtion and in my

view emminently defensible. It is therefore redundant to attempt as K'ing

does to rescue Hobbes'integrity by talkjng of an ''implied'duty to preserve

ourselves. It 'is also highly questionable in what is ostensibly an

'interpretatìon of Hobbes to argue agains_t h'is expìicit statement that the

laws of nature, as God's commands are morally obligatory, to ìnsist,

contranwise, that 'jf self-preservation is a good per se, and if the laws

of nature only show us how we may best achieve it, then although we may

be additjonally enjoined to obey these laws because God commands it,
cìearly the initial good, if it is really a good, is sufficient ot obligate

us to adopt the means.l3 But of course Hobbes never actually says that

self-preservation is a good per ge; nor does he say that the laws of

nature serve olly to indicate to us how we might best ach'ieve our self-

preservation. Perhaps we need to turn our attention once more to what

Hobbes actually says about the laws of nature:

13. Ibid, p.323
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These dictates of Reason, men use to call by the name of Lawes:
but improperly; for they are but Conclusions, or Theoremes
concerning what conduceth to the conservation and defence of
themselves; whereas Taw, properly 'is the word of him that by
right hath command over others. But yet if we consider the same

Thðoremes, as delivered in the word of God, that Þy right commandeth
all thingi; then are they properly called Lawes"la

Is not Hobbes sìmply saying here that we can view the same obiect

from djfferent perspectives; that a physicjst and a carpenter can view the

same piece of wood with d'ifferent ends jn view; that, ìf we symbof ical'ly

represent the laws of nature as a door, then those of pure and impure heart

(the just and the unjust) will regard it as serving altogether different

functions? The latter will view it on]yas a passageway to their own persona'l

welfare whilst the latter, in add'ition, will regard it as providing access to

God's plan for men and, ultimately, to salvation. l,,le may certainly disagree

with what Hobbes says and attempt to advance effectjve counterarguments

but it would be sureìy erroneous to then say that the counterarguments

are what Hobbes actually believed or really intended.

Finally Hobbes would, I am sure, have profoundly disagreed with

King's content'ion that a person 'will inevitably take that course of action

which he deems most apt to achieve his end'.15 Hobbes does not merely

address different aud jences (as I shal ì argue 'in Chapter Eight and N'ine)

but also each of us'in our different moods. This'is an important po'int. I

think that what Hobbes must be given idue credit for and vrhat h'is critics

must'in turn be charged with generally ignoning is h'is recognitjon of the

importance of someth'ing so pervasive in human experience as moods. C.S. Lewis

once remarked that, when an atheist, there were times when and moods in which

he found Christianìty extremeìy probable but that, when a Christian, there

were occasi ons when , i nvaded by certa'in mocjds , he found athe'i sm extremely

Levi athan E.t,.J. Vol .III, p.147.14.
15. op.c t., p.331.
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probable. It is th'is very tyranny of moods which makes it perfectìy

sensible to say that we, ought to act in accordance with our better iudgment

rather than that we simply do. Our conception of truth and right, whatever

ìt may be, may subsist for'long periods like a ì'ighthouse on a rock

surrounded by ca'lm seas. But there will be occasions when waves of doubt

and tempests of mood attack with such force that the'lìght js well-n'igh

extinguished. The light of reason may seem to exercise a k'ind of superiority

on calm, quiet njghts but the illusion of constant, und'isputed sovereign'ity is

qujckly dispelled ìn the storm. Simjlarly, Hobbes tells us that not only

do 'divers nen'differ in.thejr judgement as to 'what is comformable or

disagreeable to reason' but also that even 'the sane man,'in diversiimes,

differs from himself; and one time pra'iseth, that is, calleth Good, what another

tjme he dispraiseth, and calleth Evil.'16 He also points out that'hope,

fear, anger, ambjtion, covetousness, Va'inglory, and other perturbations of

the m'ind do hinder a man so as he cannot attain to a knowledge of these laws

(of nature) whilst those passions preva'il in him.' However, he quickly

adcls that 'there is no man that is not sometjmes in a quìet mind.'17

tdhilst in the natural condit'ion, we may determìne to do our best to seek

opportunìties for peaceful co-operation. Our reason may tell us that this

course of action ìs ultimately'in our best interests. But there may be

occasions,the frequency of which depends no doubt on the iustjce of our

disposìtions, when we are so overcome by the desire to engage in a mj'litary

conquest for the sheer pleasure of it or out of ambition, covetousness, or

vainglory, that Reason is displaced from its sovere'ign seat. 0n such

occasions, following Hobbes account, we would call such conquests 'good'.

0ld hab'its and'perturbations of the mind'are not so eas'ily overcome by

mere resolutions or maxims of prudence, as Hobbes clearly saw. Hobbes too

would have been rightly susp'icious of the kind of want/wjll or is/is

E"l,,l. Vol .III, p.146.
Ì^J. Vol .II. p.44.

Levi athan16.
17. DeC VE E
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deduct'ion discussed in Chapter Three Section (3) whjch, however

unassailable from a strictly logical point of view, nonetheless fl;ies

direct'ly in the face of everyday human experience. In a sense, as I

argued at the beginnìng of this Chapter, King ìs perfectìy correct when

he says that Hobbes regarded self-preservation as'good', not onìy des'ired

but desirable. After all, Hobbes tells us that 'man calleth good that whjch

p'leaseth him.' Thus 'good' for Hobbes ìs merely a function of each man's

psychological cond'ition at any part'icular time. hlhilst'it is true that

Hobbes nowhere actually descrìbes self-preservat'ion as 'good', it is

nonetheless perfectly obvious that he thought that it was welì-nigh

universally regarded as such. But he never once refers to self-preservation

as a duty because duty, in his view, has its unambiguous source in

authoritative command. It is for this reason that neìther Strauss"fear of

violent death' nor King's 'self-preservation' can provide the moral

foundation upon which Hobbes' poljtical theory js constructed. The more

pertinent question to consider is not whether Hobbes regarded self-preservation

as good in the sense of being both desired and desirable, for that he dìd so

js entirely uncontentious, but whether Hobbes viewed 'good' merely and

exclusjvely as the effervescence of the ever changing flux of human volition.

Is it possible that in his own mjnd Hobbes entertained a further sense of

good wh'ich corresponded wjth an independent criterion of right? Dìd he

perhaps regard certaìn actions as good because they conformed to such an

external standard and certain human di spos'it'ions, such as sel f -preservat'ion,

as virtuous because they helped man to achieve this conformity in his

actions? If so, th'is fundamental desire, whilst remaining ¿ part of the flux

of volition and as such 'good' in a moralìy neutral sense, wou'ld nevertheless

poìnt to someth'ing other than itself. In so far as the central thrust of

this desire tends to support rather than to tmpeete- the'implementation of the

laws of nature, Hobbes would regard it as having the same kind of sign'ifjcance

that we normalìy attribute to the moral v'irtues. Indeed if we may
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provis'ionally define a moral virtue as a fact about ourselves which

brings action ìn accordance w'ith duty w'ithin the realm of possibjlity'

then self-preservation would be, for Hobbes, the supreme moral virtue.

It would, followìng our earlier series of hypotheses, be the crucial wedge

by whìch a transcendent God regulates the d'iffuse energies of natural man

to make them accord with just'ice and right, a part of and yet separate from

the flux of human volition, a Djv,ine. maìnstream into whìch all other

tributaries would, or should, f1ow. It 'is possible, even probabìe, that

Hobbes d'id th'ink in tlris way and that he regarded self-preservation as good in

some objective sense of the term because of its unique and vital relationshìp

with the laws of nature as God's commands. If so however, he was duty

bound to keep his views to himself in his naturalistic argument.

My v'iew is that, true to his strict endeavour to establish the laws

of nature naturalistically, Hobbes does not illicitly smuggle any moral

evaluations into his argument. It is perfectly sound. However, as I shall

argue in Chapter Six, Section (3),Hobbes does have very real difficulties

in establish'ing the legitimacy of the right to self-preservation w'ithin a

purely natural'istic framework. In order to establjsh such a right, Hobbes

jn effect argues that not only is self-preservation widely desired, and

therefore des'irable and obviously'good'but also that it is somehow

legitìmate to act upon this des'ire but not upon others. Those for whom

se'lf -preservati on 'is only rarely, i f ever at al I , thei r predominant

desire are unfairly discriminated against. At th'is point in his argument,

there are certaÍnly grounds for asserting that 'what pleases Hobbes'

(se'lf-preservation) is illicitly introduced into his argument as'what

should please everyone' or even 'what is moral'ly good', but at this point

only. Certainly, we must take note of this flaw in the unfolding of Hobbes'

argument but ìt is just that, a flaw ìn its development and not a cancerous

growth at its roots. It would be unfair to regard this mistake on Hobbes'
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part as greater than it actually is or to fling out the original

healthy baby with the bathwater in order to provide what is deemed to

be a more acceptable substitute.

Lest I be accused of viewing Hobbes through modern analytìcal

spectacles and thus inflicting upon him the same fate as that suffered by

Hume at the hands of some modern commentators, let me pojnt out that

whilst it is true that Hobbes never mentions such things as 'hypothetical'

oughts or the 'consistency principlê', he does repeatedly deny that the

laws of nature, when concejved of naturalistically as ratjonal maxjms, are

not properìy describable as moral laws and it is difficult to see how else

he would have characterised the sense in which they are obligatory if
asked to do so by a modern commentator and if made fu1'ly fam'iliar with Kant's

distinction. In any case, I do not myself think that Hobbes' termjnology

is in any uray inferior to or markedly ìess precise than our own; indeed the

terms Hobbes uses are a shade less cumbersome. Whereas, following Hobbes'

account, we might describe the laws of nature as hypothetical imperatives

(oughts) which obl'ige those men who seek their preservation as an end,

Hobbes s'imply states that they are'dictates of reason' leading men to

'conclusions or theorems concerning what conduceth to the conservat'ion and

defense of themselves'. hJhether or not Hobbes would have been impressed by

my defence of his position by alluding to a suppressed major premise whjch

the consistency principle states, I am not at all sure. 0n this more vexed

question, all I am assertjng ìs that Hobbes'argument'is susceptible to

the kind of defence I have offered. If this much has been shown, then I am

content, for I do not regard Hobbes' argument as standìng'in need of any

special kind of defence" His argument calls for precisely the same sort

of justification as we are all required to give when we say for example that

because we want to make the house habitable, we should do something about the

heating system. I,rJhen we make statements of this k'ind, normally we simply

assume that the conclusion does follow from the premise. t¡le think ìt js
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obvious. If someone asked us 'Why should you?' We would be somewhat

surprised; we would regard that question as hav'ing already been answered

and Hobbes, I suspect, would have viewed the question'llhy should men in

the state of nature seek peace and security?' in the same light' i.e. as

hav'ing already been answered by his earlier assertion that self-preservat'ion

'is man's most fundamental desire. I have been trying to show why'indeed'it

is obvìous that an 'ought' conclusion follows quite proper'ly from factual

premises v'ia the consistency principle both in such simple occurences'in

our da'ily lives and in the more comp]ex political philosophy of Thomas

Hobbes.
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CHAPTER FIVE

UNDERSTANDING RIGHTS

(l ) Introduction.

The puzzfing quest'ion of what precisely rïghts are and how we

should set about explicating the concept of a right seems to be

something of a running sore in moral phiìosophy, not perhaps as acute

as the notorious ''is-ought' problem but nonetheless troublesome. Even

the appìication of some drastic surgery, especìa1ly in the fift'ies,l
has not completely healed the wourid. In this chapter, I wish to suggest

a novel way of understanding rights. I will show that the usefulness

of certain ways of distinguishing between different kinds of rights,

in particular the distinctìon between 'permissive' and 'reciprocal'

rights is questionable and that we would be well-advised to regard

rights as always one and the same triadic relat'ion.2 The frequent use

of the terms 'perm'issive'and reciprocal'as descriptions of rights by

philosophers and jurists alike, has tended to create the impression that

these terms somehow serve to distinguìsh two genuinely different kinds

of rights, two separate dyadic relations which can be considered in

isolation from each other. However, I shall argue that their ìinguistic

function is, or should be, to focus attention upon one or the other

of two features of every case of a right.

I . See in parti cul ar A. I . l4el den and tnJ. K. Frankena "Human Ri
symposì um) Amerìcan Philosophical Association (Eastern D

1e52) 167-207, H.L.A. Hart, S.M. Brown, Jr., and W.K. Frankena,
symposium on rìghts, Philgsollnicaì Review LXIV (1955), 175-232
and S.I. Benn and R.S. Peters, Sociaì Principles and the Democratic
State, London, 1959, pp. 88-.l04.
Tn suggesting that we should view
the lead of G.C. MacCallum Jr. wh
the usefulness ofthis approach an
applied to the concept of freedom
(1e67) pp. 312-334.

hts "
v.) I

g
'l

rights in this way, I am following
o has already aptly demonstrated
d 'its contri bution to cl ari ty when
. See Philosophical Review 76

2
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(2) Permissive and Reciprocal Rights.

The distinction between permissive and reciprocal rights has been

stated most preciseìy by D.D. Raphael3 and may be summarized as follows.

Permissive nights or rights of actions denote what a man may do' what

he is at liberty to do. They attempt to define an area where a man may

act without moral or legal impediment. Actions done in accordance with

rights of this kind are often deemed to be morally unobiectionable

i.e. neìther required nor forbidden by any prescriptive rule. By contrast,

rec'iprocal r'ights or rights of recip'ience denote that a person has a

right to something or against someone, which is tantamount to saying

that someone else has an obligation towards him. They are rights to be

treated in a certain way by others and correspond to the obligations of

these others. H.L.A. Hart notes that jurists have isolated rights in the

former sense'and have referred to them as 'libertiesrjust to distjngu'ish

them from rights in the centrally important sense of'r'ight'which has duty

as correlative'.4 I do not wìsh to quibbìe with the tÍme-honoured

inclinat'ion of jurists to make this distinction, nor with Raphael's

presentation of it. As a tool of convenience it is unexceptionable. But

we must not make the mistake - one which repeated use of the distinction

actively encourages - of assuming that there are two quite separate senses

of the term right being employed between whjch we must dist'ingu'ish. I

shall argue that both'liberty and obli.oat'ion wjll be found to be present

Political Theo and the Ri hts of Man London, 1967, pp. 56-57.3
4 os0 ca CW p



in all cases of rights, or at least can be easiìy and legitimate'ly

inferred from the context in which they appear. A right then is an

agent's liberty, facilitated by the duties or oblìgations of others,

to do as he would in relation to a specified object or form of activity.S

The three terms of the relation are specifically an agent or agents,

(one), his or their liberty, (two), and other peopìe's duties or

obì ì gati ons ( th ree ) .

It has often been alleged that when a person asserts a right to an

object, he is merely using the term right as a summary of other people's

obligations towards himself. To say that I have a (reciprocal) rjght

to an object is to say no more than that I am entitled to'it. Ìnlith regard

to rights in th'is sense Professor Warrender states:

Thus a phrase such as 'a right to property'may be
translated into a series of statements that set out
the duties of neighbours or of the State towards
oneself with regard to various kinds of property
It may be noted, however, that used in this sense,
the term 'right' has a rhetorical rather than a
ph'il osophi cal val ue. hlhatever can be sai d i n the
rights - formula can be said jn the (other peopìe's)
duties - formula, and therein stated more prec'isely...
Any serious examination of this alleged right would
have to be a scrutiny of the dutjes - formula, that
corresponds to jt. The rights - formu'la therefore,
is a loose summarisinE expression that would be useful
in ân argument where othere are den,ving this right, or
where long windedness is to be avoided; or where its
emotiona'l'and persona'l reference js to be emphasized,
but,-as a vehicle of phiìosoph'ical ìnquiry, it is
ins'ignifjcant.6
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Appendix One provides a brief discussion of the ways in which an
agent's liberty may be facilitated by the act'ions of others,
irrespective of whether those actions are done from a sense of
duty.
H. Warrender, The Political Philosophy of Hobbes,Oxford,1957,

5

6
p. .l8.
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Now thìs account, whilst accurate and extremely perceptive in one

respect, is misleading in another. That certain rights, such as the

¡ight to property, entail reciproca'l obl'igations is apt:ly demonstrated

and would I thjnk be wide'ly accepted as'indisputable, but the key issue

here is whether, as Warrender asserts, such rights are merely'the

shadows cast by duties', or whether,'in attempting the translation from

the rights'formula to the (other people's) duties formula, something

vital to the not'ion of a right js lost in the process. I maintain that

when we say that a person has a right to property we do not s'imply mean

that there exists an intricate system of obligat'ions binding other people,

for this right further signifies that the person is at liberty to dispose

of his property as he w'ishes. His'liberty js facilÍtated by but is not

the same as other people's obl'igations. In short to say that a person has

a right to property broadly means i) that he is at liberty to do with

h.is property as he pleases and ij) that other people ought not to interfere

with his belongings. It is thus best conceived of not as a dyadic

relation, requiring only an agent and other people's obligations to be

fu11y understood, but as a triadic relation, thereby taking into account

the agent's liberty as well as the process whereby it is made possible.

Right then'implìes but is never entire'ly synonomous with an intricate

duties formula, so that the revelation that the term right always implies

corresponding duties can only take us part of the way in explicating

the concept of a right. In like fashion moreover, by examining an

instance of an alleged'ly'permissive'right, say a person's right to

go for a walk, we discover that a right of this kind can onìy be properly
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understood by assuming the existence of an extens'ive and 'intricate

system of obligations binding other: people. Unless other peopìe

recognize and act upon an obligatÍon not to interfere with me as I

stroll along the highway, then I cannot be said to have, though I

may claim, a'permissive' right to do so. If I have such a right,

this means not on'ly that I may walk or not walk as I see fit but

also that others ought not to interfere with my activity in so do'ing.

To talk of rights as a kind of perm'issìon on the one hand or as moral

entitlements on the other is, jn effect, to emphasìze as the occasion

requires the importance of the second or the third term, respectivley,

of an invariably triadic relation. For example in a situation where we

are reasonably sure that our right, say to free speech, w'i11 be respected

and we proc'laim that we have this right, normally we have the second term

of the relation uppermost in our minds i.e. our liberty to say what we

think; whereas when we assert this right in c'ircumstances where we are

not sure that others will live up to their appropriate obl'igations or

when our main purpose is to encourage peopìe to assume these obligations,

obviously we are primarily concerned with the third term of the relation.

The above account may appear to undermine some of our cherished

beliefs about rights. It may be objected for example that it is surely

true that we have certain rights irrespective of whether other people

facilitate or respect these rights. The prob'lem with an objection of

this kind is that'other people'can be various'ly interpreted; the degree

of generality involved needs to be determined with considerably more

precision. These words could mean just a few or most 'other people' and

untjl the degree of generaìity is at least more clearly specified, we are

in no position to determine the validity of the objection. Let us reconsider

our previous example. Due to the existence of a widespread network of
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reciprocal obligations, we may be sa'id to have a right to stroll down

the highway but on occasion our liberty to do so is interfered I with

by th'ieves and ne'er do wells. However it is clear oR reflection that

this kind of interference with the exercise of our right does not alter

the fact that we have such a right, 'in the same way that a systematic

reject'ion of this right by a significant number of people would. All

our rights are precarious in the sense that an unscrupulous individual

or group of individuals may choose not to respect them. If it were

made a condition of our having rights that they must never be interferred

with, then we could not realisticalìy be sa'id to have rights at all. hle

say that we have rights, despite this precarious element, and usua'lly

recognize, no doubt regretfully, that having a right does not carry any

absoÌute guarantee that it can always be exercised at will. Thieves are

no respecters of our liberty to dispose of our property as we would but

whilst they may annoy their unfortunate vÍctims, they cannot deprive them

of their property rights. However as I have a]ready intimated, it is quite

a different matter if my fellow citizens, or at least a s'ignifican:t number

of them, either do not acknowledge that I have a right in some regard or

persistently faì'l in practice to respect a right which they recogn'ize in

princ'iple, for in this case I do not have, though I may clajm that I should

have, the right in question. An example will serve to make this clear.

0ften when a popularly based left-wing government takes over certa'in key

industriaì enterprises in a natìon's economy, their previous owners say

that they nonetheless have property rights. Now either they are ìiving

in a fool's paradìse - for they must be so regarded if we are to interpret

what they say f iterally - or they are using the term 'haver r,hetorical'ly

as a way of bolstering their claim to rights. If however they say that

they have these rights de jure, though not de facto, then what they are
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say'ing is indistinguishable from ordinary rights claims. To insist or

claim that we sfrould have certain rights is in effect to demand of gur

fellows that they recognjze and act upon a set of obligations. Thus,

in claiming rights,we are primarily concerned wíth the third term of

the relation.

(3) The ' D.yadi c' Rj ght to Proper Treatment

One of the major problems in the world today is that our assorted

rights are not always respected and on those occasions when they are

infringed, t,,re are apt to comp'lain that others are not behaving towards

us as they ought and that they should be made to do so, for we have a

right to proper treatment from our fellows. Now it is qu'ite clear that

this latter right can be translated into a series of statements setting

out other people's duties without loss of meaning. But of course it
is evident that rights of this kÍnd exist onìy in virtue of our having

rights which are triadic in form. They are perhaps best described as

derived or dependent rights. In other words lve can only be said to have

a dyadic right to proper treatment because of the liberty that comprises

the second term of the parent triadic right from which ìt is derived.

An example should make this clear. If a person's neighbours tear down

his fences and otherwjse desecrate his property, he will understandably

ìnsist against them that he has a right to proper treatment. Obvious'ly

there is no difficu'lty and perhaps in this case even greater clarìty in

reformulating this right as a series of forceful statements demanding

that his neighbours behave towards him as they ought. Yet in this case

the dyadic right to proper treatment is not fu'lly intelligíb'le except

by referring to the right to property which, as we have a'lready shown,

is best understood as a triadic relation.
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The case of the beleaguered property owner is of course a reasonably

straightforward and umproblematical example of the dyadic right to proper

treatment. An exhaustive survey of the id'ioms of rjghts of this kind

would reveal considerably more complex cases but since a thorough

examination is wel'l-nigh'impossjble, I will deal on'ly w'ith what I regard

as the most perplexing cases. In each of these my major task will be

to show that for the sake of intel'lig'ibif ity, a second term must be

inferred. However, in certain cases there is the funther difficulty of

deciding in the first pìace whether the rìght in question is to be

understood as a dyadic or a triadic relation i.e. whether the second term

can be incorporated direct'ly ìnto our definition or whether it must be

inferred from the context of the discussion in which it is used. For

example a first glance at the claìm that there'is a'right to a iob does

not tell us which of these two procedures is the more appropriate or

liable to be more productive in elucidating the concept of right in this

case. Further consideration is required.

[,'le may construe a person's right to work as his liberty, facil'itated

by the obligatìons of other people - or at least the most economically and

politicalìy powerful amongst them - to work or not work as he sees fit.
If a person claims the right to work, he would then be saying that his

f iberty ought to be facilitated 'in this way. However it is 'important to

be clear about what exactly is being claimed. Those politicians for example

who are the staunchest supporters of the night to work would complain

bitterly that they were bejng grossly mis-interpreted'if they were taken

to mean that jn a s'ituation of full employment, no able bodied person

should be allowed not to work. They might reply that what they were

advocating is that the economy should be so arranged and suitable fiscal

measures introduced to ensure that suffjcient jobs be made available for

those who want them. l^lhen rights are conceived of as a triadic relation,
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this response looks very much like a healthy reminder that the second

term, fiberty, is a vitally important element in the right to work.

Admittedly in a situation of hìgh unemployment where the right to work

is most fervent'ly advocated by those who want to work, the 'choice'

which this right impìies must appear to the claimants as ìar"gely formal.

Nonetheless what they are claiming is that there ought to be enough

positions available for those seeking employment, not that each man ought

to be made to work. Certainly the desire for emp'loyment will dec'ide the

way in which the choice, if made available through recognition and

implementation of the right, will be exercised but that is not to say

that there is no choice. Moreover we generally say that a person has

a right to a job if he wants one rather than since he wants one and

perhaps this is not without good reason.

Alternatively the clajm that there is a right to work may be construed

as a dyadic relation i.e. as a simple insistence by the agent that others

either live up to or assume an obligation to provide suitable employment

opportunities. If such a construct'ion is preferred, then the rights

formula in this case does serve as a comprehensive descript'ion of the

duties of other people. Apparently we have succeeded in rendering the

right to ruork, so construed, intellig'ible by referring on'ìy to an agent

and other people's duties. The success however is more apparent than real.

hJhenever a right statement can be reformualted as a series of duties

statements, it then becomes appropriate to ask why should other people

behave in a particular way towards the agent and we are thus l'iable to

find ourselves once again confronting a triadic right. For example if the

agent is asked why other people should prov'ide employment for him, he m'ight

reply that he has a right to live and that there is therefore an obligation

on his fellow men to strive to create the economic conditions necessary for
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his we'lì being. 0f course the agent might reply that other people

ought to be humane and sympathetic to his plight but then there would

have been no point in asserting a right to work in the first p1ace.

The claim that rights are best understood as a triadjc relation is

not a claim about what we do in fact say or assert but rather about

the conditions under which what we say is intelligib'|e.7 The

intelligibility of talk concerned with the rìghts of agents rests in

the end upon an understanding of the term rìght as a triadic relation.

A person!s right to a payment is another case of right which appears

dyadic in form but is not iñ fact so, for when a person has this right

he is at liberty to exact or not exact payment as he sees fit. People

normally assert a right to payment when they are on the verge of setting

about securing jt from an unfortunate debtor so that thejr assertion becomes

a kind of ritualist'ic pre'lude to action, statement of intent and iustifjcatjon

wrapped up 'into one. Yet the presumpt'ion that a person will normaìly

demand what is owed to h'im should not blind us to the fact that he is

nonetheless at liberty not to do so. When a person does refuse to exact

payments or waives the debtor's obl'igation altogether, this is equally an

exercise of his right. When X talks of havjng a right to payment'against'

Y, this can be either a s'imple factual statement, indicating that X has

a right to payment and that he may or may not use it against Y as he sees

fit or, more probably, a statement of intent, indicatìng that X is about

to exercise his right against Y. Hence I am jnclined to argue thatrnights

against!do not constitute a special category or kind of dyad'ic right, which

require separate consideration, for by and large they serve merely to indicate

that a person is about to exercise his right in a certain way and, where

they do not serve this purpose, they are indistjnguishable from right in

the ordinary sense.

7. I owe this way of formulating the claim to G"C. MacCallum Jr.
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Few would challenge the claim that children have a right to proper

treatment from the adult wor"ld. Yet, curiously enough, whilst we

recognise that ch'ildren have this right, we are often at a loss for an

exp'lanation as to how this can be so. In fact the difficulties which

accompany the ascription of rights to children often loom so large that

it seems a'ltogether preferable to dispense with the notion a'ltogether

and to talk only in terms of adult duties towards chjldren. Thus H.L.A.

Hart writes:

These considerations should incline us not to extend to
an'imals and babies whom it is wrong to i'll -treat the notion
of a right to proper treatment, for the moral situation can
be simp'ly and adequate'ly described here by saying that it
is wrong or that we ought not to ill-treat them or, in the
philosopher's generalized sense of 'duty', that we have a

duty not to ill-treat them. If common usage sanctìons talk
of the rights of animals or babies it makes an
the expression 'a right', which will confuse th
with other moral situations where the expressio
has a specific force and cannot be replaced by
expres s'ions . I

As an attempt to appease the puzzlement which persists oyer thjs issue,

I would suggest that the right to proper treatment, when ascribed to

children, is best understood as a tri¿idic relation. However we must

remember that childr"enrs rights are special and different and that therefore

we are liable to discover some unfamiliar features of all three terms of

the tridd'ic relatjon. I propose a two pronged approach, consist'ing of an

initial definition which follows the procedure adopted so far and then a

supplementary definition to account for the spec'ial features of the case.

Our initial defjnition would be as follows. The right of children to proper

treatment refers to their liberty, facilitated by the duties of those

having them in their charge,to provide suitable amenities, to creep, run,

play, talk etc. as they desire. However as any parent knows, this will

idle
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8. Phìlosophical Review LXIV (1955) p. l8l.
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hardìy suffice. In the case of children we are dealing with agents

who are considerably less rational than ourselves and we are aware that

what they actual'ly desire is often not in their best interests. Normaì1y

in discuss'ions concernìng rights we do not distìnguish between an

agent's real and actual wi I I . The agent has the ' faci I i tated' 'l 'iberty

to do whatever he has a will to do. But in true Rousseaujan fashion,

children must be forced to be free; they must be coerced into behaving

in the'ir own best interests. This suggests a second approach. lvlay we

not define children's rights as their'liberty, facilitated by the duties

of those in their charge, to grow and develop both physìca1'ly and

intellectua'lly? The lìberty referred to here is not so much that of

the agent as of the rational kerne'l or embryo of consciousness contained

therein; the obligat'ions of the parents in thìs regard centre on ensuring

that all sorts of childish'impulses, often self-destructive, are not

allowed to jnterfere with the child's mental and physical development.

At least part of the phiìosoph'ic puzzlement involved jn the notjon

of children's rights ìs removed once we recogn'ise that this particular

category of rights'impìies two quite separate senses of ljberty at one

and the same time. The ambiguity of the second term is ref'lected ín the

third term for parents have an ob'ligat'ion to ensure that, on certajn

occasions, the child is free to enjoy himself as he pleases and that on

other occasjons, he is preVented from indulging his desires. But of

cout"se the orjg'inal source of the ambìgu'ity'is to be found in the unique

character of the agents, for children are able to wi'll and yet because

they are less rational than most adults, are sign'ificantJy less able to

will what is in their own best interests.
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The statement that the enioyment of rights is conditional upon

the performance of duties has secured virtually unanimous approval but

this statement is not to be confused with the suggestion that no-one

can reasonab'ly expect that his rights and interests will be safeguarded

unless he recognises and respects corresponding dut'ies towards others.

Let us consider the simple statement'I have a right to Xr; in this

case the duties pertain to other people and not to myself. It would be

ludicrous to say that my right is in any sense tied to the performance

of my duties since in this instance I have none. It is for this reason

that it makes sense to say that children and even animals have rights,

for in their case there assuredìy are no corresponding duties. However

if I say'Everyone has a right to X', this means not only that other

peop'le have obligations towards me but that I have the same obligations

in respect of other people" Many rights of course are like this i.e.

general in character, which means that there is a widespread recognition

that they exist, that they must be respected and that everyone's rights

and corresponding duties are precisely the same" Those rights which we

describe as natural or human or fundamental, as well as certain civjl or

ìegal rights (for example the right to property), are generaì in this sense

but children's rights are not. In short then whilst there is aìways a

necessary connection between an agent's rights and other people's dutjes,

it is only in the case of genera'l rights that there is a necessal"y

connection in a ìogical sense between a person's rights and his duties.

Finalìy I would like to examine what'is perhaps the most puzzìing

of al1 rights claims to proper treatment i.e. that there is a right

to be told the truth. Aga'in the real guestion at issue here is not

whether this right entails correlatjve duties but whether any instance

of such a right can properly be equated with the sum total of

correlative duties involved. Considered in abstraction from a real

lífe situation it is not possible to say how we should understqnd this
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right i.e. as a dyadic or triadic relation; generally however an

examination of the context jn which the ríght appeans will provide us

wìth a reasonably clear indication as to how we should proceed.

Let us suppose that a business man, concerned to run his affajrs

efficient'ly, employs a clerk on the condit'ion that he must be completely

truthful in all matters and that the clerk agrees to this somewhat

unusual condition. The businessman may be thus sajd to have acgu'ired a

right to be told the truth, which is dyad'ic in form though derived from

his right to conduct his own affairs as he sees fit. Telling'lies would

be a breach of an obligation and would constitute prima facie grounds

for the employee's dismissal. However'let us suppose that another business-

man, not disposed to making such peculiar agreements with his employees,

simply dismisses one of them for telì'ing lies and asserts as a justification

for his action that'I have a right to be told the truth'; or, to remove

altogether the compljcations whjch mìght be held to arise from the

emp'loyer/empìoyee relationship, let us suppose that one friend says to

another whom he suspects of lying or at least of being unduly fìippant

in relation to some serious matter'Come not,'I, I have a right to be

told the truth'. Since in both these cases, but especìaìly and most

assuredly in the latter, there is no obligation arising either from'law

or an agreement, it would certainly seem that this alleged right can be

restated as a straitforward insjstence that one person has a duty to tell

the other the truth; if so then it is dyadic in form ând underiyed. It
may be that this is the best way of understanding the right to be told

the truth i.e. as a straitforward dyadic relation in no sense derivable

from a parent right but I would commend that a final judgment be ì

suspended until we have examined the nexus between natural rÍghts and

natural duties which, I shall argue, sheds some light on the matter.
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(4) Natural and Human Rights

It is important to clarify exactly what is meant by cal'l'ing rights

natural. It has often been held that to claim that there are natural

rights is to say that there are rights wh'ich we possess in virtue of

certain properties shared by aìl men. Now whilst this is true it can

be easily misunderstood. What it means is that unless there are some

common human properties, primarily life, liberty and reason, there can

be no natural rights. These common propert'ies are properly regarded

as preconditions for the existence of natural rights, so that if it
could be empirjcally demonstrated that there are no such properties, the

natural rights case would col'lapse. What is does not mean is that if
jt could somehow be shown that men do in fact possess these common

characteristics, then the case for natural rights would be establjshed.

We cannot proceed deductively from the bare facts of common human propert'ies

to the assertion that there are natural or unalienable rights; nor as

W.K. Frankena has observed, did the traditional theory attempt to do this.

It (the traditional theory of natural rights) does not
involve deducìng 'all men have 'inalienable rights' from
'all men have the (nonethical) property P' alone, but only
with the help of an additional ethjcal premise ljke 'all
beÍngs with the property P have inalienable nights'.s

Frankena jn an earlier article also makes an enlightening comparison

between the current belief in human rights and the earlier doctrjne of

natural rights. He states that in both there is an assertion of certain

universal and fundamental rights of man so that the two are often associated

in people's minds today. He goes on:

But the doctrine of natural rights, as traditionally
understood in either its Thomistic form or in the eighteenth
century form which Thomists so much decry, involves a

cognitivist metaethical theory, intuitionistic or Aristotelian
as the case may be, whereas the belief in human rights does
not, except in"the minds of some of its professorsll0

hical Review LXIV (lgSS p9. Phi I oso 224.
(Eastern Oiv.) I (1952)10.

uman ghts ympos'r um p. 192.
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A little later he makes the point

If we use 'natural rights' to mean only 'rights
which belong to a man by virtue of his nature as a
man'and do not include any theory of how these rights
are known, then this phrase will mean essentially the
same as 'human nights' and a noncognitivist can bel.ieve
in naturaì rights.ll

Frankena does not assert that declarations of human or natural

rights have no metaphysical presuppositions but points out that a belief

in such rights can be just'ified,'if an advocate is pressed for reasons,

by any number of metaethical theories. In this section I will use the

phrase 'natural rights' in this metaethically non-committal sense since

my primary concern is to discover how the description of rights as natural

affects our understanding of them as triadic relations"

The most fervent believers in natura'l rights have always'insjsted

that the key characteristic of these rights is that they can and do exist

ìndependently of any human contrivances. No mere'ly human arrangements

can create or negate natural rights. Rather they are facilìtated by other

people's natural duties. However, since natural rights are generaì in

character there js, as we noted earlier, a necessary connection not only

between an agent's natural rights and other people's natural dutjes but

also between an agent's natural rights and his own natural duties jn

respect of other people and this relationship holds in precisely the same

way for everyone. Instead of specific obligations as the third term, we

have genera'l duties. I would suggest that this is the most fruitful way

of understandjng natural rights. Unless for example we recognise the

invariably triadic structure of rights, we are liable to become confused

when confronted with the claim that there is a natural right to liberty.

Such a right cannot be absolute and unrestrained. This is analytically

true jn virtue of our suggested definition of!right'as an agent's ìiberty

ll. Ibid, p" 193.
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in some respect which is facilitated by other people's dut'ies or

obligations for the latter always serve to render spec'ific and limited

the extent of the ìiberty involved. A person who asserts that there

js a natural right to liberty which is whol'ly unrestrained and under

no circumstances to be'interfered with fails to understand that the

'liberty in question is always liberty in respect of a specific area of

activity. Essentia'lly, the assertion that natural nights exist is the

claim that natural duties, despite their general character, can or at

least ought to facilitate an agent's liberty.

Thìs approach to natural rights requires us to distinguish between

an obligation and a duty ìn the manner recommended by H.L.A. Hart.

one factor obscuring the nature of a right is the
philosophica'l use of 'duty' and 'obligation' for all cases
where there are moral reasons for say'ing an action ought
to be done or not done. In fact 'duty', 'obligation',
'right' and 'good' come from different segments of morality,
concern different types of conduct and make different types
of moral criticism and evaluation. Most 'important are the
points (l ) that ob'ligations may be voluntari'ly incurred or
created, (2) that they are owed to spec'iaì persons (who have
rights), (3) that they do not arise out of the character of
the actions which are obligatory but out of the relationship
of the parties. Language roughly though not consistentìy
confines the use of 'having an obl'igation' to such cases.12

Hence from this po'int'in the discussion it will be advisable to

introduce much more prec'ision into our use of'duty'and 'obligation'

than has hitherto been the.ur..l3 What Hart emphasizes is that the

latter are characterised by their specificity, the former by the'ir

Philoso ical Review LXIV (1e55) p.17s.
mes ave use these terms as if they were virtually

synonymous but it has proved difficult to do otherwise. It
has not been necessary to make this distinction as a means
of criticizing those views of rights which I have judged to
be incorrect or misìead'ing. l¡Jarrender for example uses the
terms interchangabìy but this does not affect his argument
and thus to have introduced this distinction would have been
needlessly circuitous and beside the point. However from thjs
point the distinction between 'duty' and 'obligation' as
depicted by Hart is crucial to my argument.

2
3

I
I
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generality. The conceptual distinction is a useful one and contributes,

almost inestimably, to clarity'in moral thinking but the dualism in

morality which Hart has noticed can be easily exaggerated. Certa'in natural

law theorists, for example Hobbes, maintained that the obligations

incurred by making agreements are uriderwritten by a general duty to

keep promises. Hence if a sjtuation arises where one has an obligation

to do something (hav'ing promised to do it) and yet a duty not to (because

it will cause suffering), Hobbes would maintain that the moral djlemma

involved is best described, not as a duty versus an obligation,'in which

case the former would appear to take precedence but as a duty versus an

obl'igation underwritten by a general duty to obey the moral 1aw, in which

case it is not at all apparent which should take precedence" Hobbes

conceded that the moral law and civil law are not and,'in the nature of

things, can never be coextensive but was quìck to point out that if we

wanted to know why there was an obligation to obey the cjvil law, a

satisfactory response must refer to a more fundamental duty to obey the

moral law (or laws of nature). He would have reiected any suggestion

that there were two separate segments of morality invoJved since the

obligation to obey the civil law derives from our duty to obey the moral

law in relat'ion to promise-keeping. Yet Hart's djstjnctjon is useful and

important because it rem'inds us that there can be duties (e"g.to relieve

suffering) without specific obl'igations.

Hard alleges that rights and obligat'ions belong to one sphere of

morality, ought and duties to another. The right to have a debt paid and

the obligation to pay it pertain to one sphere whilst the duty to relieye

suffering pertains to the other. In the latter sphere there are, properly

speaking, no rights and in the former, there are no duties. Since the
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term right 'is alleged to be intelf igib'le only in te'rms of its sjster-

concept, ob'ligation, jt is held that dutjes are strictly 'irreJevant jn

any inquir.y into what a right is. However to assert tfiis js to assert at

the same time that there can be no natural rjghts at all, for it is a

generalìy acknowledged feature of such rights that they do not arise

from any merely human arrangements. Hart himself concedes as much when

he states that the natural right of all men to be free'is not created

or conferred by other men's voìuntary actions; other moral rights ar.'.14

Yet since obligations arjse from man's voluntary actions and since Hart

states that rights and obligations are inextricab'ly linked, how are we to

make sense of the term natural r'!ght? It seems that we cannot, wh'ich

leayes us no alternative but to recognise that natural rights at'e fac'ilitated

by the very duties that Hart dismisses as'irreleyant jn relation to rjghts.

Certain'ly the notion of a natural night of each man to be free whjch other

man have no duty to t"espect s'imp'ly exceeds the bounds of comprehension.

I have dealt with Hart's position at some length because the distinction

which he draws between obligat'ion and duty strikes me as useful and

important and because it is mirrored almost precisely in the field of

rights. Here too we must distingujsh between two spheres of morality.

When for examp'le it'is said that a person has a moral right to sornethjng,

it is not at once clear whether the term 'moral'here is used in virtue

of some ob]igation incurred by another person (or persons) or because of

certa!n general duties which oblige men jn general. Generally of course

this can be inferred from the context in which the term appears. If a

debtot claims a moral right to repayment from a debtee, the force of the

14. Phjlosophical Review LXIV (1955) p.175-176.
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term'moral'in thìs case derives from the obìiEations which arise from

a contract agreed upon by the two part'ies; whereas the 'moral'in the

claim that there is a moral right to life derives from the al]eged duty,

which obliges men jn general, to respect human life. When people talk

of a moral right to life, they normal'ly have such duties in mind, eyen

when there are pos'itive laws forbidding murder, bodily harm etc. There

is then an'important distjnction to be drawn between natural or fundamental

rights and contractual rights, the difference bejng that the former ane

faci'litated by duties, the latter by obìigations. Admittedly there are

problematica'l cases - such as the 'moral' right to property where we have

to decide whether the right in question deriyes its moral character

ultimately from the voluntary actions of men in a particular societyl5

or, in a much less pedestrian fashion, from a general and timeJess duty

on each of us to respect each other's property and estates. Sjmi'larly

when a person in peril of his life from a thief with a sawn-off shotgun

proclaims in desperation that he has a right to ljve, he could be either

appealing to the thief's fundamental moral sense or referring to the

existence of a complex network of legal ob'l'igat'ions, a'lthough in this

extrene circumstance I think few of us would deny that the former

alternative is the more feasible. But despite the djfficulties involyed

in characterizing certain cases of moral rights as either fundamental or

contractua'l , the conceptual distinct'ion is certain'ly clear and constitutes

a useful, indeed an indespensable tool in reducing to order some of the

chaos which has prevailed in the large and unwieldy, because und'ifferentiated,

morass of moral rights.

In this regard there js no need to refer to an original social
contract or to the myst'ical moment when we all agreed to the
use of money. In all western liberal democracjesn for example
most people vote for a political party which upholds the right
to property in one form or another; such voìuntary actions may
be viewed as legitímizing the existing system of property
relatjons, though the wisdom of rnost people' in continually
conveying this iegitimacy may of course be questioned.

l5
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One further problematical case which requires special attention

is the night to be told the truth. Now as we observed earlier this may

be viewed, depending on'its context, either as a contractual right (as

in the case of the businessman contracting with his emp'loyee) or, as is

more often the case, as a fundamental right (as in the discussion between

the two friends). It is interesting to note that if there is a duty

to tell the truth, it is specific as well as general in its appìication.

There may for examp'le be a duty to relieve suffering but that would not

apply to each and every instance of suffering that a person encountered

or even to most, whereas the duty to tell the truth is specific as well

as general i.e. 'it prescribes a utay of deal ing with each and every person

that we meet. I would suggest that the w'idespread recognition of this

right is so essential to the smooth running of human affairs that it js

best regarded as derivatjve from such widely acc'laimed natural rights as

those to l'ife, liberty and happ'iness. The gentìeman reproving his friend

was perhaps at the same time reminding hjm that his rights in th'is regard

were facilitated by a whole series of duties, of which truth telling was

one of the more basic. It seems to me that when thjs right is asserted,

it is not asserted categorically as a matter of principle,as for examp'le

when we say that there is a duty to tell the truth, but as a way of saying

that if peopìe do not tell the truth, a whole host of other rights w'il'l

be extreme'ly difficult to exercise. It is clear to most people that we

ought to tell the truth but once we talk of rights to be told the truth

some such interpretation is required to Èender what we say intelligible.

People have been known to claim natural rights to such things as 1ife,

liberty and happiness and on occasion, they have demanded further that

they have rights to the protection of these things. Yet seldom has it
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been claimed, as Stuart Brown Jr. does,l6 thut this latter right js either

natural or inalienable. t¡'lhat traditional natural rights theorists have

at least jntuitively understood is that the notion of a right cannot be

properly exp'la'ined without referring to other people's duties and that

it is onìy because other people do not a'lways perform their required

dutjes that we acquire a derived right to be properly treated by them.

These theorists have stressed the fact that in the state of nature, where

there is no government to control men, natural rights are more Often

claimed than respected. Generally therefore men agree to set up a

Commonwealth wh'ich wi'll ensure that thejr rights are not flouted by those

who are ejther incapable or unwi'l1ing to fulfil their natural duties

towards their fellows. Hence the right to proper treatment becomes the

right to protection once a civil society is 'instituted. The traditional

theorists would hardly have descrjbed the right to protection as natural

and inalienable and with good reason,for it is firrnly rooted jn such a

b'latantìy human contrivance as the social contract; nevertheless the right

to proper treatment with which it has strong affjnities may be descrìbed

as natural since'it derives from the natural rights to lifen liberty and

happiness. To claim that there is a natural right to proper treatnent is

to draw attentjon to the fact that, if natural rights are to be effectjye

at all, then people must be conscious of and prepared to act upon their

natural duties 
"

16. Philosophical Revjew LXIV (1955) p. 192-211.
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Brown's account raises the question of whether there can be any

jnalienable rights, by which I mean rights of which a person may never

be justly deprived. Children's rights are certainly inalienable in

this sense for, as we have seen, no matter how badly they behave, their

right to proper treatment remains nevertheless intact and this'is so

'irrespective of whether it js underwr,'itten by the civil law. However

it is not the case that there are certain natural or human rights which

are jnalienable because they belong to man as man. With regard to

general rights, we have seen that whilst there is a necessary 1og'ical

connect'ion between a person's failure to discharge those duties that

correspond to the rights of others and the latter's enjoyment of these

rights, there js no such connection between a person's failure to dìscharge

these dutìes and the loss of his rights in some respect. Criminals are

known to have been successful in their endeavours and to have nevertheless

retained their right to freedom. However when a loss of rights, even

fu¡idamental human rights, does in fact follow upon a failure to discharge

his duties, such a deprivation of a person's rights is not per se uniust.

I would hold then that it'is significant to say that al'l men have a natural

right to freedom, even if they sometimes have no actual right to jt.

One right to freedom, as well as being characterised as natural or

human or fundamental, frây also be vjewed, following the lead of W.D. Ross,

as a prima facie right i.e. it must always be taken into consjderation and

sound reasons offered as a justification for its denial on any occasion.

hle must remember that there may be other prima facje ri ghts which have to

be taken into account, such as the right of a government to enlist the aid

of its cit'izens when jt is under attack from a foreign power, and these

may sometimes take precedence over the right to freedom when they conflict

with it. But a persons' failure to fulfil his duties in respect of other$'
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rights may likewise be a consideratíon which overrjdes his prjma fac'ie

right to freedom, so that under certain cjrcumstances he may have no

actual right to it. hlhilst then we trtay certainly c'laim to have certain,

fundamental human rjghts, we cannot make the further claim that they

are inalienable for situations may and often do arise in which they can

be justly derlired. It may be asked then what it means to say that rights

are natural or human or fundamental . These adjectives, when used to

describe rights, tell us that the rights in guest'ion are thot"ough.ly

independent of any human contriyance or accident of history. l¡le have

these rights, not because of any social contract, nor because they happen

to have social recongition, nor because they haye become enshrined jn

any constitution or agreed to by any set of po'litical rulers but because

we, as human be'ings, recognise that we ought to behave towards each other

in a certain way.

Understanding the natural right to ljfe as a triddic relation i.e.

as the liberty of an agent, facilitated by the natural dutjes of others,

to live (or not live) as he sees fjt, raises considerable difficulties.

For example it mìght seem that jn certain cases where jt'is aìleged that

this right exists, we cannot readily discern the three terms of the

relation i.e. an agent, his liberty and other people's duties. I have

in mind here the debate concerning abortion in whjch the assertion that

there is or is not a natural rÍght to life usually has pride of p1ace"

It might seem that in this case the natural right of the unborn chjld to

live can be reformulated as the insjstence that parents should behave towards

the agent as they ought. The relation is thus dyadic, involving only an

agent and other people's duties. But to so descríbe it would m'isrepresent

what is being asserted both by the supporters of abortion who strongly

d'ispute that the unborn 'child'can proper'ly be regarded as an agent at all
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and by the opponents of abortion, for jt'is a crucjal part of their

argument that there is an identifiable agent and that his or her ljberty

to grow and develop ought to be allowed. Supporters of abortion w'ill

insist that it is nonsensical to talk of the natural right to life in the case

of unborn children, or at least before a certain stage of pregnancy, because

there is no agent, hence no liberty and certa'in'ly no duties on other people;

whereas opponents of abortìon w'ill insist that, becuase there is an agent,

they can be satisfied with nothing'less than a concept'ion of the natural

right to life as a full triadic relation and that therefore parents have

a clear-cut responsibility towards their unborn children.

Another djfficulty whjch arises when the natural right to l'ife 'is

concejved of in this way is that one result of so doing ìs that suicide

appears morally unobjectionable- merely a simp'le and legitimate exercise of

one's right. A Chrjstian for example might obiect to this formulation of

the rjght to life on the grounds that, since life is a gift conferred by God,

14e are not at'l'iberty to renounce it and such'l'iberty as we do have cannot

be 'facilitated' by other men. The question before us then js this. If

the natural right to life is conceìved of as a triadic relation and if life
'itself is regarded as one of God's gifts to mank'ind, how does th'is affect

the second and thjrd terms of the relation? The answer is that it does not,

as a brief examjnation wjll show. If life is conferred by God, then this

will mean only that we ought to exercise our liberty positively. Whilst

then there may be prescriptions govenning our usage of this liberty, the

second term is otherwise unaffected. l{hen the Christ'ian asserts that we

are not at liberty to renounce our lives, he cannot be understood to mean

this ljteralìy since many people do in fact commit suicide. Rather what he

means is that we should not do so" Sim'ilarly the thjrd term is unaffected

because'irrespect'ive of how we conceive of human life, our exercise of the
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liberty which the right of nature confers is st'ill facilitated by other

peop'le's dut'ies not to jnterfere. I would suggest then to Chrjstian and

non-Chrìstian al'ike, that suicide ìs a perfectly proper but not necessarily

a morally unobjectionable exercise of a person's natural rìght to life. Most

of us would probably agree that the eviction of tenants by a landlord for

the flimsiest of reasons is nonetheless a legìtimate exerc'ise of h'is right

to property but that is to say nothing about the moral quality of his act.

In conclusion, I would like to stress that in discussions about

rights'it is of paramount importance to be clear about what we are saying.

The task of clarification involves making appropriate dist'inct'ions and I have

argued that phiìosoph'ical discussions are considerabìy eluc'idated by

distjnguishing between straitforward triadic and dyad'ic rights and between

fundamental and contractual rights" The danger lies in tak'ing our cue from

ordinary usage of the term right, since the famil'iar distinction for example

between permissive and recjproca'l rights does not serve to isolate two

genuinely different kinds of rights. Rather than being regarded as shorthand

descriptions of different types of rights the terms 'permissive' and

'reciprocal' are best viewed, as we have seen, as ways of emphas'izing one or

the other feature of every case of a right. Not all dist'inctions then are

helpful as tools of clarjfication and some are positively confusing and

mis'leading. Moreover ordìnary usage of the term moral right covers a

cumbersome multitude of rights wh'ich, if left undifferentiated, would

practically negate the possibility of clear phi'losoph'ical discussion in

this area. Yet such distinctions as I have made have been introduced with

one end in view, namely to demonstrate that all discussions of the rights

of agents can only be fully understood once each term of the relation has

been spec'ified and its spec'ia1 features, if they exist, clearìy identified.
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CHAPTER SIX

RIGHTS AND LIBERTY IN HOBBES

(l ) Introduction: Warrender's Anal.ysis.

In this section I wi l1 be primari ly concerned to app'ly the cond'itions

of intelligibil'ity outlined in the previous chapter to Hobbes' theory of rights"

0f course what that theory is,'is a matter for interpretation but surprisingly

enough, considering the formidable d'ifferences of opinion among Hobbes'

commentaters, the analysis of Hobbes' theory of rights presented by H.l¡Jarrender

in The Pql'itical _Ph'llqsophy of Hobbes has received widespread approval . I

shall argue that l¡larrender's analysis has been accepted rather too uncritically

but it does provide us with a useful starting point for a d'iscussion of Hobbes'

theory of ri ghts.

l^larrender asserts that Hobbes uses the term right w'ith two distinct

mean i ngs :

(l ) as that to which one 'is morally entitled;

(2) as that which one cannot be obliged to renounce.

The first usage has already been discussed at some'length in the prevìous

chapter and needs to be only briefly restated here. hJarrender argues that

Hobbes on occasion uses the term right, as it is genera'lly used jn moral and

pol i ti cal phi'losophy, to mean somethi ng to whi ch one ì s moral ly ent'itl ed. In

th'is sense, he points out, it is used as a comprehensive description of the

duties of other people towards oneself in some particular respect. I have

argued that a translation of a rights-formula into a more complicated but

al'legedly more precise dut'ies-formula cannot be effected without a serious loss

of meaning. Any attempt at making such a translation, rather than fu'l1y

elucidoting what we mean when vve use the term rìght in certain contexts, falls

short of the mark since'it ignores the second term (an agent's liberty) of an
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invariab'ly triad'ic relat'ion and hence takes us only part of the way ìn

explicating the concept of a right. However there is little ev'idence that

Hobbes ejther believed or attempted to show that there was a sense of the term

' ri ght' wh'ich was susceptì bl e to such a transl ati on. l¡larrender al l eges that

Hobbes uses the word right w'ith this sense of entitlement on some occasions,

particularly when he is discussing the rights of the sovereìgn.1 He goes on to

cite the sovereign's right to'levy taxes as an exampìe. However when Hobbes

asserts that the sovereign has th'is right, he presumably means that the sovereign

is at liberty to levy or not levy money as he sees fit and that h'is lìberty'in

th1 s respect i s faci I'i tated by the contractual ob1 i gat'ions of hi s subiects .

It is by no means obvious that this right of the sovereign can be adequately

exp'l'icated in terms of the man'ifold obl'igations that pertain to his subje,cts

and there are no grounds for asserting that Hobbes thought that it could. In

f act Hobbes expl i c'i tl Y states :

For though they that speak of this subiect, use to confound iYs.and ]Så'
right anã law;-yet they gug!ît to be d'ist'inguished; because RIGHT, consisteth
ìn--liberty to dô, or to forbear; whereas LAW, determjneth,and bindeth to
one of thêm; so that law, and right, differ as much, as obligat'ion and

il¡erty; whích jn one and the same matter are inconsistent.2

Thus to say that the sovere'ign has the right to levy money means simply

that he is at liberty to ìevy or not levy money as he sees fit and that he

is under no specific obl'igat'ion to do either, for in one and the same matter,

as Hobbes remarks, I'iberty and obl'igat'ion are 'inconsì stent. For the sake of

clarity Hobbes mìght have said'in one and the same matter and for one and the

same person'forit is obvious that, with regard to the sovereign's right to

'levy taxes, liberty and obligation are not only consistent but logically

'interdependent, in the sense that unless other people (the sovereign's subjects)

The Pol i ti cal Phi I oso ofHI
2 V a n o p

bbes 0xford 1957 , p"l B.
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are obl'iged, there can be no liberty at the sovereign's disposal in the fjrst
pl ace.

The sovereign's rights can be summarily descrìbed as his liberties,

facilitated by the contractual oblìgations of h'is subjects, to rule as he sees

f it. However Hobbes remi nds us that the sovere'i gn , 'l i ke everyone el se, i s

ob'liged by the laws of nature so that when he refers to the rights of the

sovereign as ljberties or 'freedoms' from oblìgation perta'in'ing to the various

aspects of ruling, this is purely in relation to hjs subiects qua subiects.

He makes ìt clear that wh'ilst the sovereign has obligations towards God,

as the author of the laws of nature, he can only be said to have obligat'ions

towards his subjects (for example to secure their safety) jn an indirect sense.

The 0FFICE of the sovereign, be it a monarch or an assembly, consisteth
in the end, for which he was trusted with the soverejgn power, namely
the procuration of the gglety olthe people; to which he js obl'iged by the
I aw of nature, and to renðer -dn acaount thereof to God, the author of that
law and to none but him.3

The second sense of the word 'right' that Warrender distils from Hobbes'

writings denotes somethìng that the jndividual cannot be obliged to renounce.

A right in this sense is a freedom or exemption from obligat'ion. As an example,

he states that when Hobbes talks of a right to a'lì things he does not mean that

menl are entitled to everythìng, but that they cannot be obliged to renounce

anything.a Warrender laments the fact that Hobbes' usage of the term right with

the unusual meaning of freedom from obligat'ion has been too often dismìssed

as a mistake on the grounds that rights, properly understood, always imply

duties to abstain on the part of other peop'le and insists rather that it should

be viewed as a novel contribution to political philosophy. Now I have argued

that there is always a necessary connection between a person's rights and

other people's duties or ob'ligat'ions and Hobbes, 'if l¡Jarrender's ìnterpretation

is correct,'is here asserting that there can be a right wh'ich does not impìy a

Leviathan, E.t'J. Vol .III, p.322.3.

4.. The Pol i ti cal Phi I osoph.y of Hobbes , 0xford 1957 , p.20.
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duty on the part of other peopìe. If, as I have argued, a rìght, to be at

all intelligible, must be conceived of as a triadic relation, then the'right

to al'l th'ings'must indeed be dismissed as blatantly fa'il'ing to meet the

condit'ions under which talk about rights is'intellig'ib1e. Thus it would seem

that anyone who attempts to break philosophical'ly new ground in this direct'ion

is liable to find himself not on any new terrain but on the famil'iar quicksands

that we surveyed in the prev'ious chapter. However a closer analys'is of what

Hobbes has to say about rights reveals that he does not entertain the

indefens'ible view that each man has a natural right to self-preservation and

to all things whìch serve in his estimation to real'ize that goal, but has at

the same time no duty to either recogn'ize oy respect this right in others.

I shall argue that what is unique ìn Hobbes' political theory is not so much

his doctrjne of rights as h'is conception of the state of nature.

(2) The Risht to aì'l ll¡lqgq.

Hobbes defined the right of nature in Chapter XIV of Levjathan as follows:

The R'ight of Nature, which writers commonly call Jus Naturale
liberty each man hath, to use all his own power, as e im

is the
self, for

the preservation of his own nature; that'is to say, of h'is own ljfe; and

consequently, of do'ing anything, wh'ich in his own Judgment and Reason, he

shall 'conceive to be úhe àptest means thereunto.s

However we are first introduced to the concept of naturaì right'in

Chapter XIIi of Leviathan when Hobbes'is expìaining why anticipatory v'iolence

is justified in the state of nature. He argues that men attempt to subdue each

other for the end of'their own conservation and sometimes their delectation

only'and that an atmosphere of distrust pervades the natural condition.

5. Leviathan, E.W. Vol.III, P.ll6.
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He continues:

And from this diffidence of one another, there'is no way for any man to
secure h'imself, so reasonable, as ANTICIPATI0N: that is, by force, or
wiles, to master the
other power great eno
conservation requiret
be some that taking P

acts of conquest, whi'if others, that would
not by invasion incre
by standìng only on t
such augmentat'ion of
conservation, it ough

heir own defence, to subsist. And by conseuqence'
dominion over men, beinq necessary to a man's
t to be allowed hjm.6 (Emphasis added)

Hobbes then does not simply talk of our right to all things as our ìiberty

to pursue our own preservation as we see fit but as a liberty which ought to

be allowed by our fellows. By this Hobbes does not mean that if a person

attempts to preserve himself by right of nature, others have a corresponding

duty to make clear his path" Hobbes' position seems rather to be that each man

has a duty to recognise that others have this right but because of the chaotic

conditions preva'i1ing in the state of nature, no-one is obl'iged to respect ìt.

Normal1y we think of respect as following upon recogn'ition of a right but we can

easily conceive of situations'in which thìs is not the case. In war-t'ime many

peop'le who recognise that there is a human rìght to life nonetheless feel that'

under the circumstances, the rights of the enemy in th'is regard cannot be

respected. Another situat'ion which is perhaps more analogous to Hobbes' state

of nature is where law and order in a society have broken down and looting ìs

rife. How are we to view the property 'rights' of a shopkeeper in a situat'ion

like this? Let us stjpulate further that in this situation most people,

whilst recognizing in princìple that the shopkeeper has this right, nevertheless

refuse to respect it in practice because they feel that under the circumstances

they must look first and foremost to thejr own interests and the welfane of

their fam'il'ies. In this situat'ion, does the shopkeeper have or merely claim

6" Leviathan, E.W. Vol.III, P.ll6.
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property rights? This ìs a difficult, borderline case and iudgments are

bound to differ. We have seen, ìn the previous chapter, that even under the

most auspic'ious circumstances, having rights is to some extent a precarious

business but in this case the precarious element js so much greater. Any

judgment concerning whether the shopkeeper has or cla'ims property rights in

this kind of situation will depend upon whether one thinks that recognition

alone or recognition plus the generaì respect of others is suffjcient to

establish a right. The orìginal cause of the ambivalence resides in the

third term of 'r'ight' understood as a triadic relation for when it'is said

that a person's ljberty in some respect'is facilìtated by the duties or

obligations of others, th'is could mean either tha.ù men in general must

recognise that they are obìiged or that they must, in addition, norma'lly

act upon their duties or obligations. Hobbes would no doubt assert that

general recognjtion is a necessary condition of our having rights but that

general respect is not and that therefore the unfortunate shop owner does

have property rights. His posìtion is that when inausp'icious circumstances

undermine respect for a right, it nevertheless exists. I do not myself feel

impelled to take a stand on this'issue, one way or the other, sìnce normally,

as I mentìoned earlier, respect follows upon recogn'itjon of a right as a matter

of course. But the conditions preva'iling in Hobbes'state of nature were

anything but normal.

l¡Jhatever one may thìnk of the p'lausibif ity of Hobbes' argument concerning

the conditions that would prevail in a hypothetical state of nature, what

Hobbes has to say about the right of nature meets all the requ'irements of

intelìigib'ility since he construes this right as a triadic relation'involvìng

an agent (or agents), his (or their) ìiberty and other people's duties. Let

us attempt a construction of Hobbes' rights of nature aìong the lines

suggested in the previous chapter.
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X's right of nature = X's liberty, facilitated by the dutìes of others,
to seek his own preservation as he sees fit.

Now admittedly this seems rather odd, for according to Hobbes other

people have no duty to respect X's liberty. l^le cannot say then that X's liberty

is facilitated by a duty upon others to make clear his path. He makes clear

his own path in so far as he is able. But what these dut'ies of recogn'ition

do make poss'ible is the description of X's'liberty as a righl: they

legitimise X's liberty to seek preservation as he sees fit. The actual

exercise of X's I iberty then is not made poss'ible (fac'ilitated) by these

duties of recognit'ion but its ìegitimate exercjse'is and therein lies the

uniqueness of Hobbes' doctrjne of natural right; he has made it a condition

for the existence of this right that the 1egjtimate exercise of X's liberty

must be recognised as such and has dispensed with the condjtion of general

respect. Admittedly Hobbes'is a little unclear as to the instrument of

1egìtimation. It certainly seems that it js the generaì duty of recogn'it'ion

but it m'ight welì be argued that it is the laws of nature and Hobbes does not

say enough to remove any lingering doubts on the matter. l,rlhat'is of ìmportance

however is that Hobbes recognises that the l'iberty to preserve ourselves

requ'ires legitimat'ion by reference to general duties if we are to be able to

talk sensibly about natural rights.

(3) Facts and Rì' qhts: An ImP roori ety.

gur narrow concern wjth the intelljg'ibility of Hobbes'doctrine of

rights in the previous sectjon must now be corrected by an appraisal of how

Hobbes' theory of rights fits into his wider political theory. We must not

forget that Hobbes in LeViathqn was attempting to produce a logically rigor'@'us

argument and thought that he had succeeded 'in doing so.
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This cla'im has led commentators to'investigate the logical propriety

of Hobbes' is-ought derivation and has drawn the fire of crit'ics away from a

much more vulnerable part of hjs argument. Hobbes'paralìel attempt to deduce

rights from his empirical psychology has gone pract'ically unnoticed and I shall

argue that it is certainly not logìcaìly unassailable.

In Chapter XIII of Leviathaq Hobbes po'ints out that men attempt to subdue

each other, principaìly for 'their own conservation and somet'imes their

delectation only'. Both these ends are dìctated by natura'l passion and

Hobbes does not argue at this point for the propriety of seekìng one rather

than the other. However from this apparentìy neutral analys'is of ends 'imposed

by nature (or natural pass'ion) he then goes on in the following passage to say

that antjcipatory vjolence is no more than a man's conservation requires and

is ge nerally allowed. Now Hobbes offers no justification for the latter

deduction and it is not at all clear that it'is possible for Hobbes to provide

any sort of just'ification, given the purely natural'istic prem'ises from which

he begins" hlhy shoul{ antic'ipatory violence 'in the interests of preservation

be allowed and aggressive violence, SâV for love of power or'delectation',

be djsallowed? Hobbes may at thìs po'int be appea'ling to what he takes to be the

common moral op'inions of his readers, who would probably accept as axìomatic

that the former is right, the latter wrong but if so we should have to judge that

he had abandoned his proiect of basìng'rights'upon the known, natural

ìnclinations of man.

7. Leviathan, E"l,.l" Vol.III, P.710.
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The dìffjcultjes faced by Hobbes are enormous and, in my view,

jnsurmountable, though we must engage in some rather bizarre speculation

to make thjs clear. I would surmise for examp'le that those who have a penchant

for delectation might be prepared to concede to their fellows a righl to

se'lf-preservation prov'ided that their right to indulge their own desire

(de'lectation) a'lso received general recognitjon. They might suggest as a

compromise formula that everyone has a 'right' to pursue his own predominant

appetite. After all, s'ince both ends (conservation and delectation) are

'imposed by nature, why should not nature equal'ly approve of both? I do not

see how Hobbes could give a satisfactory reply to this last quest'ion and at

the same time remain true to his intention of progressing by a carefully

studjed argument from purely naturafistic premises. As far as I know, and

Hobbes has not demonstrated otherwise, there is no princ'iple somehow inherent

jn nature which would enable us to djscriminate between the pass'ions for

preservat'ion and delectation and to say that one appetite is pursued by right,

the other not.

A defence of Hobbes' derivat'ion of a right from a card'inal feature of

human nature is presented by SPragens in The Politics of Motion: The Wor.Ld of

Hobbes.

This nexus between natural right and the universal natural tendency of
all created thìngs to preserve themselves'is the nexus between'is'and
'ought' in Hobbes' political theory whjch has been aì'leged sjnce Hume to
¡e ã logicaì improprìety. Hobbes' defence aga'inst this charge of
impropriety would, I think, be essentjally as follows: 'I did not confer
thb status of right upon natural tendency', he might say, 'Nature herself
did that'. It ia natural right that is ìn question, after all, not legal
right or my personal preference. Only mad men moralize in a Vacuum'
anã once nãture instilled in all men a g'iven, inevitable des'ire, it was not
ìn my power to declare the desire 'i'llegitimate any more than one could
hurl ìmprecations aga'inst the rising of the t'ides or the falling 9f heavy
bodies.' Authority ðonfers right, and nature is the author of man's innate
d¡ive for self-preservation. Hence nature (or God, as the author of nature,
'if you wish) has made this a natural right, and to begin poìjtical theory
at ifris fixed point is only an act of acquìescencejn what nature has

g'iven us;'it is an act of sanity and of science, not the promulgation
of a moral d'i ctate. B

8. T.A. Sprag ens, Jr. The Politics of Motion, London 1973, pp.l79-180.
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Howeverif Hobbes dìd adopt a defence of this kind, it wouìd be a

very poor one indeed because he could then be accused of either deliberate

deception or ambivalence and amb'iguity concernìng the actìvities which are

1eg'itimated by natural right. In his writìngs, he asserts a natural right

to the pursuit of the self-preserving urge. In hjs defence, when challenged,

he confers the status of ri ght upon natural tendency wi thout any such

specification and asserts, furthermore, that thjs right 'is conferred by

the 'authority'of nature, which is of course'incons'istent with the account

of authority in his writings (i.e. authority'is the right one person has over

another, arising from their mutual agreement). And in any case, even'if we

were to turn a blind eye to these contradictions and to concede that nature

did possess some such mystical power of conferrìng authority, we are still
left without an explanation as to why the other pass'ions, bes'ides self-

preservation, should not also be enveloped within its legitimating cloak.

As Spragens points out, the seìf-preservìng urge, as a universal tendency of

nature,'is not properìy subject to praise or blame. But if this passion is

'incapab'le of generat'ing praise or blame, it is equally incapab'le, by its own

unaided natural power, of generat'ing or accruing to itself exclusjvely the

status of natural right.

However Spragens also makes the vitally important point that logic, in

genera'l , 'is not an abstract form of reasoning wh'ich, when lucidly presented

can be grasped by all men, in all times, whatever their circumstances or

convictions. Rather he stresses that when a deduct'ion'is described as 1ogìcal

w'ithin a specific philosophic argument, it only has logical force for those who

adhere to or at least fully understand, the phi'losophic system as a whole.

Logic does not exist in a vacuum¡ it usually takes for granted certa'in

important background assumptions" Thus for example since Hume we generally

regard it as axiomatic that no moral 'ought'can be deduced from an'is';
but as Spragens observes:
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this limitat'ion derives its force from an ontology whìch denies the
presence of tension between potentìa'lity and actua'l'ity w'ithin the
realm of 'ìs'. It was for this reason that Hume's '1og'icaì' rule
was not'discovered' until hìs time.s

Establ'ishing a direct chain of connection between facts of human

nature and a subsequent'ought'or'right'may not involve a'logical

faux pas, given a d'ifferent understanding of nature. Thus we have the

suggestion that what appears as an instance of 'logÍcaf improprìety, in this

case Hobbes' deduction of a right from a fact, may'indeed be no more than an

illusion produced by a tendency to universal'ize our own philosophic prem'ises

or our own unarticulated assumptions. Our prob'lem then is to try to discover

whether or not, in attributing a'logical error to Hobbes, we have fajled to

proper'ly appreciate his prem'ises because we ourselves are so firmly entrenched

i n a part'icul ar worl d-v'iew.

Certainly one can agree wìth Spragens' suggestìon that the chalìenge

posed by the lTth century scientific revolution to the'impressive Aristotl'ian

conception of the un'iverse, characterised as'it was by the omn'ipresence of

tensìon between actualltyand potentiality in nature and in man as part of

nature, was probabìy a prerequisite for the emergence of Hume's '1ogìcal

rule'. But the expìicit formulation of that rule was obviously the high water

mark of centuries of philosophic practice, of attempts to think systematical'ly

and in fundamental cohenence with the new world-order revealed by Galileo

and his companìons. One might expect that the main difficuìty in this

transitionary phase for those who enthusiastical'ly acclaimed the arrival of

modern natural science, would lje'in finally discarding a'll remnants of the old

'world-view' and fully accepting the new. However Hobbes' writings produce no

evidence that he experienced any difficulty of th'is kind. The world he saw

did not bear the scars of ontologicaì tension. Moreover the absence of

9. Ibid., p.ll5.
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such tension in Hobbes' ontology enabled hìm to d'istinguish very clear'ly

between hypothetical and moral obligation in a way that was not open to

the earlier tradition. In classical ontology, 'being' referred to an

existence permeated by tension between potential and actual, between origin

and completion, so that the laws of nature were, accordingly, dictates which

flowed from the need to achieve human fulfilment. But how then are we to

categorize the duties imposed by natural law - as moral, in consideration of

their end (te1os) which is social existence or as hypothet'icaì and prudential,

in consideration of the means by which man's tendency (horme) toward communal

living becomes actualised? With Hobbes, there is no difficulty of this kind.

Prudentìal or hypothetical rules are those necessary for the realization of

any end (good, bad or indifferent), whereas moral rules can orig'inate only

in authoritative command.

If we are fairìy to appraìse the logìcal efforts of others, especially

those from whom we are separated by the enormous distance of time and outlook,

it is a'lways a useful exercìse to fulìy uncover the layer of presuppositions

which shape their notions of what constitutes ''logical propriêty', whilst

keep'ing a careful eye on our own. Yet'in Hobbes'case such a thorough

investigation is hardìy called for, because his whole conceptìon of reality was

essentia'l1y modern and very few of his assumptions remained unarticulated.

He denied the presence of tension between potent'iality and actuality. Hobbes'

facts were not morally charged, nor tnlere hjs moral 'oughts' factually charged.

His insistence that moral obligations can stem onìy from authoritat'ive command

is implic'itly a denial that they can arise from any other source (such as an

'is'). This means surely that we may, in all fairness, herald Hobbes as a

forerunner of Hume and that indeed Hume's ''log'ical rule'may be v'iewed as no

more than the conscious formalization of unwritten rules or embryonic codes

of conduct in phi'losophic practice which go, back at least as far as Hobbes.l0

10. J.lll.N" Watkins' observatìon that already in The Elements of Law Hobbes
emphasised the point, usual'ly assocìated with Hume, that there can be no
valid inferenc_e_ ltonl .'Ev.q!"y observed A has heen B' to 'Every A is B' or to
'The next A will be B'. (Hobbes' Systems of Ideas, London, i965, p.37) ìs
perhaps worth noting in this respect.
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(4) Natural Ri ht and Li bert

Hobbes poìnts out that right'consisteth'in liberty to do or to forbear'II

but.in the case of the right of nature it is not'immediately obv'ious what th'is

means, since we always have l'iberty ìn respect of some obiect or form of

activity. l{obbes for example would not have regarded human life as a proper

object of liberty, to be d'isposed of as we wjsh; nor would he have viewed the

actjvity of preserving ourselves as one in which we can engage (or not engage)

as we see fit. He thought that those who comm'itted suicide were simply insane

i.e. not properìy speaking, agents at all. The ''l'iberty to do or forbear' of

which Hobbes speaks is thus liberty in repsect of the means we adopt to secure

our preservation. There is then liberty under the right of nature to do or

forbear according as we see fit 'in the ' This

proviso is important. One is free to make unnumerable choices within the

framework'imposed by the right: of nature. In the state of nature a person

may, for example, choose to attack his neÍghbour and take his property or

refrain from doing so as he himself sees fìt'in the'interests of h'is preservation.

The right of nature then allows a freedom of choice as to the manner of pursuit

of preservation but does not allow the choice of one's pursuit. The liberty

to do or forbear, 'i n Hobbes' wri ti ngs , i s what we mi ght ca'l I an i nstrumental

freedom sjnce'it is restricted to the choice of means; the goal, self-'

preservation, 'is arbitrariìy determined by Hobbes himself. Th'is freedom then'

whjch Hobbes graciously allows his fellow men, 'is somewhat illusory and certainly

i less than it seems for it'is operative only within a framework defjned by one
I

specific human desire.

Often commentators characterize Hobbes'natural right as a'right to do

all th-ings,but this is strict]y inaccurate. John Plamenatz. for example

remarks:

I I . Lev'iath'ian E.I,l. Vol.III, p.ll7.
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If Hobbes really meant that the laws of nature, even before the
establishment of civil society, are more than mere maxjms of prudence,
being the commands of a God we are bound to obey, he ought not to have
sa'id that, in the state of nature, men have a right to all th'ings. But
he did say it, and in saying 'it was inconsistent.l2

It is simp'ly not correct to state that Hobbes asserted the existence of

such an all-embracing, open-ended right. In an important passage from Chapter

XIII of Leviathan quoted in full at the beg'innìng of Section (2) of this

Chapter, Hobbes expresses his disapproval of the man who in the state of nature

engages in anticipatory violence 'more than his conservation requireth' and

of those who pursue conquest 'farther than their security requires'. Hobbes

then never asserted a sìmpìe, unqualified rìght to all things but a right to

all things which in the bona fide estimation of the agent conduced to his

se1 f-preservatj on.

(5) Corporal Lìberty.

Hobbes has two ma'in senses of the term ljberty; firstly there js the

lìberty of subjects, which js no different from what we would describe as civil
., rights, and secondly, there is the sense of liberty derived from his metaphysical

materialism. Now Hobbes' account of the former, as I shall attempt to

demonstrate, is reasonably straightforward, raising no major problems of

i nterpretati on . But hi s account of the I atteri s puzz'l 'i ng 'i n several respects .

Hobbes defined corporal liberty, l'iberty jn the'proper'sense, as the

absence of external 'imped'iments to bod'ily motion and one can easìly grasp how

this definition of liberty derives from Hobbes' basic materjalist assumptions.

Everyth'ing that exists is body and the events of the universe are to be wholly

explained in terms of the motion of matter. All movement takes place as a

result of the free interplay of minute bod'ies. However the term free has a

12" 'Mr. l¡larrender's Hobbes' in K.Brown (ed. ) Hobbes Studies, p.85.
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special application to rational, deliberat'ing beings who have wills and yet

are often prevented by externaì impediments from acting upon them. One

would expect then that, whereas the terms free and determined appìy to all

forms of bodiìy motion'in the inanimate world, and even to the deliberation

which precedes human decjsion mak'ing, 'it is on'ly with regard to agents who

'will' that the term unfree has any proper applicatjon. But Hobbes does not

pursue this line of argument. He insists that the term unfree properly

app'l 'ies to i nanimate obiects .

For whatsoever js so tyed or environed, as it cannot move, but within
a certain space, which space is determined by the opposition of some

external body, we say it hath not liberty to go further. And so of all
living creatures, whilest they are imprisoned or restrained, with walls,
or cháynes; and of the water whilest it is kept in by banks' or vessels,
that otherwise would spread jtself into a larger Space, we use to say'
they are not at liberty, to move in such manner, as without those
external'impediments they would. 13

What Hobbes failed to realise is that the notion of an external impediment

is an essentially human concept. It may have some applicatìon in the animal

kingdom but has no app'l'ication whatsoever to pureìy physical obiects. Put

crudeþ, water cannot be conscious of being limited. Since in the inanjmate

world it is impossible to decìpher what is and is not an external ìmped'iment,

Hobbes' suggestion as to how we should understand the tenm'liberty' is not

particularly helpful. If the sides of a vessel constitute external impediments

to the liberty of water, ffiây we not view a sea shore or a continental shelf

or a sunken ship as sjmilarly const'itut'ing such'impediments? Indeed on Hobbes'

curious understanding of the term, practically everything and everybody can be

seen as unfree because externally limited ìn some way or other. This is not

to say that we do not sometimes regard dam walls as 'impeding' the flow of

a river but if we go so far as to say that the walls of the dam constitute

external impediments to the libq"!y of the water, we usually recognise at the

13. Leviathan, E.W. Vol.III, p.196.
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same time that we are succumbing to an'inveterate anthropomorph'ic tendency.

Hobbes ' account, as 'it stands , i s unimpressi ve and unhel pf u'l and woul d be

improved if the term unfree was restricted to human acts. Nor, as far as I

can see, would such a restrict'ion be in any Way jnconsjstent with h'is

materialist premises.

One other feature of Hobbes' account of corporal lìberty is d'istinctive

and deserves a brief mention. Hobbes ìnsists that the term free, when appìied

to rat'ional creatures, can refer only to the will, i.e. to the absence of

impediments'in the exercise of the will. There is only freedom to do but no

freedom of choìce, since the term free can properly apply onìy to bodies and

only metaporica'lly to anything e1se.t4 Hobbes describes the type of thinking

activìty whìch takes place prior to the making of any particular choice as

the process of deliberatjon. Hence what we normally refer to as exercising a

freedom of choice Hobbes describes as putting an end to del'iberation, for

'there are no'impediments but to the action, whilst we are endeavouring to

do jt, which is not till we have done deliberating.'1s But as A.G. l¡lernham

observes , thi s l's unsati sfactory. 16 The del i berati ve process , whj ch Hobbes

describes as free because not subject to external impediments, itself encompasses

and describes another type of freedom, i.e. to do or forbear, and Hobbes'

orig'inal definition clear'ly cannot cover both the.se senses of the term liberty.

Deliberation, itself free, ìs at the same time 'a putting an end to the

liberty we had of doing, or om'itt'ing, according to our own appetite or

aversion'. The only way out of the impasse would be for Hobbes to insist

that there is no ì'iberty to do or forbear but that men s'imply do delìberate

on avaìlable optionsi or, to put it another way, for Hobbes to argue that the

term free applìes to the process of deliberation but not to the choice which it

See Leviathan, E.t,{. Vol .lII, p"'197.
LiberW,-Xecessity and Chance, E.t^l. Vol.V, p"366-367

.l4.

15.
16. .fma¡i@bes", 'in K.Brown(ed.) Hobbes Studies, p.ll9.
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impìies, for a person's choice, viewed on Hobbes'materialist prem'ises, is

no more than the consequence of the jnterplay of reason and appetite or

aversion or both. That men choose does not necessarily'imp1y freedom of

choice. But, had he argued in this way, Hobbes, the materialist, might have

cut himself off altogether from the normal ways of think'ing of his comtemporaries

for whom it was ax'iomatic that men did have a freedom of choice. Hence while

Hobbes does descri be del 'iberati on i n a manner consi stent wi th hi s materi al 'ist

defin'ition of ìiberty, he does at the same time allow for a ìiberty to do or

forbear which is clearly not consistent with that definition.

(6 ) Ci v'i I Li berty.

After point'ing out that the civi I laws are the artifjc'ial bonds which

bind man's own artifact, the Commonwealth, Hobbes goes on to argue that the

liberty of subjects consists in liberty from covenants.

In relation to those Bonds only it'is, that I am to speak now, of
the Ljlqr'ty of Subjects. For seeing there is no Commonwealth in the
world, where'in there be rules enough sat down, for the regulat'ing of
all the actions, and words of men (as being a thing impossible) it
followeth necessarily, that in all kinds of actions,by the laws
praetermitted, men have the liberty, of doing what their own reasons
ifralI suggest, for the most profitable to themselves.17

Hobbes here'introduces the notion of liberty or freedom from ob'ligat'ion.

,'Now ljberty in the proper sense can apply only to men as bodies But I i berty,'/

understood as freedom from obligation, can have no such applicatjon and thus

can only apply to men conceived of in scme other way. Hence when Hobbes

talks of civil liberty, we must enquire into his prec'ise understanding of the

agent whose freedom is under discussjon. The task 'is not difficult. Hobbes

limakes 
'it clear that civil liberty, as its name suggests, applìes on'ly to men

who have covenanted to obey the civil laws of the Commonwealth; it applìes to

, men as subjects, not as bodies. He is quite insistent that this is not ìiberty

17. Levjathan, E.lnl.Vol .III, p..l98-199.
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in the proper sense, a sense derived from his materialist princìples.

For if we take liberty in the proper sense, for corporal liberty;
that is to say freedom from chains, and prison, it were very
absurd for men to clamour as they do, for the liberty they so
manifestly enjoy. Aga'in,'if we take liberty, for an exempt'ion
from Laws, it is not less absurd, for men to demand as they do,
that liberty by wh'ich all other men may be masters of their lives.tB

accordì ng

Liberty in the proper sense is the unrestricted exercjse of potentia

as men shall will. Civil l'iberty is potestas or civil right, i.e.

right, granted by the sovereign to his subjects to exercise certa'in powers

but not others. This civil right, which embraces the whole range of rights

which the sovereign has decided his subjects may safely enjoy, is very

different from natural right, for whereas the latter does not entail correspond-

'ing obligations, such rights as the sovere'ign bestows do create such

obì'igations. Thus my natural right to buy and sell, to choose my own abode,

dìet, trade of l'ife, etc. does not imply that I must at the same time respect

the right of others to do the same but my c'ivil night to do these th'ings does

entail such corresponding ob'lìgations. Civil rights define those powers whjch

a person exercises legitimately, what he may do (pqlestqq) and not what he

can do (potêntll).

It would be absurd for Hobbes to argue that civil laws constitute

external (phys'ica'l ) impedìments to I i berty and he never does th'is but he

does stress that the c'ivil laws do resemble such ìmpediments because they are

the arti f i ci al cha'i ns whi ch b ind the art'if i ci al man , the commonweal th. He i s

careful not to push the resemblance too far. Although the political covenant

creates potestas it does not abolish potentìa. ,'Man retai ns 'in c'ivi 1 society

his corpora'l liberty to do as he would and indeed, as Hobbes points'out, his

'l8. Loc . ci t.
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natural passions are such that he very often would disregard the civil

laws but for his fear of the sovereign's punishments.

Hobbes then clearly distjnguishes corporal liberty from the

liberty of subjects so that he can qu'ite properly deny any charge of

inconsistency. But the major charge of a breakdown in his deductive chain

has so far been overlooked and must now be examined. Given his own commitment

to the method of arguing in strict deductive fashion from premises whose truth

cannot be denied, is_it then permissible to say that liberty, properìy

speak'ing, 'is one thing but that there is another definition of l'iberty which

comes to life in a particular context - at least without a more careful

elaborat'ion of the necessary steps involved?,'Corporal 1ìberty man enjoys with

the an'imals and even with inanimate objects but liberty as absence of

ob'ligations is a l'iberty peculiar to man..,"He alone del'iberately assumes the

role of a subject" l,lh'ilst corporal liberty belongs to men as bodies, civil

liberty is an attribute of men as conscious beings who understand what is

involved in covenant-keeping, who somehow grasp that promises ought to be kept

whatever the benefit to be gained by breaking them./lsjnce there is no explan-

ation of how the definition of civil 'liberty follows from or is even imp'lied

ìn hii definition of corporaì liberty, does not the logical chain which Hobbes

attempted to establ'ish break down at this point.? He may have argued that his

deductive chain was not of this kind and that there were in fact several ìogical

links between his two senses of liberty. Hobbes' defjn'ition of corporal

ìiberty derives from his materialist principles but starting from these

principles and his conception of human nature, he travelled quite some distance

via the natural condition, the laws of nature, the po'litica'l covenant and

civil 1aws, before arriving at the l'iberty of the subject. But it seems to me

very unlikely that Hobbes would have argued in th'is way; firstìy, because he

defined corporal liberty as liberty in the ptepeyl sense, which seems to gìve jt
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a continujng relevance rather than one restricted to a particular stage of

h'is argument and secondly, because he does so immediately prior to his

definition of civil l'iberty. Rather, it seems to me that the more plaus'ible

argument available to Hobbes is to point out that the thread wh'ich firmly

unjtes the two senses of liberty is his doctrine of materialistic determinism.

In the part'icular variety of this doctrine espoused by Hobbes, the distinction

between man as body and man as subject or moral agent does not d'issolve but

the two are conceived of as being connected by a causal chain. Sound ethical

thinking, a fu11 appreciation of what is involved in covenant-keep'ing, as well

as the lack of these fine qualities are deemed by Hobbes to be the necessary

concomitants of part'icular kjnds of personalities, more specifically of the

just and the unjust respectively. When man as subject is conceived of as a

function of man as material entity of a particular type, the need to bridge the

gap between the two senses of liberty obviously evaporates. Hence it'is to

Hobbes' view of justice and to hjs differential theory of human nature that we

must turn our attentjon in the following chapters'
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CHAPTER SEVEN

HOBBES AND JUSTICE

(t ) I NTRODUCT I ON

As I pointed out in the introductory Chapter, this last major part

of the thesjs is concerned with an exeges'is of Hobbes'v'iews on justice.

Here we turn to consider the second of the two great tributaries that flow

together to form the mainstream of Hobbes' thought. If so far we have been

main'ly concerned with the laws of nature as maxims of prudence, we must now

attend to the laws of nature as the authoritative commands of God. As I

suggested earlier, the union is not entirely harmon'ious. The main area of

turbulence produced by this convergence lies'in the reg'ion of justice.Hobbes

makes an elementary dist'inction between the justice of actions and the justice

of persons. It is clearly the former sense of iustice which he has in mind when

he defines justice as covenant - keep'ing, as he does in Leviathan and the

latter sense, when he describes justice as a 'constant wìll of giving to every

man his due'.1 A key passage where Hobbes explaìns the diverse s'ignifications

of the terms just, unjust, justice and injustice,reads as follows:

Justjce and Injustice, when they be attributed to actions, signify the
same thing with no injury and injury and denominate the act'ion just or
unjust but not the man so. For they denominate him guilty or not gui'lty.
But when justice or injustice are attributed to men, they s'ignjfy
proneness and affection and inclination of nature, that is. to say, pass'ions
of the m'ind apt to produce just and unjust act'ions. So that when a man ìs
said to be just or unjust, not the action but the passion and aptitude
to do such actions is considered.2

Following Hobbes, I will distìnguish between the justice of actions

(just'ice in sense one) and the justjce of persons (justice in sense two).

I . De C'ive,
2. The Eleme

.30.l

. Vol . IV , p.97.
p

t^l

E.t¡J., Vol.II,
nts of Law, E
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(2) Justice, Covenant-Keep inq and Natural Law.

The justice of actions is briefly defined by Hobbes as the keeping of

valid covenants. In Leviathan he says that injust'ice is 'no other than the

not keeping of valid covenants',3 and later he states expìicitly that'the

nature of justice consisteth in the keeping of valid covenants'.4 Hobbes

would deem a covenant invaljd if, for examp'lê,its terms required one of the

parties'to prom'ise that which'is known to be imposs'ible'5 or to remove the

ri ght to defend onesel f aga'inst force by force . 6 Such i nval i dati ng condi t'ions

are reassuringly simp'le and straitforward and Hobbes' further st'ipuìation

that'the validjty of covenants beg'ins not but with the constitution of a civil

power, sufficient to compel man to keep them'7 has at first glance an equally

appealing direct.ionsand uncomplicated character. Hobbes,it would seem, is

simp'ly stating the obvious. The inauspicious conditions prevail ing 'in the

state of nature are simply not conducive to the pract'ice of making and keeping

covenants. A contract, which Hobbes describes as a'mutual transferring of

rights'8 may be entered into in the state of nature since it involves only a

minimal element of trust; the relevant business is t,ransacted on the spot'as

ìn buying and selling wìth ready money, or exchange of goods or lands'e.

However entering into covenants, wh'ich involve trust first and foremost, is an jn-

appropriate form of activity ìn the atmosphere of distrust, hostility and general

insecurity which prevails 'in the natural condition. If actually entered into,

such covenants would be void ab initio. Hobbes po'ints out that i n such a case

the first performer'does but betray himself to his enemy'10. Here Hobbes

Leviathan, E.l,l. Vol .III, p"l3l .

I oc, c'i t.
I bid, p.126.
Ibid, p.127 

"Ibid, p.l3l.
Ibid, p. ì 20"
Ibid, p.120-121.
Ibid, p.124-125.

3.
4.
5"
6.
7"
8.
9.
10.
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seems to be adopting the posìtion of an independent arb'iter, fully equìpped

with the tools of right reasonìng, who confidently states, as a matter of fact

and not of opìnion, that covenants in the state of nature are void ab initio.

However he may actually be pleading a case, or at least to be commending a more

informed and considered judgement on the part of would-be first performers

in the state of nature. Through human frailty or foolishness, some men do

misjudge the extent of their insecurity or fail to fully appreciate the dangers

of their situation and they proceed to enter into covenants which are valìd

precisely because of their lack of discernment. Hobbes allows that the decision

as to the degree of rislc involved must rest with the would-be first performer.

If, because of some defect in his understanding of the situatjon, he does not

fuìly apprec'iate tfre dangers of his pos'ition and enters'into a covenant, he

is obliged by jts terms and he is not freed from his obligation unless he

subsequently becomes aware of 'some new fact or other sign of the will (i.e.

of the other party) not to perform'"11 When Hobbes appears in his role as

independent arbiter, justice as covenant-keeing 'is peremptorily excluded from

the natural condition. Hov¡ever when he assumes the gu'ise of a benign adviser

þ/ho nevertheless allows to would-be first performers the l'iberty to make their

ou,n assessment of the risks involved, justice as covenant keeping is a d'istinct

possibjlity in the state of nature. The categorical conclusion of the

'independent arbiter is d'iluted into the hypothetical and sadly reflective

conclus'ion of the helpful frjend,that all covenants entered into before the

advent of civil soc'itety woúld indeed be vo'id if men were sufficiently rational

and discerning.

At t'imes then Hobbes denies, whilst at other times he ,adrni;ü5,the

possibility of valjd covenants and hence of iustice in the state of nature.

ll. Ibid, p.125.
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Our difficulty concern'ing justice in sense one in the natural condit'ion is

further compounded when we note Hobbes' equation of justice with obedience

to the laws of nature. 0n several occasions Hobbes refers to an infringement of

the laws of nature as being 'unjust'. In Leviathan for e xamp'le he wri tes:

And therefore they that vow anything contrary to any law of nature
vow'in vain, as being a thing unjust to pay such a vow.

It seems clear from this that justìce, in sense one, means obedience to the

laws of nature - an equat'ion which seems strangely at odds with justice as the

keeping of valid covenants. In fact, since justice'in the sense of covenant-

keeping is itself enjoined by the third law of nature, it is difficult to see

how obedience to natural law as a whole can be termed 'just'ice'. In my view,

the most plaus'ibìe explanation of these conflicting definitions of justìce in

sense one,i;e.the keeping of covenants and obedience to natural 1aw, is that

they are each a direct consequence of his different ways of regarding the

I aws of nature.

Now it is true that,whether the laws of nature are conceived of as God's

laws or as rational max'ims, their content is more or less the same. Yet the

manner of conception does have important consequences with regard to Hobbes'

notion of justice. V'iewed merely as rationaì maxims, justice is itself

enjoined by the third law of nature and obedience to the laws of nature in

their entirety, therefore cannot be termed 'justjce'. Justice, in sense one,

is covenant-keeping, pure and simpìe. As such, since 'the val'idity of

covenants begins not but wìth the constitution of a civil power', it is in
genera'l absent from the state of nature, though in so far as Hobbes allows

would-be first performers to evaluate the risks involved in covenant-keeping,

there are a few exceptions and thus a few'instances of iustice. However when
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Natural Law is conceived of as God's Law, then justice denotes obedience to

the laws of nature as a whole and the institut'ion of the Commonwealth becomes

much less'important as the facil'itator or midwife of just actions. Hobbes

tells us that the iust man is one nho tries to ensure that his actions correspond

to the precepts of naturel2. He points out that it is wel'l-nigh imposs'ible to

pinpo'int specific instances of just and unjust actions, particuìarìy in the

state of nature but this is only because it is the agent himself who is in a

position to pass judgment upon the justice orinjust'ice of his actions.

Brief'ly, ìn the state of nature, what is just and unjust, is not to be
esteemed by the actions but by the counsel and conscience of the actor.
That which is done out of necessity, out of endeavour for peace,, for
the preservation of ourselves, is done with right, otherwise every damage
done to a man would be a breach of the natural law, and an'injury against
God. I 3

Hobbes'dual conception of Natural Law thus leads him jnto serious

d'ifficulties. He gives two separate and contradictory answers to the question

'What conditions are necessary for just act'ions to take place?' Sometjmes the

establishment of a sovere'ign power appears to be a necessary precondition;

at other times the setting up of the Commonwealth seems totally irrelevant.

Justice js simply obedjence to the law, natural or civil.

If Hobbes really meant what he said about God and religion, as I bel'ieve

he did,Ia then we can be sure that ìn his own mind he equated justice in sense

one w'ith obedience to Divine Law. He insisted that theology and philosophy

(faith and reason) ought to be kept clearly distinct but the dist'inctjon was

not always easy to maintain in practice. If it js true that Hobbes thought of

the universe in essentìa'l1y re'ligious terms, then it is hardly surprising that

this pel^son¡rl view impi:nged at iiret upon an argument based exclusively - or so

12.
13.

14.

Dejjrq, E.l^J. Vol .II, p.47.
Tn-if , p. +O . ( Footnote )

See Chapter Two, Sectìon (4)
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it was jntended - upon naturalistic prem'ises. Faith, and the 'knowledge'

which it bestowed on the believer, could not be la'id aside with quite such

ease. Unfortunate'ly, he could not prevent himself from making use of that

'knowledge' in his argument from the principles of nature and in doing so, he

expressly contradicted the definition of justice derived from those very

pri nci pl es .

trlhat are we to conclude from the foregoing analysis - that Hobbes was

hopeìess'ly inconsistent because he was incapab'le of abiding by h'is own rubric

of separating faith and reason or, somewhat more k'indly, that he attempted a

very delicate and complex balanc'ing act on two stools that almost but didn't

quite come off? Certain'ly Hobbes'own manner of speakìng - his claim to have

established once and for all the basis for a true, demonstrable, science of

humanity, his curt and [¡ery broad dismissal of much of what had passed for

polìtical writing in the past, his part'icular castigation of Aristotle as a

philosopher who was prone to all sorts of absurdit'ies, his blithe confidence

that in his work the'ratiocination is solid'and that the 'whole'doctrine

is 'inexpugnable' - all these things invíte harsh crit'icism on our part.

Hobbes seems to be interested onìy in being awarded the first prize. Nothing

less will do. He requests either the laurels of total victory, due to a

work of such sublime systematic character, of such impressive unity and coherence

or the humiliation of total defeat, the fate that he believed himself to have

inflicted on Aristotle. However, u,e are under no oblìgation to employ, to the

exclusion of all others, the extreme and harsh categories of judgment that

Hobbes himself seemed to deem appropriate in criticizing poìitical thinkers.

Just as a human instinct leads us to say, not only that an also-ran in a long-

distance race performed urell but also that merely to have replenished his body

with salt at a crucial moment would have been enough to secure a noble v'ictory,
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so too we cannot but feel that if Hobbes had said that the cond'itions

prevai'ling in the state of nature militate strongly against the justice of

actions as enjoined by the third law of nature but do not prevent, indeed

positively encourage, the justice of actions as obed'ience to the laws of

nature as a whole, the seeking of opportunities for peaceful co-operat'ion,

he would have considerably strengthened his defences agaÍnst cÈiticaT assaults.

No doubt jt is precisely because Hobbes was so near to an unassailable

consistency that such inconsistenc'ies as do exist loom all the largerin our

eyes. Perhaps it is not so much by'fruitful errors'as by'fru'itful near-

successes'that s'ignifìcant advances in our knowledge take place. If so, a

'len'ient'attitude towards the inconsistencies noted is not an instance of

pushing kindness to a point where iustice and propriety are offended but rather

a way of not losing s'ight of the qualities in Hobbes'work, its systematic

character and general 'impression of coherence, which attracted our attention

and admi ration i n the fi rst p'lace.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

VIRTUE AND ALLEGIANCE

(l ) Introduction

It has become virtually a commonplace in moral philosophy that

'ought'presupposes 'can'but in Hobbes'case, the latter term js both

ambiguous and problematjcal. This is because he believed that the

world was inhabited by a just minority and an unjust majority, each

possessing radically different capacities in the moral sphere, vvhilst at

the same time maintaining that the laws of nature were universally

obligatory. Hence in the case of the just, as we shall see, the term

'can'refers to their abí1ity to meet the requirements of the'ought'in

question by the'ir own, unaided natura'l resources, whereas in the case of

the uniust, thìs term refers to the poss'ibility of creating a political

situatjon in wh'ich they wi'I1 have no option but to do what they ought to

do. In their case, 'ought' more accurately Ímplies !can be made to'.

Most of Hobbes' cornmentators have drawn attention to the numerous

inconsistencies to be found in his works but lvlichael Oakeshott has taken

an irnportant step further and pointed out, I think correctly, that there

is a core of discrepancy jn Hobbes'writings of such a character as to

require a general explanation.l In this chapter an attempt'is made to

provide iust such an explanation. I propose firstly to examjne Hobbes'

conception of virtue and the manner of its distrjbution among men in general

l. See Rationalism in Pol'itics London, 1962, p. 288.
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and then to illustrate how his ideas concerning the distribution of human

virtue radically affected his solution to the problem of politica'l a'llegiance.

(2) Virtue

In one of Hobbes' earlier works, the Elements of Law we find that he

reserves his approbatjon for two spec'ia1 virtues which he regards as fundamental

fortitude and sociableness. He states thatlthe sum of virtue is to be sociable

to those that wi'll be sociab'le and formidable to them that will notr.2 lh"

balance, however, is somewhat uneasy. Hobbes frequently gives the 'impression

that the tru'ly virtuous man is essentially a sociabJe, peace-'loving character.

He is really a re'luctant hero in thatheroicdeeds are forced upon him by

circumstances whjch are not of his own makìng and which he wou'ld have wished

otherwise. Hobbescãmeto the conclusion that the type of person who is heroic,

'in the sense that he del'iberately seeks out opportunitjes to d'isp'lay his valour,

js not truly vjrtuous. In fact, he regarded a 'disposition of the mind to

war' as an infringement of the laws of nature. From the outset therefore there

is a tendency in Hobbes! thought to attach considerably more importance to

social virtues, such as charity and justice, than to vit'tues which are strictly

personal, such as fortitude and temperance.

This becomes even more appa rent in Hobbesr later works. In Leviathan

he comes very close to recognising magnanimity as the origin of all virtue.

Now this concep t is defined in the Elements of Law merel y as rgl ory wel I

grounded upon certain experience of a power sufficient to attain his end Ín

3open mannerr . Th'is summary definjtion is extended in Leviathan where

magnanimity is described as 'contempt of little helps and h'indrances'4

2. E.t^l. Vol . IV, p. ll0.
3. Elements of Law, E.W. Vol . IV, p. 52.
4. Leviathan, E.W. Vol. III, p. 44
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and where l'iberality, and more important, fortitude are actually defined

as aspects of the wider concept of magnanimity.5 Furthermore magnanimity

is itself equated with the specifically social virtue of justice, for

later in Leviathan Hobbes defines magnan'imity not just as 'contempt of

little helps and hindrances' but also as 'contempt of únjúst or dishonest

heì ps' The earlier definìt'ion in the Elements of Law has thus been

elaborated upon in a significant way, for we can now see that by 'in open

manner', Hobbes c'learìy meant 'in a just and honest manner'. There can

be little doubt that this is the case. The just, whom Hobbes always held

in such high regard, are characterised first and foremost by their just self-

estimation. Fully conscious of their own capacit'ies, they have no need to

resort to underhand means to achieve their ends. They choose to realise thé'i,r

objectives in an 'open manner' and hence regard such expedients as fraud and

bad faith as crude and beneath their dignity.

0f course Hobbes does not explicitly jdentify magnanimity with the sum of

virtue, even in Lêviâth¿rn, and it may therefore be an unwarranted presumption

to push this association too far. Yet the fact remajns that fortitude is

defined as an aspect of magnanimity and that magnanimous persons and just

persons share the same set of definitive characteristics. It would certa'inly

appear then that the two virtues for which Hobbes reserved his special praise

in the tlements of Law i.e. fortitude and sociableness? can now be summed

up in the single all-embracive virtue of magnan'imity since in LeViãthan

fortitude - as distinct from its corresponding perversion, reckless courage -

is clear'ly deemed by Hobbes to have its origins in the just or magnanimous

attitude. This is significant because it underscores the fundamental importance

of the 'social'virtues in Hobbes' system and the derivat'ive character of

the strictly personaì virtue of courage.

loc. cít.
Ib'id, p.60.

5

6
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The emergence in Hobbes' later works of the distinctjon between moral

and non-moral virtues further underlines the special importance whjch he

attached to the 'social'virtues. In the Elements of Law Hobbes does not

even mention any distinction of this type. He sìmply states what is virtuous

and leaves it at that.

...the habit of doing according to these and other laws
of nature, that tend to our preservation is that we call
virtue; and the habit of doing the contrary vice. As for
example, justjce is that habit by wh'ich we stand to covenants,
injustice the contrary vice; equ'ity that habit by whÍch we
allow equality of nature, arrogancy the contrary vice;
gratitude the habit whereby we require the benefjt and
trust of others, ingratitude the contrary vice; temperance
the habit by which we abstain from all things that tend
to our destructjon, intemperance the contrary vice; prudence
the same with virtue in genera'l .7

By contrast in De Cive Hobbes uses the term 'moral' to denote those

virtues which lead directly to peace.

The law therefore, in the means to peace, commands also
good manners or the practice of virtue; and therefore is
cal led moral .8

hlith regard to those virtues which are merely conducive to the well-

being of the individual, Hobbes regards them as commendable but refrains

from calling them'moral'. As Bernard Gert has observed,g it is only in

De Homine that Hobbes first explicitìy distinguishes between the two types

of v'irtue .

7. Elements of Law, E.W. Vol.
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That moral virtue, moreover, which we can measure by
civil laws, which are diverse in djverse communities, is
on'ly justice and equity; that virtue moreover, which we
measure purely through natural laws, is on'ly charity.
And in these two is contained all of mora
However, the other three virtues besides

i rtue .

tice, which
people call the cardinal virtues, courage, prudence and
termperance, are not the virtues of citizens as citizens
but of citizens as men.lo

The fact that Hobbes finaìly relegates courage, prudence and temperance

to the status of non-moral virtues does not mean that he ceased to esteem

these virtues highly, especjally in his own private thought. His definition

of magnan'imi ty i n Levi athan i I I ustrates parti cu'lar'ly we'l ì that the moral and

non-moral virtues are inextricably linked in practice, that is, in the actuaJ

human situation and that it is those endowed with heroic virtue who are also

most eminently virtuous in the moral sense. We need on'ly glance at Hobbes'

description of Sjdney Godoìphin, who epítomized h'is ideal of magnanimity, to

realize that this is so.

I have known clearness of judgement, and largeness of
fancy; strength of reason and gracefu'l elocution; a courage
for the war and a fear for the laws, and all eminently in
one man; and that was my most noble and honoured friend,
Mr. Sidney Godol phin. ll

This tendency to intimately connect all the virtues is in fact a constantly

recuming feature of Hobbes'account of virtue. [,.le have already seen how

lìberalìty and fortitude are defined as aspects of magnanimity, which is itself

then identified with justice" In De Cive too, we find a remarkable series

of equivalences "

But by obedience in this,place is signified not the fact
but the will and desire wherewith we purpose, and endeayour
as much as v,re canl-Tõ-obey for the future" In which sense
the word obed'ience is eq uivalent to repentance. ...But because

lv
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This assimilation of obedjence with charity and justice, at first
sight, might seem rather peculiar, even absurd. The virtue of justice,

Hobbes tells us, relates to covenants and laws, and the rights and duties

derived therefrom; whereas the virtue of charity is, quite simply, the

desire to do good unto others.l3 It would appear then that there is no

way in which the two vírtues can be meaningfulìy related, let alone

assimilated. Yet Hobbes vÌgorous'ly insists that the dividing line between

the vìrtues is not quite so clear-cut, for those who love their neighbours

cannot but obey the moral law and hence they cannot keep faith, which is

enioined by the moral law. Now we are obliged under this law to behave jn

a certain way towards men in generaì but not towards any particular man.

However, a valid covenant, once entered into, has the effect of particu'lariz'ing

our generaì ob'ligation under the moral law to keep faith. Specific obligatíons

are assumed by the partìes to the covenant and justíce is no more than the

virtue of those disposed to fulfil obl'igatìons of this type. Hobbes was

not blind to the obvious differences which existed between justice and charity.

But what he wished to impress upon his readers was his conviction that those

virtues were no more than different aspects of the same virtue, namely a

willingness to obey the moral law. The dífference really concerns the

practical app'lication of this single virtue. For example, it is known as

iustice, when it takes the form of keeping covenantsn and as charity, when

it assumes the guise of preparedness to help others, when there ls no specific

obligation to do so. A willingness to obey moral law is then the fjr"m

foundation of both virtues. Hobbes regarded injury as being immoral and

uncharitable as well as uniust. He simply could not conceiye of a just man

who was not also charitable, nor of a charitable man who was not aJso just.

.l3. 
See Leviathan, E.W. Vol. III, p" 43.
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The profound significance of this ident'ifjcation of justice with charity

for Hobbes'theory of political obligation has, I believe, been missed by

some of his commentators. J.H. Warrender for example suggests that Hobbes

would not have viewed unfavourably a person whose motjve for obed'ience of

the civil law was fear of God's wrath and can find no reason why Hobbes would

not have denominated such a man just. Whilst it may'indeed be true that rHobbes

makes no statement which definitely impf ies that regard for divine sanct'ions

would not be a perfectìy proper motive for the iust man'14 lt is egually true

that Hobbes never at any time suggested or even remotely implied that his

definition of the Justice of Persons as an inclination of nature or passion

of the mind apt to produce just actionsl5 r.grired any further explanatÍon.

In Hobbes' thought Justice was not the manjfestation of such a fear but a

human quality in its own right. 0n the interpretation presented by J.H.

Wamender, the Justice of Persons becomes less like a v'irtue which js

identifiable wjth charity, and more like a shrewd, calculating capacity to

decipher the proper means towards the achieving of an ultimate goal, salvation.

In short, it'is unlike'ly that Hobbes would have regarded fear of divine

sanctions as a proper motive for the just man's obedjence of the civil law.

He implies as much when he points out that the wjll of the unjust person

'... is not framed by the justice but by the apparent benefit of what he is

to do'.16 Presumably then the just person is characterised by an indifference

or carelessness as to the benefjcial consequences of his actions, and by his

contempt for this kind of cold caJculat1on in matters of morafity.

14. H. Warrender, The Political Philosophv of Hobbes, Oxford , J957,
p.290.
See The Elements of Law E"l^1., Vol . IV, p . 97 .

I , p. .I36.15.
16. Levi a an 0
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But who then are the virtuous and what proportion of the population

do they account for? Hobbes states unequivocably that they constitute on'ly

a small minority of men in genera'|, sÍnce 'unjust is the name of the far

greater part of men'17 and that Ín the context of cjvil society at any rate,

'the wills of most men are governed on'ly by fear'.18 It is onìy the just

whose wills are not so governed for their actions are flavoured with the

relish of justice which requires 'a certain nobleness or gaìlantness of

courage, rarely found, by which a man scorns to be beholden for the contentment

of his ljfe, to fraud, or breach of promise'.19 Hobb., stresses that such

virtuous souls are'too rarely found to be presumed upon especially in the

pursuers of wealth, command and sensual p'leasure; which are the greatest

part of mankind', and hence concludes that, from the point of view of the

sovereign concerned with the mechanics of law enforcement, 'The passion to

be reckoned upon is fear'.20 At a later stage of Lêyiathan he repeats this

convi ct'ion .

0f all the passions, that which inclineth men 'least to
break the laws, is fear. Nay, except'ion some generous natureso
it is the on'ly thing, lvhen there is apparence of profit or
pleasure by breaking the laws, that makes men keep them.2l

Believing as he did that men of vintue were the exception rather than the

ruìe, then the primary political prob'lem for Hobbes was how best to ensure the

obedience of men jn generaì to the civil law. It is to this problem that we

must now turn our attention.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Human Nature E.W., Vol. IV, p

V , p. 129.
24.

ements o aw E.W., Vol. I
V a Vol. III, p. .l36.

Ib opp.12B
Ibi d. p. 285.
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(3) Alleqiance

At times, as we have seen, Hobbes tells us that the allegiance of most

subjects to the sovereign's commands js guaranteed in the main by fear; at

other times he is anxious to point out that the power of the sovereign

itself depends upon men being willing to obey, quite apart from any sanction

which he could bring to bear against them. This may be an example of Hobbesian

inconsistency; yet I do not think that this is the case. Rather, I be'lieve

that Hobbes was advancing two separate, though complementary, theories as to

why men obey the civil law. I use the terms 'vertical' and 'horizontal' to

describe these theories of a'lìegiance.

The 'vertical' or 'pyramidical' theory of allegiance is perhaps the more

easi'ly explained. Men are deemed to obey the civil law because they have

been former'ly obìiged by thejr covenant with the sovereign to do so; this in

turn they adhere to because of their more general obligation to obey Natural

Law. It is upon the solid foundation of Natural Law, therefore, that every

other part of the superstructure, so to speak, ultimate'ly depends. In the

horizontal theory of allegiance, however, Natura'l Law is not endowed with

quite the same significance. Men obey quite simp'ly because of their fear

of the sanctions at the disposaì of the soveriegn. It is true that, in the

terms of this theory, Natural Law p'lays an ind'ispensable role in the formation

of the state. Yet once the Commonwealth has been established, the reasons for

its continued existence can be understood without constantly referring back

to what has gone before. To explain the phenomenon of obedience, we need

look no further than the widespread fear of the sovereign's power. The theory

in other words proceeds horizontally rather than verticalìy, the later stages

of the progression depending only remote'ly on the earlier stages.
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The argument in De Cive aptìy illustrates this kind of progression.

In this work Natural Law, understood as the dictate of rational fear

engendered by the insecurity of the state of nature, obvìous'ly ceases to

p'lay an important part'in Hobbes'system after the erection of the Commonwealth.

There has been a revolution in the conditions of life; order has replaced

anarchy, and Natural Law simply cannot survive so great a transformation.

It can now be safeìy put to one s'ide, having served its purpose, for within

the context of politica'l society adherence to these formulae for peacefuì

co-existence is no ìonger requisite for security. All that is necessary

is obedience to the soveriegn's commands, and Hobbes leaves us in no doubt

as to how he thinks this can be best achieved.

It is not enough to obtain this security that every one
of those now growing up into a city do covenant wÍth the rest,
either by words or by writing not to steal, not to kill and to
observe the like laws; for the pravity of human disposition is
manifest to all and by experience too well known how little
(removing the punishment) men are kept to their duty through
conscience of their promises. We must therefore prov'ide for
our security, not by compacts but by punishments.22

It would appear then that the obedience of most men to the state can be

satisfactori'ly explained in terms of their fear of punishments. But what

then of Hobbes' vertical theory of allegiance which stipulates that men are

capable of obeying the state simply because of their sense of duty and because

they regard themselves as having entered into a covenant with the sovereign

which must be fulfilled at alI costs?

The two theories are not as irreconcilable as it mìght appear at first
sight, for by and large each theory was intended by Hobbes to help explain

the poìitical behaviour of a specific group of individuals, and not of men

in general. Thus while the vertical theory of al'legiance largely served to

explain the reasons for the allegiance of the virtuous or just to the civil
ìaw, the horizontal was designed by Hobbes mainìy to account for the pofitjcal

22. De Cive, E.Ì,rl. Vol . II, p.75.
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behaviour of the depraved masses of humanity. A brief examination of

each class of person in turn will reveal why this is so.

The just man, we should remember, is a peculiar polit'ical animal.

l¡lhereas most peop'le , havi ng parti ci pated i n the covenant whi ch establ j shes

the state, feel ob]iged to obey the soveriegn, yet there rema'ins a

discrepancy between what they are ob]iged to do and what their natural

passions incline them to do. However, in the case of the just person, by

and large, this kind of discrepancy does not arise, for justice is itself
his predom'inant natural passion. Hobbes states this most clearly and succincily

when he ìs explaining the d'iverse sign'ificat'ions of the terms just, unjust,

justice and injustice.

Justice and Injustice, when they be attributed to actions
sì gn ify the same thing with no inju ry and injury ...But whenjustice or injustice are attributed to men, they signify proneness
and affection and inclination of na ture that is to s ay pass'rons
o e n ap o pro uce ust an un ust acti ons .

23

The iust person does not have to regiment or discipline his passìons in

order to realise a moral ideal, for his adherence to the standards set by

that ideal flows automat'icalìy from his inherent disposition. His will is

so framed that, by and'large, he cannot but choose to act righteously. In
a very real sense, therefore, it is true to say that the reason why a just

man obeys the civil law is because he ought'i.e. because he has previously

covenanted to do so. Whereas the sense of obligation of the unjust scarcely

modifies the overriding power of their passions, Hobbes gives the'impressìon

that in the case of the just it constitutes the main motive force of their

actions in the poìitical sphere.

By contrast, the unjust person is, as a general rule, capable of no

higher motive for obedience of the civil 'law than fear of the sovereign's

sanct'ions. He is in the unenviable position of being obliged to obey the

law (natural and civi'l ) and yet lacking the wherew'ithal to fulfill such

obligations. Hobbes makes 'it clear that he possesses knowledge of Natural

23. Elements of Law E.l,{. Vol . IV, p. 97.
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Law for, summed up'in the maxim, 'Do not that to another, which thou

thinkest unreasonable to be done by another to thyself',24 it is easily

understood by even the least intelligent of mortals. H'is will, however,

is so framed that, his acknowledgement of obl'igation under the law

notwithstanding, he cannot but choose to neglect his obligations and to

pursue his short-term interests. Hobbes believed that the unjust were

seldom capabìe of rising above this level because the self-regarding passions

almost inevitabìy marred their ratjonal faculties.

It would, however, be a mistake to conclude either that the unjust

person within the Commonwealth is motivated exclusiveìy by fear or that the

just person is so scrupulous that he never falters from the path of virtue.

Each of them approaches but does not actual ly reach the extremes of moral

perfection on the one hand (the just) and moral depravity on the other (the

unjust). 0n closer scrutiny, the just man is found to have feet of.luy,25
while the unjust person can claim to have some redeem'ing features. Indeed,

it is precisely because the just and unjust to some extent share the same

virtues and vices that both Hobbes' theories of alleg'iance acquire a peculiar

kind of universality i.e. they each in their own way serve to explain why

men in genera'l obey the sovereign desp'ite the fact that both theories were

designed by Hobbes primarily to eluc'idate the pofitical motivation of specific

groups of people. For example although the vertical theory serves first and

foremost to explain the political motivation of the just, yet it does in a

very reaì sense help us to understand the po'litical motivation of all men.

The uniust, it must be stressed, do not regard the sovereign simply and soìely

as an object of fear and awe. They know and understand the laws of nature.

ee EV a an E.hl. Vol . I p.
Lev i athan E.h,f. Vol. III, p

I
258.

136 where Hobbes says 'a righteousI
man, sno lose that title, by one, or a few unjust actions,
that proceed from sudden passion...;'and in De Cive, E.W. Vol. II,p.33
he tells us that the just man does 'unjust things only by reason
of his infirmity'.

24"
25.
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...it is true that hope, fear, anger, ambition,
covetousness , va'ingl ory, and other per:turbati ons of
the mind, do hinder a man so as he cannot attain to a

knowledge of these laws whilst those passions prevail
in him: but there is no man who is not sometimes in a
quiet mind.26

Similarly, they understand the rationale of sovereignty for they can

appreciate, at least in their cooler moments of deliberation, that the

sovereign, in forcing them to obey his commands, js doing something for

them which they are incapable of doing for themselves. He is keeping the

peace, and in dojng so, he is promoting the true,'longterm interests of

everyone. Hobbes also urges the sovereign to teach his subiects the basis

of his power lest they be misinformed but this would quite ev'identìy be a

superfluous exercise if the sovereign's power depended entireìy on the fear

and awe of his subjects. In his enumeration of the dut'ies of the 'Sovere'ign

Rep resentative' in Leviathan , Hobbes states that 'it is against his duty 'to

let the people be misinformed of the grounds and reasons of those his essential

Rights' and Ín Behemoth we are told that'the power of the m'ighty hath no

foundation but in the opinion and belief of the peopl "'.27 However important

as a motive for the unjust man, fear is in itself insufficient to explain

his allegiance to the state. Hobbes tells us that this fear is mingled with

a kind of respect, a recognit'ion that the power of the sovereign is legitìmately

exerc'ised because 'it rests on the authority of Natural Law.

The horizontal theory similarìy applies to man in general, for a'lthough

des'igned primari'ly to explain the po'litÍcal behaviour of the corrupt masses

of humanity, yet is does apply to a lìmited extent to the iust as well.

Hobbes believed that the just occasionally sin through infirmity. Their

occasional intention to sin, however, is on'ly rarely translated into actual

De Ci ve,
Behemoth

E.ttl. Vol . II, p. 44.
E.W. Vol. IV, p. 184.

26.
27.
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uniust actions with'in the context of civìl society because of their fear

of the sovereign's penal power and so, to this limited extent therefore,

their motives for obedience coincide with those of the just. It is precìsely

because the iust occasionally sin through'infirmity that Hobbes can make

the broad statement that fear of the sovereign is the cause of political

obedi ence.

We must therefore provide for our security not by
compacts, but by punishments.2s

The setting up of the Commonwealth has this'important consequence, that

the citizen has very little option but to obey the civil law. Fear of the

sovereign's power then is a sure guarantee of the constant allegiance of

all his subjects - including the just. However, even if the sovereign makes

use of his powers to ensure that hìs subjects are law-abid'ing,'it is important

not to lose sight of the fact that the just, by and'large, obey his commands

primarily because of their covenant to do so, even though they are forced

to comply in any case.

Hobbes then advanced two separate, though complementary theories of

aì'legiance. It was because these two theories were both universally valid

whilst at the same time be'ing designed to elucidate the poìitical motivation

of specific groups of peop'le, that Hobbes was'in a position to make certain

statements (see below) concerning the reasons for political allegiance, which,

though they may certainìy seem contrad'ictory, are not in fact so. In thìs

first list of statements, Hobbes js stating his vertical theory of allegiance.

...for if men know not their duty, what is there
that can force them to obey the laws?2s

But that sin, which by the law of nature is treasonis a transgression of the natural, not the civil law...
For except s.ubjects were before obliged to obedience,
that is to say, not to rebel, all law is of no force.3o

28.
29.
30.

De Ci ve,
Behemoth

E.l¡1. Vol . II, p. 75.
E.l,{. Vol . VI, p . 237 .

E.t,l. Vol. II, pp.200-201 .VE
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...the power of the mighty hath no foundation but
in the opinion and bel ief of the peop'le.3t

In the following statements Hobbes is expounding his horizontal

theory of allegiance.

The passion to be reckoned upon is fear.32

...excepting some generous natures, it (fear) is
the on'ly thìng, when there is apparence of profit or
pìeasure by breaking the laws, that makes men keep
them.33

...the wills of most men are governed only by
fear. 34

There is no inconsistency in the above statements because, as we have

seen, the just and unjust, who together comprise the whole of humanity,

share the same virtues and vices to a limited but significant degree. Thus

it is indeed the sovereign's penal power which'ìargely accounts for the

obedience of the unjust majority, because their natures are such that this

desirable result can on'ly be brought about in this way. At the same time,

however, they do acknow'ledge an obligation to obey the sovereign based upon

their covenant with him and even though their depraved natures render them

ìarge'ly incapab'le of shouldering this burden, their acknowledgement that

they are so obliged and their consequent recognition of the lawful authority

of the sovereign is neither entire'ly ineffectuaì, nor without desirable

po'litical consequences, especial'ly if the sovere jgn's propaganda machine is

in good order. The sovereign power also rcompe'ls'the just to obey the civi'l

Jaw, although this kind of compu'lsion, as applied to the righteous, is merely

a kind of safety measure, designed to counteract the occasiona'l lapses to

which unfortunateìy even the just are prone. As a generaì rule, however, the

just can be relied upon to obey the civil law from the best possible motive,

nameìy because of their covenant to rrender due and proper obed'ience"

3l
32
33
34

Behêmoth, E.tJ. Vol . VI, p. 184.
têviãTñãn, E.W. Vol. III, p. 129.
Ibid, p. 285.
Elements of Law E.hJ. Vol . IV, p. 129.
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Whilst it is true then that if men do not recognise that the power of the

sovereign'is legitimately exercised, nothing can force their compliance,

it is equal'ly true that fear of the sovereìgn's sanctions is the best

guarantee of the allegiance of his subjects. The manner in which Hobbes'

two theories of allegiance complement one anotherin his po'litical system,

so that together they constitute a comprehensjve explanation of why men

obey the cjvil lat,'I, 'is illustrated in a footnote in De Cive.

More clear'ly therefore, I say thus; that a man is
obliged by hìs contracts, that is, that he ought to
perform for his promise's sake; but that the law ties
him being ob'liged, that is to say, it compels him to
make good his promise for fear of the punishment appointed
by the law.35

35. De Cive, E.W. Vol. II, p. 185.
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CHAPTER NINE

OBLIGATION AND FAITH

(l ) Hobbes' Material ì sm

In the prevìous chapter I deliberately used the term'aìlegiance'rather

than 'obligatÍon' to describe Hobbes' theory of why men obey the civil law;

and the iustification for so doing is that Hobbes did not distinguish'in the

usual fashion between reasons and causes. Given the assumption that 'everything

which exists is body'and that the phenomena of the unìverse can be whol'ly

explained'in terms of the motion of matter, then only causes can exist or,

perhaps more accurately, reasons are more properly conceived of as themselves

being causes of actions. If we carefully analyse why a just man acts justly,

the cause and the reason wjll be found to be virtually identicaì - his just

disposition. This may'seem false or contrary to our normal way of thinking. It
may be argued that a just man acts justly because he appreciates what is involved

in being oblìged by a valid covenant. He ascertaìns 'reasons'. But th'is js not

Hobbes' line of argument. He insists that while we have free will, we do not have

the will to wjll, so that the deljberations of the just man are in a sense

predetermined or caused by h'is just disposit'ion. To be more exact,the very

fact that the iust man himself alleges certain reasons for h'is activity (the

propriety of keeping covenants etc.), 'is to be expla'ined in terms of his 'constant

will to give each man his due'. This then is the ultimate cause both of the

direction of his deliberation and of the act'ion itself. Such an account'is no

more than a logical application of the princ'iples of metaphysical materialism.

It is ìmportant to note that iustice was for Hobbes a God-given gracel but

he is anxious to emphasise that graces, though supernatural in respect of thejr

source, are yet natura'l in every other respect.

l. See The Questions Concerninq Liberty.Necess'ity and Chance, E"W. Vol.V, p. 9.
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God di sposeth man to Piety,Just'ice, Mercy
Virtue, both Moral and Intellectual, by d
occasìons, natural and ordinary.2 (Empha

ruth, Faith and all manner of
rìne, example and by several
added. )

,T
oct
sis

Graces, as conceived by Hobbes, are not gifts which God freely gives to

man'in order to help him overcome his nature, but are actually installed wjthin

and are a part of his physical constitution. Since body alone exists, Hobbes

would not agree that there is a distinction between nature and grace" He

therefore conceived of graces as natural d'ispositions jn men to be merciful,

iust etc., and not as something outside man's nature which helps to radically

transform it.

Given that this is the case, it follows that Hobbes' argument from the

principles of nature is not quite as deficient as has often been suggested.

F.C. Hood, for example, in The Divine Politics of Thomas Hobbes 3 asserts,

correctìy, that the argument from the princip'les of nature'is limited to the

attainment of a natural good which is a possible object of appetite and that

being so limited, all voluntary actions can only be the result of deliberation

as to natural good. He then goes on to assert that:

The only will of which Hobbes can take account in his argument from natureis last appetite. The will to obedience has to be excluded; it is not
a naturaì appetite in men who are natura'lly inclined to liberty"a

Now 'it 'is precisely at this point that the argument fails" hlill, 'in

Hobbes'thought, is indeed aìways ìast appetite for natural good but the wjll
to iustice is, as we have already observed, depicted by Hobbes as a natural

inclination or passion. The activities of the just man prov'ide no major

difficulties for Hobbes' psychology of deliberatjon. Curious though it may

appear, in endeavouring to act with consideration towards others, in rendering

to each his due etc., he is merely act'ing in accordance with hjs will, as 'last

2
3
4

E.lll. Vol.III,
The Divine Pol

.420.
tics of Thomas Hobbes

P
l Oxford, pp.30-31.
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appetite for natural good. In Christian thought generaì'ìy, life on this earth

is often seen in terms of a constant struggle between two forces - light and

darkness; the duty of acting in accordance with God's commands, as revealed in

Scripture, is regarded as being in perpetual conflict wìth the dictates of

natural passion - the Christian being of course obliged to subordinate the latter
to the former. This not'ion that men are torn between two rival forces is not

entire'ly absent from Hobbes' thought; he does admít that the just man occasionally

sins through infirmity. But by and large his unique naturalist definition of

iustice enables h'im to sidestep the problem of resolving this conflict, for

certain men obey God's laws by natura'l impulse, by a k'ind of necessity imposed

by their internal bodiìy motions.

A serious object'ion to this interpretation of Hobbes'is offered by Richard

Peters who contends that'Hobbes refused to give any terms wh'ich describe bodies

a dispositional interpretation; all terms refer to actual occurrences'.5 Now

this is quite obviously a mistaken view, since jf Hobbes did make an assumption

of this kind about explanatory terms, it wou'ld have been quite absurd for him to

ìay such stlress on the distinction between the justice of actions and the justice

of persons. Hobbes' desire-aversion model does not, as Peters suggests,_ display

a certajn inelasticity of approach to the problem of psychological explanation

for jt does not exclude, but in fact presupposes, dispositions; it is only in

terms of the latter that our differing responses to the same external stimulj can

be made at all intelligib'le. Hobbes is merely asserting, what js after all a

commonplace, that external stimuli are necessary to translate our proclivities

into concrete actions, to'detonate'our dispositions. As far as I can ascertain,

Hobbes ìs merely drawing an elementary d'istinction between cause and effect, and

attempting to designate those factors which cond'ition the effect of any part'icular

cause

Metaphysical meterialism then provided the conceptual spectacles through

5. R. Peters, Hobbes London, p..l 37
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which Hobbes viewed the world. Yet this rather radical vision of reality is

somehow at odds with the actual psychologica'l principles derived by Hobbes from

'it, which are positively trite and ordinary - namely that every effect must have

a cause and that we have free will but not the will to will. At the risk of

unfairly exaggerating their commonpìace character, I would assert that they

amount to no more than the insistence that a man's personaì'ity is crucjal in

determ'in'ing how he reacts to experience.

(2) Obl i qati on and Fai th

As we noted earlier, the main consequence of Hobbes'materialism, for our

present purpose, is that the dist'inction between reasons and causes and hence I

between theories of obligation and theories of aì'legiance'is necessarily blurred.

His naturalistic definition of iustice may be perfectly consistent with his

materialist assumptions but jt serves only to erode this dìstinction further.

Nonetheless the probìem of whether or not a coherent account of po'litical

obligation can be extracted from Hobbes'writings persists and must now be tackled.

It has been demonstrated that Hobbes espoused two separate but complementary

theories of allegiance, based ultimately on the distinction between just and

unjust persons. However the parallel enterprìse of illustrating that Hobbes also

espoused two theories of obligation, similarly based on thjs distinction, is

fraught with considerable difficulties and we must proceed a good deal more

tentatively. 0akeshott has unravelled the full extent of the problem facing

commentators on Hobbes and insisted, guite correctìy, that the core of discrepancy

at the heart of Hobbes'writings calls for a genera'l expìanation. The series of

inconsistencies to which Oakeshott refers6 can, I believe, be resolved once it
is recognised that Hobbes did espouse two separate theories of obligation; that

each has a special reference to and relevance for a spec'ific class of persons (tfie

iust, in the case of the theory of obligation extracted by l*Jarrender from Hobbes'

6. See Rat'ionalism in Politics, London, Methuen 1962, pp.284-286.
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works, which I use the term vertical to descrjbe and the unjust,in the case

of 0akeshott's 'horizontal' theory of obligation), and that consequently

neither theory should be considered as somehow authentic or as representing what

Hobbes 'reaì ly' bel ieved.

The vertjcal theory of obligation which Warrender extracts from Hobbes'

writings can be summarised jn the following paragraph:

Through the medium of a political covenant ...the citizen takes upon
himself an obligation to obey the sovereign, which is underwritten by his
fundanental ob'ligation to obey naturaì law - in the first place, from an
indeterminate oblìgatìon to'seek peace'etc., and in the second p'lace, from
a more specific obligation to keep the valid covenants whjch he makes.
The power of the sovereign'is therefore the reluctance of the subject to
break natural law.7

The interpretation of Hobbes' moral theory favoured by Oakeshott'is as

fol I ows :

Since for Hobbes all moral obligation derives from 1aw, there can be no

duty where there is no law. Now the condit'ions prevailing in the state of

nature make it highìy unlike'ly that there ever could be a law, in the proper

sense, before the establishment of the civitas because law is strictly defined

by Hobbes as the command of one person 'addressed to one formerly obì'iged to

obey him'. The laws of nature then are mere'ly rational max'ims whjch have no

obl i gatory force.

In the inte
beings to e
consti tuted
converted i
to do so.
law, a law
endeavour. I

rpretation we are now considering, then, what causes human
nter into the agreement by which the civil sovereign is
and authorized is their fear of destruction which has been

nto a rational endeavour for peace; but they have no obligation
Their duty to endeavour peace begins with the appearance of cjvil
properly so-called and the only one of its kind commandìng this

7

B

H. Warrender, 'Hobbes' Conception of MoralìtV', in Baumrin (ed.),
Belmont, Cal ifornia 1969.

onalism in Politics London, Methuen 1962, p"269.
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Now any moral theory, if it is to be of any use at all, must not be too

d'ivorced from man's passions, inclinations and abilities. Man as he ought

to be must not be a total stranger to man as he is. However in Hobbes'case,

as we have seen, there was a radical divìsion among men between the just and

uniust and hence his primary task as a moral phj'losopher was to evolve separate

theories of obligation for each group which would take into consideration their

dìfferent capacities and inclinations. Our first object'ive then will be to

illustrate that he constructed the vertical theory of obl'igation with the just

very much in mind.

Hobbes makes it qu'ite clear that the laws of nature can only be cons'idered

as law in the strìct sense when they are acknowledged as God's Law. Therefore

God rules only over those'that beTieve there is a God that governeth the world,

and hath given Praecepts, and propounded Rewards and Punishments to l4ankind.'e

But who then are these peop'l e? Al I men through reason may come to know God as

a distant First Cause but only those who have faith may know a Providential God,

concerned with human conduct. The introductjon of the concept of faith is
crucia'ìly important because Hobbes, as we shall see, regarded the presence of a

iust disposition'in a person as a necessary cond'ition of hjs having faith.

According to Hobbes, just two virtues were necessary for salvation, fajth

and obedience, but with regard to the latter he states that:

I

The Obedience required at our hands by God... is a serious Endeavour to
Obey him; and js called also by such names as signify that Endeavour. And
therefore 0bedience js sometimes called by the names of Charily, and Lovq,
...and sometimes by the name of Righteousness; for Righteousness is but thewill to give to every man his owñe,Tha[Js to say, the wiìl to obey the Laws;
and sometjmes in the name of þoentance: because to Repent implyeth a turninq
away from sinne, which ís the¡arn-+ wjt-h the return of the wiil"to 0bedience]I0

Leviathqq, E.t,l. Vol.III, p.344.
tetiãth-an, E.W. Vol .III, p.586. See also De Cive, E.hJ. Vol .II, p.300-l
wñere Fõ6Ues expl ic jtly equates just'ice wiTï-i6ecl-ience.

l0
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The genera'l trend of the argument in De Cive is that faith is the product

of a certain djsposition of the human will. Hobbes frequently refers to such

biblical quotations as 'the just shall l'ive by faith' and 'Repent ye and believe

the Gospeì'whjch seem to carry the suggestion that repentance is a necessary

precondition of and'is temporaìly prior to faith. In descrìbing how fa'ith and

obedience bring about salvation, he points out that:

Faith and Obedience have diverse parts in accompl'ishing the salvation of,
Christians; for thìs contributes the power or capacity, that the act; and
either is said to justify in its kind.11

Clearly then Hobbes thought that obedience iustified in a much more vital

sense than did faith and that,'indeed, the very existence of faith in a person

largely depended upon the justice of his dispos'ition. There were however,

obvious scriptual limitations which he had to respect in propounding such a

doctrine. In a rather lengthy footnotel2 Hobbes himself mentions those parts of

the Scriptures where we hear of men, such as the good thief, whose faith alone had

been sufficient for salvation. For Hobbes, these passages were something of an

embarrassment" By and 1arge, the Scriptures supported his 'interpretation of

justice and faith and the interrelationship which he purported to exist between

them. Yet he could not simply'ignore them. Consequently he had to argue in the

end that th'is relationship existed as a general rule but not necessarily at all

times.

In Leviathan however the argument undergoes a subtle transformation which can

best be appreciated by examin'ing certain paraììe'l passages in Dq Cive and Levi athan

concernìng those excluded from God's Kingdom. In De Cive Hobbes points out

that the Kingdom of heaven is closed to none but sinners, that is to say, to

those who have not rendered due obedience to the law; 'and not to those neither

if they believe the necessary articles of the Christian faith.'13 Here Hobbes

De Cive E.ltl. Vol . II, p.3'14.
Ibid, pp.306-7.

ll.
12.
13. De Ci ve E. l^J. Vol . I I Lp. 300
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has in mind those whose faÍth alone earned them salvation, without the rest.

Yet in Leviathqn the anomaìy is removed by the presumption on Hobbes' part that

a renewed will to iustice, expressed jn rel'igious terms as repentance, must

have preceded the sinner's attainment of fajth. He now states that the kingdom

of heaven is shut to none but sinners 'nor to them, in case they repent and

believe all the articles of Christ'ian Faith necessary to Salvatjon.'la By the

simple expedient of presum'ing repentance on the part of the sinner, Hobbes is able

to sidestep the major dìfficulty that he encountered in De Cive. Faith, he

now alleges, presupposes justice in all cases, without exceptìon.

We can novv appreciate why the vertical theory of oblìgat'ion is particularly

appropriate for the iust man. He alone is capable of discerning, with a certainty
conferred by faith, that the precepts of nature are'in fact God's Law and hence

obligatory at all times, even'in the state of nature, provided of course that the

obligation to'seek peace' is not invalidated by the presence of inauspic.ious

circumstances. His obligation to obey the sovereign is clearly underwrittteni by hi;s

fundamental obligation to adhere to the precepts of nature. From the point of view

of the iust, these precepts meet all the conditions necessary to be considered as

law and hence as moral]y obljgatory; whereas from the perspective of the unjust, jt
is by no means apparent that these same precepts should be ascribed the status of

a 'system of moral'ity' quite independent of the sovereign's fiat. We can have some

sympathy wiTh the situation of the unjust in the state of nature. 0n the one hand

they have a set of merely prudential maxims and on the other, a rational conviction

that God exists; but the connecting link between the two, which is necessary;to

transform God as First Mover into a Providential God and which faith through

iustice alone provides, is apparentìy missing.

It is then by no means easy to establish the extent to which the vertical

theory of obligation applies to the unjust. However one ìmportant point should be

I 4. Levi athan E.ld. Vol .III, p.586.
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noted in thìs regard. !'lh'ilst Hobbes makes a clear-cut distinction between the

iust and the unjust, there'is no correspondingly rigid divis'ion between believers

and non-believers, for Hobbes talks about those who do not have true faith but

mereìy provess belief.l5 We can say with reasonable certa'inty that the just are

obliged to obey the laws of nature, acknowìedged through faith to be God's Law,

and that atheists and agnostics are not. As for the rest however, what Hobbes

probably took to be the great middle mass of humanity, the degree to which they

are obliged cannot be ascertained with any real precision.

Simjlarly, the horizontal theory of obligation has an obvious relevance

for the unjust maiority. As we have just seen, it is not altogether clear

that they are in fact ob]'iged by the laws of nature, understood as God's commands;

yet at least there is no doubt as to their obfigation to obey the civil law since

they have expressìy covenanted to do so. Hobbes was concerned to design a moral

theory for the unjust which did not re'ly on God as the ultimate source of obligation

and the horizontal theory suited this purpose admirably. It was because he had

little fajth in the moral sense of the unjust that he very often appealed to the

rationality rather than the righteousness of covenant-keeping. But of course we

might add that the just, in their moments of infirmity, were not above being

swayed by such appeal s.

15. See Lev'iathan, E.W. Vol .III
Cornmonwealths all men eithe
the word of God. '

.598 where Hobbes states that....'in Christian
elieve or at least profess the Scripture to be

'Prb
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CHAPTER TEN

CONCLUSION AND FINAL APPRAISAL: HOBBES TODAY

My interpretation of Hobbes' political theory in the last two

chapters may seem to have had the unfortunate effect of rendering Hobbes

less interest'ing and less relevant to the contemporary student of political

theory. It i s certai n'ly true that few would nowadays regard Hobbes' d'ivi s'ion

of mankind jnto the virtually exclusive categories of just and unjust as useful

or elucidating; it simply does not rjng true and offends our humane sentiments.

However I would maintain, on the contrary, that the tendency to espouse a

dichotomous view of mank'ind, no less rigid than Hobbes' original dichotomy,

persists today among several, and quite diverse, schools of po'litical theory.

Let us recall the central point of Hobbes'theory of alìegiance (see

Chapter Eight). It was that for a polit'ical system to survive, there must be

a critical number of citizens, of superior calibre, who are prepared to uphoìd

the sovereign's authority outofasense of duty. Without their support, the

und'iscjpìined masses would be tempted to unleash their wicked and destructive

propensit'ies and bring lawful authority to its knees. Since the virtually

impotent moral sense of the unjust masses'is hardly equal to the task of

trammeling their wayward natures and thus assuring the continuance of

civ'ilized living, it'is mainly the unswerving loyalty of the just minority

which prevents a return to the barbarism of the natural condition. Now I

do not see that Hobbes'differential theory of allegiance, if I may so call it,
is noticeably different in its essentials from that implic'it jn the modern

elite theory of democracy of S.M. Lipset,lDavid Truman,2 Robert Dahl,3 and

I See Lipset's Introduction to Robert Miche
New York, 1962.
D. Truman, 'The American System.in Crisis,
uarter'ly, December 1959 , pp.48l - 497.

l's Political Parties

2

3 R. Dah1, hJho Governs? New Haven, 1961.

in Political Science



Lester Milbra'ith.a According to this body of theory, there must be a critical
number of citizens (the elites), whose commitment to democratic values and

the 'rules of the game' i s beyond question. t^li thout the j r support and

restraining influence, the undisciplined masses would be tempted to unleash

their authoritarian proclivities and bring about the collapse of proper

democratic aovernment. Besides the unswerving allegiance of the various

influential elites to the po'litical system, it is only the very weak commitment

to democratic values and c'ivil liberties of the masses which stands in the way

of this fearful holocaust.

Central to both theories is a clear presumpt'ion of the average citizen,s
inadequacies, w'ith the result that the political system must reìy on the loyalty
and vision of a small but sign'ificant minority of citizens and not on the

population at large. The elite theorjsts m'ight claim that whereas Hobbes'

dichotomy spnings either from his own unbridìed imagination or from the

influence of calvinist theoìogy, their own dichotomy (elites, masses) is
scientifical'ly based. It is not their own arbitrary invention but an empirical

fact. This claim is undoubtedly true; the factual foundatjons do indeed ex.ist.

But at least for Hobbes it can be said that he presents us with some sort of
explanation as to why things are as they are (e.g. Divine providence, grace

etc.) and cannot possibìy be otherwise, whereas in the case of elite theor.ists,

we often find a remarkably uncritical acceptance of reality as it appears through

the prism of the samplq survey" Refelcting Hobbes'originaì intent, they set

out to show how we can establish a viable political order, gjvqn that men are as

they are" But they do not engage in the more difficult but more noble and

humanìy necessary task of attempting to exp'laìn how such crude and disturbing
dichotomies are intellig'ib1e to the inquiring mind, and how they could have

arisen in the first place. This task is not so much consciously avoided as

deemed quite superfluous because elite theorists generally assume, as indeed Hobbes

4 L.llJ. Milbraìth. Political partici ti on , Chi cago '1965.
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assumed, that the 'facts' accurately reflect a deepseated human reality,

what naturally is. The analogy with Hobbes becomes truìy striking when we

observe the'ir concern to establish group-spec'ific standards of behaviour under

the guise of propound'ing a generalised ideal for homo civicus. As Lester

Mi I braith puts i t,

...It is important to continue moral admonishment for citizens to
become active in politics, not because we want or expect great masses
of them to become actjve, but rather because the admonishment he'lps
keep the system open and sustains a belief in the right of a| toparticipate, which is an important norm governing the behaviour ofpolitical elites.s

In: short, then, itris v'ital1y important that the active and informed

mjnority of American c'itizens must have a firm loyaìty to democratic values

and procedures. There must be a 'concensus of elites' concerning the rules

of the democratic game or else chaos may ensue. Such elites can of course be

relied upon to do their democrat'ic duty. By contrast, the generally inert,
passive, ill-informed majority are a1'l too easy prey for the irresponsible

demagogue. In their cooler moments, they too would subscribe to the central

values of American democracy but they are creatures of passion. Prejud'ice and

heated emotion inevjtab'ly weaken their sense of commitment and threaten at

times to render it wholly ineffectual. Given that these people are as they

are, the best that we can possibly hope for is that they remain as they are,

i.e. inert and passive, and leave the various elites, who are responsible,

to proceed about the'ir business without undue interference. Their duty is

the s'imple ones of obeying the 1aw. To expect from them a more positìve

contrjbution to po]'icy-making in jts various forms would be to lose touch

with reality, to wilfully gloss over those human weaknesses whìch, in the end,

render impractica'l their sometimes honourable intentions. However willìng

to be good democrats, their penchant for demogoguery and authoritarian solutions

5 M'ilbraith, op.cit" p.152.
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present permanent obstacles to the realization of that end. They are not

entirely culpab'le. Their failure is rooted in the nature of thìngs.

I have no doubt that Hobbes, had he lived in our times, would have

found certain aspects of the contemporary elite theory of democracy highly

congen'ial. I suspect however that he would have especìa11y admired the

remarkable openess and honesty of Milbraith's recommendation that the jnert

maiority must be continually encouraged to be good citizens, even though

they lack the wherew'ithal to do so.

In this thesis, I have tried to subject Hobbes'political philosophy

to the most rigorous ana'lysis. To the obiection that the analysis has perhaps

been too rigorous, failìng to take account of the fact that Hobbes was, after

all, a lTth century thinker, I would reply that this k'ind of appraisal has

only been possible because Hobbes managed to anticipate, even if only in

embryo, some of the major conceptual distinctions employed by moral thinkers of

later centuries. A notable case 'in point is Kant's distinction between

hypothet'ical and categorical imperat'ives. As I argued in Chapter Three, Hobbes

repeatedly insists that the laws of nature, when conceived of naturalistical'ly

as rational maxims, are not properly describable as moral laws. Unìess they

are conceived of as God's law or enacted by a civil sovereign, the only type of

obììgat'ion to which they cou'ld give rise is of a hypothetica'l or prudential

kind. Furthermore, Hobbes' terminology is in no fundamental sense inconsistent

w'ith or ìnferior to that employed in our own, post-Kantian era. It makes very

little difference whether we regard the laws of nature, viewed naturalistical'ly,

as hypothetical imperatives which obl'ige those men who seek theìr preservatjon

as an end or, more simp'ly and no less precise'ly, as 'conclusions, or Theorems

concerning what conduceth to the conservatjon and defence' of men.
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I have argued that, once we realize that Hobbes was fam'iliar in hìs

own fashion w'ith the hypothetical - categorical dist'inction, his theory of

political obligat'ion ceases to be as ambitious as is sometimes supposed. He

did not attempt to deduce moral obligations from eternal facts of man's nature.

Where he states that men ought, rather than sìmpìy do, react to their condition

'in the state of nature in a certa'in fashion, this 'ought' is used in a purely

hypothetical sense. Considered naturalisticaìly, the laws of nature tell men

what they would be well-advised to do if they wish to be wise in the pursuit

of their interests. By contrast, laws of moralìty or covenanted commands tell

men emphatjcally and unconditional'ly what they ought to do.

Whilst I have argued that Hobbes'ma'in argument from the eternal

facts of Man's nature ís perfect'ly sound, the same cannot be said for hjs

attempted derivation of a right from nature. Hobbes offers us no reasons for

the alleged propriety of anticìpatory violence in the state of nature and it ìs

difficuit to see how;such a justification would be poss'ible, given the

naturalistic premises from which he begìns. (See Chapter Six, Section (3)).

Nor, as Spragens implies, is this defect in Hobbes' argument only apparent, an

illusion generated by our tendency to un'iversalize our own phiìosoph'ical

premises and unarticulated assumpt'ions. Hobbes did not stand hesitatingly

between the worlds of Galileo and Aristotle. He firmly accepted the former and

rejected the latter. Indeed it was prec'isely because the world he saw did not

bear the scars of ontological tension that Hobbes vvas able to distinguish

between prudential and moral obligation in a way that would have been

'inconceivable for those still under the spell of Aristotle. Hobbes denied

the presence of tension between potentiality and actuality. His facts were not

morally charged, nor were his moral 'oughts' factually charged. By ìnsisting

that moral obligations can stem only from authoritative command, he implicitìy

denied that they could be inferred from any other source (such as an'is').
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I have argued therefore that we may herald Hobbes as a forerunner of

Hume and that Hume's ']ogical rule'may be viewed as no more than the

conscious formalizatÍon of unwrjtten rules or embryonic codes of conduct

in philosophical practice wh'ich stretch back at least as far as Hobbes.

But if this is true, then it is also true that we cannot view Hobbes, erroneous

fact-right derivation (See Chapter Six, Sect'ion (3)) indulgentìy by pointing

to the mitigating c'ircumstance that he was, after all, a lTth century thinker.
If it is the hallmark of the phi'losophical masterpiece that it somehow breaks

through its inevitable spatio{ìstorical bonds and rings forcefully across

the centuries to inform subsequent generations, then we are enti¡ed to

appraise the author of such a work as we would a contemporary phiìosopher.

If it is the mark of the masterpiece in the plastic arts that it
affords as a glimpse of perfect.ion, the sure sign of a work of excellence in
politicaì phiìosophy is that jt serves to quicken our desire for the same ideal.
Every political phÍlosophy is pìagued in the end by what Michael 0akeshott

calls the 'final triumph of incoherence', by eternal endeavour and eternal
failure. It is as if the art'ist catches an occasional glimpse of the blush of
the elus'ive spirit of truth upon matter and holds'it still for our contemplation,
whereas the poìitical philosopher looks through the 91ass darkly from the other
end, from the angle of material existence and perceives primariìy the

refractions of matter, the crudities and disappointments of everyday ìife.
The artist occasionalìy captures one of the rare moments when the.ideal infects
the actual, creating perfection and coherence, unityindiversity in his
impressions whereas the poìitical philosopher inhabits the realm of practical
affairs where the actual infects the ideal, where man,s perennial egoism

arrogates to itself the spirit of truth through specious self-justifications
and generates an unmistakable sense of disunity and diversity. If the artist
lives for, indeed almost líves in, perfection, the political phiìosopher,

embedded as he is in concrete and flawed existence, grasps perfection only as
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a possibiljty. The ignobility of everyday life suggests to him a conception

of the noble and he sees it as h'is life's task to attempt to somehow transform

the former in accordance with the latter. Just as for Hobbes and Bacon it
was a mistake to be unduly obsessed with 'the nature of the good' and to ignore

concrete methods whereby the wìll of men might be subdued to accord with the

good, so too for Marx it was hopeless'ly ìnadequate to sìmply interpret the

world: it had to be changed to accord with the'ideal. In a sense, every

poìitical phi'losopher is an idealist, trying to reconcile the world of man

with the vision of the artist and poet, endeavouring to minimize the perpetual

di screpancy. However what characteri zes Hobbes , and conservat'ive po'l i ti cal

philosophy in general, is an acute appreciation of the degree of intrans'igence

at the heart of matter, its refractory character. t¡lith but a few ;,

exceptions, Aristotle's free and noble minded individuals, man is seen to be

committed to a view of truth that subserves his needs. Man calls 'good'that

whìch pìeases him. Given that man'is as he is, genera'lly ìmpervious to the

elusive spirit of truth, the 'best' is sacrificed for the 'best possibìe',

paradise for order, visionary ideology for pedestrian practicality. The

infection of the ideal by the actual is deemed to be beyond repaìr, a chronic

condition that affljcts the maiority of men and the infection of the actual by

the ideal is deemed to be a rare phenomenon, a form of l'ife directly experienced

by iust and holy men and portrayed by artists and poets. The conservat'ive looks

both forward and backwards, through the looking gìass and down at h'is own feet

of c1ay. The radical political visionary looks forward, be'lìev'ing like the

artist in the sublime attractiveness of his v'ision and insistent upon the

malleability of a human nature liberated from corrupting social institutions.

The reactionary poìitical visionary described so well in Sartre's Portrait

of an Antisemite personally infuses the actual with ideal qual'ities but then

chooses to regard evil as a parasitical growth upon the good inherent jn the

actual. His life task is not to transform himself in accordance with arry
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transcendent ideal but to restore the body politic to its pristine purity,

to allow its sp'irit to breathe freely by removing the insidious alien

qes se'l schaf t gnawing at the sacred heart of his beloved gemeínsclnaft.

The triumph of incoherence is assumed e'ither way. Neither type of poìitica1

visìonary can approach the perfection of the artist, because the vision of

the first'is flawed with wishful thinking, the second with wjlful deceit.

One believes that the actual, duly transformed, can correspond to the ideal,

that flawed personal roots can somehow produce a virtuous social floweri the

other is convinced that the flower itself,in the very process of its growth,

exudes goodness and perfection spontaneousìy and effortlessly or at least

can do so once jt has expelled all alien intruders. At bottom, both lack

the attitude of humility and openess of the artist which enables him to grasp

the ultimate symmetry of the components of human integrity, the comp'lementariness

of every worthwhile human end and quaìity. They yearn'instead to put themselves

and their social world, actuaì or perfemed, at the centre of existence, with

the spìrit as its crowning glory. Both desire, as their final goal, the

complete infection of the ideal by the actual, the one by revolutionary means,

the other by a process of cleansìng. The victory which this total absorption

and desecration of the'ideal would represent cannot be achieved by the

individual but yet can be miraculous'ly and mysteriously grasped, or so it js

believed, by the society as a whole.

Because the conservative poììtical phi'losopher does not pretend to ì)

approach the perfection of the artist and opts rather for the best poss'ible

world, he cannot but disappoint the perennial hungerin the human heart which

the po]itical vìsionary gladly feeds and for which the conservative recipe of

minimizing the ignobilìty of existence is poor food. Thus the incoherence of

a work like Lev'iathaL persists vividly in the minds of its readers, though it
comes close to vanishing in the actual work itself. In the end, Hobbes'

Leviathan suffers from the same defect that afflicts what passes today for
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sound empirical pol'itical science; its rootedness'in actua'l'ity,'its very

success and undoubted precision in reflecting the world as it is and'in

designating the conditions of its cont'inued ex'istence, its spilendid and

systemat'ic sordidness. This is how the polìtìcal world is and if it is to

continue to exist, here is how we must act. 'Qught' 'is reduced to a

v'irtual appendage of ''is'; it becomes almost an afterthought. It is no

accident that Machjavelli and Hobbes had a clear preference for hypothetical

'imperat'ives, counsels of skjll, maxims of prudence. In a similar fashion

'can' becomes a static limiting quality, a mere fact of ex'istence and, ceases

to be a pointer^ to better possibjlities for political man. Hobbes' contempt

for A¡istotle's world of becom'ing echoes our own disillusionment with Hegel

and Marx and eschatological thinking of every hue. 'Can' is no longer the

pathway to the heavens, possibiljty generated by grasping an ideal, poteqb'iq

drawn into existence by the elusìve spirit but a stepping stone to our own

backyard. it does not stretch, tease or endeavour to transform the actual

world, for it is now defined and limited by that world, just another component

of existence. 'Can', now successful'ly wedged ìn space and time, has been

cut off fi"om the lure of the absolute and made to suffer the same sorry fate

as the categorical 'ought'.

History certainly bears testimony to the extent of the human debrjs

left behind by political visionaries. Hobbes would have pointed to the hated

ìdeology of the subversive Puritans but we have our own more recent, more

tel I i ng and 'l ess probl emmat j cal exampl es i n 20th century po'l i ti cal hi story.

It might be sajd that we have surely seen enough to drive us back to the

prudent real'ism of Hobbes and to justify our a'lìegiance to contemporary polit'ical

science. Yet if we cultivate as our ideal human type what C.S. Lewis called

'men without chests'9 men who can only locate themselves at the centrepoìnt

of existence by becoming thoroughly insensate, no longer drawn by the elusive

spirit either because they are confident that they have captured it and put

it at the service of theìr technological soc'iety - du'ly transformed'in

accordance with their needs into the Goddess of material progress - or because

6. The Abolitìon of Man G'lasg6ry 
.¡978, pp. 7-20.
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they believe that the logic of posit'ivism and determ'inism have banished'it

from v'iew, then surely we must conclude that the long quest of l^lestern man for

the meaning of human integrity, and the social and political condit'ions

conduc'ive to its existence, has ended jn failure, in a self-absorbed,

sated and suffocating humanity. Our quest would reach its end with a race of

men who, because of their assumed centrality 'in existence, find utterly

unintelligib'le Marcel Proust's suggestion in Time_þga'ine4 that our finest

ìdeas are 'like tunes which, as it were, come back to us although we have never

heard them before and which we have to make an effort to hear and transcribe'

and that'the book whose hieroglyphics are patterns not traced by us is the only

book that really beìongs to us.'7

Because the memory of the massacre of the Jews and the Kulaks

survives v'ividly in our minds, we may consciously choose to ignore the po'litical

visionaries and to assign them to the dustbin of history,along with the whole

realm of becoming. We may decide that it is better to concentrate on the self,

its jmmediate wel'lbeing and its orderly relations wjth other selves than on any

brave new world that may bring the holocaust in its tra'in. But in so do'ing

we fall into the same trap as the very poì'itical visionaries whose influence

we hoped to destroy. We allow our actual existence to arrogate the ideal

unto 'itself. Through inadvertance, laziness, or even the commendable ìntent

to avo'id a greater evil, the self becomes the sole source of value. Even

though consciously rejecting the entire realm of becoming, we in fact become

insensate. There is no conscious will at the service of the'ideal whìch, by

allowing the itleal to penetrate our actual existence, could forestall this

development. tde write on'ly our own books and dance and sing to our own tunes.

The true counterpoint of polit'ical milenarjanism is not the prudent realjsm and

conservatì:sm of Hobbes' Levi_g![g!_ or of contemporary democratic theory but

the attitude of openness and receptivity, embodied'in the artist and the poet,

to the elusive but nonetheless accessible ways of the sp'irit.

7 Time Reqained in Rememberance of Things Past, London 1972, Vol.l2,
p.238 and 241.
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APPENDIX

RIGHT AS "FACILITATED LIBERTY"

My suggestion in the main text that a right should be understood

as a 'facilitated' lìberty may appear rather odd. But the term'faciljtated'
'is preferable to such possible substitutes as 'granted' or 'bestowed'.

When we talk rather loosely of X granting Y liberty, this is usua'lly a

shorthand way of saying that X will remove the'impediments which restrain

the exercise of Y's liberty in some respect. Liberty then,'is not so much

granted as facilitated in the sense that obstacles to jts achievement are

removed or overcome. This appìies not only to the mechanistic sense of

freedom but also to what Benjamin Barber describes as the psychological

intentionalist model of freedom.I The difference between the two models

of freedom may be summarised as follows.

Barber ins'ists that however diverse the wrìtings of Hobbes, Locke,

Hume, Godwin, J.S. Mill, Hobhouse and Sjr Isiah Berlìn, they are at least

similar in understandìng freedom in negat'ive terms as the absence of

restraints. They assume that 'the relationsh'ip between lìberty as motion,

and coercion as the impeding of motion, is purely mechanistic - a physical

prob'lem of vector analysis'.2 Theìr model of freedom is obviously

mechanist'ic, emphasising the role of external phys'ical impedìments

(Hobbes says that freedom 's'ignifieth properly the absense of opposition;

by opposition, I mean external 'impediments of motion'3) and viewing men as

indjvisible particles (bodies) whose mot'ions must be treated as givens.

Hobbes,for example, in hìs discussion of freedom was only concerned with

what men in fact did will and not with the intricacies of the deliberative

process whjch may have preceded any particular human action. As Hobbes puts

B. Barber,
Chapter 2,

Su rman and Common Man.
ass

2

3
Ib'id., p.38.
Leviathan, E.hl. Vol.III, p.146.

Harmondsworth 1972,
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it, 'when the words free and liberty, are app'lied to anything but bodies

they are abused; for that which is not subject to motion is not subject

to impediment'.4 The model of freedom we are presently concerned with is

also abstract, Barber alleges, because it ignores the obvious and concrete

instances of freedom and coercion in human experience in favour of a

philosophicaì genera'l'ization which, quoting Hobbes, 'may be applied no less

to irrational and inanimate creatures than to rational'.s When the term

liberty is understood in this mechanistic sense, it obviously raises no

major prob'lems for the model of rights (i.e. as a triadic relation) tfrat t

have been commending. Indeed it is largeìy this sense of liberty which the

model presupposes.

The mechanistic model of freedom views the agent whose freedom is in
quest'ion as an i ndi vi s i bl e parti cl e or body. Barber tal ks of the ' 'integrated

atomic persona'l'ity of the mechanist'. By contrast, the concrete psychological-

intentionalist model views the agent whose liberty is under discussion as

considerably more complex. Those who view freedom in this way often

distinguish the body from an inner psyche and even point to different

conflicting elements of the psyche.6 Mechanists of course may utilise the

same sorts of distinctions but they would argue that this aspect of the agent's

make-up is not relevant when freedom is at issue. However for the intentionalist

there is an important cleavage between man as an actor and man as a re-actor

a man conscjous of himself and man as a stjmulus-response system. This model

identifies freedom with conscious activ'ity, with reflective awareness and

intentiona'lity. From the perspective of the intentionalist, to say that there

are no external impediments in the path of a person is only a part of what

it means to say that he is free. Barber asks us to consider the following case:

Ibid, p.197.
Ibid, p.196.
I have argued that it is necessary to view the agent in this sort of way
if we are to be able to understand children's rights. chapter Five,
Section (3).

4
5
6
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'...are we to regard the man who kicks on impuìse or in a sudden,
uncontrollable fit of rage as free in the same sense as a man who
intentional I ki cks fol I ow j ng se'l f -consc ious reflections? The

ation with the external and thes s constrained by his preoccup
physical to overlook the difference. The intentionalist model not only
accounts for it, but is defined by it. It is only the man who acts
intentionally who acts freely; action is distinguished from behaviour
by i ts 'intenti onal i ty . "

What I wish to stress here is that if the agent whose freedom is in
question is conceived of in this way as the conscious, ref'lective or

intentional self rather than as the integraì atomic personality of the

mechanist, then we may regard imperious behavioural impulses as constituting

'external impediments'to the agents will. Hence is so far as one person,

X, helps another, Y, to restrain these impulses or at least to transform

them by not reacting to them unthinkingly, he may be said to be faciìitating
intentional action and therefore freedom. In fact when liberty is thought of

in the experienti.al sense that Barber commends, it is much more appropriate

to say that X faciljtates Y's liberty, for the use of the term'grant'could

only mean that X'is capab'le of actuaìly giving Y or of somehow instilìing ìn

Y a conscious, reflective awareness. It is perfectly proper then to talk of

a person's liberty, in either of the senses outlined above, beìng facilitated
or made possib'le by others. The term 'facilitated' conjures up the notion

of making clear a person's path and this is precisely what is involved when

one person helps another to be free - either literalìy, when liberty is viewed

from the perspective of abstract, physical-mechanism or metaphorica'lìy, when

freedom is viewed from the intentionalist perspective"

me

7. 0p.cit., p.53
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